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EDITORJAL 

I have to admit I approached constructing this edition of Wom:n's Phi

haphy Reriew with a great sense of fear and trepidation. Am I alone 
among philosophers in having a blind spot when it comes to Kant? 

'When I was a student, tackling Kant nearly brought me out in hives, 

and as my old house.mates will attest, the two months of my PhD 
study which were spent shut in a room 'learning' the First Oitique 
from start to finish were not happy-not for myself, but neither, more 

especially, for them! HDwever, in editing a volume of the journal 

which has adopted a decidedly Kantian tone, I have been offered the 
opportunity to confront my nemesis head on. 

And, in retrospect, I am glad to have been afforded this chance. 
For, as this volume demonstrates, Kant is a key figure who cannot af-· 
ford to be ignored by feminist philosophers. In different y.rays, the 

two main contributors to this edition highlight the value and pitfalls 
that Kant creates for feminist thought. Furthermore, their contribu

tions ably elucidate a range of Kantian themes, enabling even the most 

timid reader of Kam to approach his writings, and subsequent ferni
nist engagements with them, with renewed confidence and 

understanding. 

The journal opens with a lively and illuminating interview by 

Kimberly Hiitchings with Professor Onora O'Neill, one of the fore
most women philosophers working currently in the UK. O'Neill has 

published widely on Kant and the Kantian tradition, and also on 
themes and debates within bio-ethics. The interview covers many of 

the main topics that have featured in her work, in particular focusing 

on debates surrounding particularism and universalism within ethical 

theory, and how concepts of agency and autonomy are to be under
stood. 

A:s well as a life-time dedicated to her philosophical work, 
O'Neill is also very active in the public sphere. In addition to being 

Principal of Ne,.nham Oillege, Cambridge, Onora O'Neill is also a 
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cross- bench life peer, is currently chair of the Nuffield Foundation, 

and in 2002 she delivered the BBC Reith lectures. The theme of the 

lectures was trust and diis concept also features prominently in the in

terview here. As O'Neill explains, her engagement with the public 

sphere arises directly out of her philosophical views and background. 

She situates her work as emerging from a Kantian tradition, although 

as she makes clear, she views her approach as 'standing ·on the shoul

ders' of Kant, rather than 'lying at his feet' ( 12). 

This description of a thinker's relationship with their predeces

sors also neatly applies to many of the feminist philosophers whom 

Rachel Jones discusses in her review article of feminist responses to 

Kant.1 In this comprehensive piece, Jones uses Robin May Schott's 

edited collection Fenirrist Interjllf!tatian ef Jmmmuel Kant as a jumping 

off point for a critical analysis of the different ways in which feminist 

scholars have engaged both "With Kant's own writings and the key 

Kantian debates within ethics, political theory, and aesthetics. Ali she 

shows; while many feminist thinkers have been- justly- critical of 
aspects of Kant, his work also contains themes diat can be used for 

feminist ends. By highlighting what she considers to be both the 

strengths and weaknesses of Schon's collection, Jones draws our at

tention to a series of interventions by feminist thinkers who, by 

standing on Kantian shoulders, offer a range of conceptual resources 

that enhance and develop feminist philosophizing. In particular Jones 

is keen to show how an aspect of Kant's theory which is often ne

glected by feminist thinkers- namely the transcendental- can offer a 

particularly fruii::ful source of engagement. 

Both O'Neill's interview and Jones' review article draw atten

tion to the 'double' methodology often practic:ed within feminist 

philosophy: the tradition of philosophy is interrogated to expose its 

'blind-spots' regarding the question of sexual difference, while theo
rists simultaneously use this analysis to build a different and more 

nuanced account of alternative possibilities arising out of this very 

same tradition. This approach again comes to the fore in many of the 
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books which are revie~d in the Journal's final section. Reviewers 

draw our attention to how Stella Sandford's and Jndith Butler's recent 

work exposes key points of tension within the writings of Levinas and 

Lacan respectively. HOwever, these tensions are not necessarily viewed 

. as 'flaws' but rather as the sites of productive engagement for feminist 

· thinkers. This method of engagement is also extended into the reviews 

themselves. Both Joanne Wmning and Ouistine Battersby, in their 

critical reviews of two very different books, show how the authors' 

failure to engage with certain aspects of contemporary debates and 

scholarship, leads to partial accounts being presented. HOwever, both 

reviewers also give clear indications as to what elements are missing 

and which oilier resources the reader would need to draw on in order 

to re-appraise die material under consideration. 

For, as Onora O'Neill stresses in her interview, the role of the 

philosopher is not simply to observe and contemplate, but should also 

involve engagement and action. Whether this is in the form of active 

participation in public life, or in more cerebral interventions into intel

lectual debates, this is perhaps the choice of the individual feminist 

thinker. However, as this edition ably demonstrates, amongst the key 

'tools' which the feminist philosopher has at her disposal, are the re

sources which are endowed by the tradition· of thought itself .. And 

even when the thinker is as initially daunting as Kant- or perhaps, be
cause of the daunting nature of the material that is presented- this 
engagement can be immensely rewarding and productive. And this is 
said by a woman who, until editing this edition, used to break out in a 

cold sweat at the approach of Kant: no more, I have learnt my lesson!! 

Note 
1. The editors would lilre 1:0 make it dear that while Rachel Jones is currently a 

general editor of WPR, this review article was commissioned and largely written 

before she took up this post. In general, wi: have a policy of not publishing work 
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by the general editors of the journal. HOwever, exceptional circw:nstances pre

vailed with this piece. The editors have ensured that it has gone through the usual 
reviewing process for all articles to which the journal adheres. This also accounts 
for the fact that this editorial is written only by Helen Cliapman, rather than both 
editors, as is the normal practice. 

'This Girl is Hungry for Philosophy!' 

An Interview with Onora O'Neill 

conducted by Kimberly Hutchings 

KH =Kimberly Hutchings 
OO'N = Onora O'Neill 

7 

KH I'd like to just start by asking you what got you into philosophy 
in the first place, what attracted you to it, why did you end up 

taking that direction.? 

OO'N I certainly didn't choose it at school When I was about thirteen 

I remember reading Lewis Carroll's logic puzzles and enjoying 
them a lot and spending a lot of time with them, bur I went to 

University to do Hist01y and I was really very committed to do
ing History. Then I suppose I began to think very quickly that 

writing history essays didn't answer certain sorts of questions, so 
I told my History tutor that I thought I wanted to do Philoso

phy. I talked to a lot of people who were doing Philosophy and I 

was sent to Elizabeth Anscombe who asked me about causal· 

ity- about which I knew extremely little- and then I'm told she 
wrote a very fine one-liner: she said "this girl is hungry for phi

losophy". Then the College let me switch and I did Philosophy 
and Psychology. At that time my own view would have been 

that Psychology interested me more but the rather litnited diet 
one got in those days- mainly experimental and learning the

ory<-- certainly seemed to me not to give very useful explanations 

of action. 

KH That's interesting, because in some ways one tends to think of 

becoming a philosopher or getting into philosophy being rela
tively unusual for women in the getieration that we're talking 
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about, and Anscombe herself is one of the few figures from the 

generation before who was in play. 

CX)'N I didn't have anyfeeling like that. I mean, it was perhaps unusual 

for women to do graduate work at all. However, as I was taught 
mainly by Anscombe and Foot, and a little bi:t by Mary Warnock 

among others, as an undergraduate, I didn't notice that this was 

a field in which there weren't manywomen. 

KH Do you have a sense of your trajectory of development as a phi

losopher, do you think your work has gone through phases? 

CX)'N Oh yes, a lot of different phases, certainly. One,could hardly be 

a student around 1960 without thinking the later Wittgenstein 
extremely exciting and when I set out to do a PhD at Harvard, I 
certainly thought that that would be the direction in which I 
would go. I had also not really done much thinking about the 
history of philosophy, as was the habit in those days, and Har

vani made me be at least a little bit more systematic about that. 

The real shift- perhaps one always notices the accidental- was 

when I took a seminar with Robert NOzick, then a very far from 

grand assistant professor, on rational choice theory. 

We wem through lots of fonnal models of rational choice, 
and I wrote an essay that Nozick liked and he said "you should 
really publish that". I had a moment of absolute cold feet and 

misgivings, and I thought "no, if there's something to be said 
about reason and action it isn't up this street", so that was the 

moment when I went back and started reading Kant seriously, 
and I was fortunate. Rawls of course has written very little on 

Kant, but he did give excellent lectures on Kant, and I had read 
the Gram:foork as an undergraduate very carefully, but I also 
went to Charles Parson's F£rst Critique lectures. I've always found 

that it is very important not, as it were, to tryto take Kant's phi-
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losophy piecemeal Another thing that Harvard did for me- and 

I tell you that this was not by planning, it was inadvertence
when I was a teaching assistant (there's a footnote there I'll re

turn to in a moment), Cavell required the first years to read 
Re/,£rj,an Wltbin the L irnits rf Mm; Rezm Now, they may have been 
baffled, but so was I and to some good effect because it made 

me think about a lot of things like interpretation and authority. 
The footnore is this: when you were a teaching assistant at Har

vard in those days you were. called a 'section man', regardless of 
sex- as though you mended fences! 

[Lzug,s] Excellent. So the tum to Kant, the beginning of examin
ing Kant's work carefully, and the move into ethics as a key area 
of your work, are those coincidental? 

CX::>'N Initially I worked quite a lot on some other things in Kant, too. 

In my first teaching years I always did a seminar on the F£rst Cri
tique and I wrote an article which I called "Space and Objects", 

so I was quite influenced by Stra-wson too in a way. That article 

taught me something: never give your articles too general a title 

because somebody at a college of gymnastics asked me -whether 

he could have an offprint, so I imagine he thought it was about 
how to arrange the gym! 

KH Oh dear, that's a good one. Following on from that, not perhaps 
ethics per se, but practical reasoning anyway has been a focus of 
quite a lot of your work? 

CX::>'N That, I would say, has been the key underlying theme: the con

nection between reason and action. Of course, that doesn't land 
one sintply in ethics or sintply in political philosophy, although I 

have on the whole said much less about the explanation of ac
tion, mainly because I thought other people had said a lot about 
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it. I am rather corning round to thinking that a lot of what is said 

about motivation and desire just isn't plausible, so that maybe I 

will end up going back in a more theoretical direction there. 

KH In relation to that, one of the things I like very much about your 

work is the way that when you are talking about issues like 
transnational justice or whatever, you have a view to institutional 

and political agency and its significance within this. I think that 

there could be some really interesting work to be done precisely 

about agency in that sense as well as individual human agents. 

OO'N I agree very much. I think that although, if we distinguish artifi
cial from natural agents and think of ordinary human beings as 

natural agents, it's true that you don't get any artificial agents 

without natural agents. Nonetheless artificial agents are perfectly 

well structured for making decisions, often in more limited 

spheres, sometimes in broader spheres than natural agents. What 
I also note is that natural agents themselves are artificial in many 

resperu because we have socially learnt capacities and incapaci

ties. I'd say that I see considerable continuity there. I think that if 
one's talking about how to translate principles into action, it's 

going to be in large part about the construction of enduring 

structures with capacities to act; and for me, that means institu

tions and character. 

KH Absolutely. The other se11Se in which the connections between 

principles and actions seem to come to the fore in your work is 

that as well as being a philosopher you also have a public role, 

and make a contribution in terms of work on committees and so 

on. Perhaps it's too broad a question, but I'm interested in what 
you see as the difficulties of bringing philosophy to bear on ac

tion, as it were, in person, in the sense that your work combines 

the two? 
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OO'N I don't think one can do it in a sort of systematic frontal assault 

way. The ways in which one can contn'bute to the work of a 

committee or a group are, I think, just the things we do with our 

srudents: by drawing a certain distinction, by exposing ambigu

ity, by showing how much work a certain assumption does or 

fails to do. Very often I think exposing ambiguities is one of the 

more useful things. It's not rocket science, the sort of 'ilrork one 

can do in public contexts, but I think it's also not surprising that 
quite a lot of philosophers do find themselves faidy active in 

public contexts. 

KH Yes. Moving back to the reading of Kant which has obviously 

been so crucial to your work in general, it's interesting that 

you're one of a number of philosophers ...b.o have, as it were, re
tum.ed ro Kant. I mean, you mentioned Rawls already, and 

Habennas, and there's a huge range of work bringing Kantian

ism and cosmospolitanism together, or claiming some kind of 

return to Kant. You have your own specific constructivist read

ing; it's probably much too big a question really, not a fair 

question, but I'm interested in what you see as the vinues of the 

way in which you read Kant. Say, in distinction from quite a lot 

of the work that maybe comes through Rawls or comes through 

Habennas, often looking at problems similar to the ones you're 

interested in ... ? 

OO'N There's a ...b.ole range of ways in which one can approach 

someone as big as Kant. There is a tradition of scholarship 

(which one certainly finds rather more of in German.;1 which I 

greatly respect but have no desire to join, in which the careful 

reconstruction of what Kant may have meant and the context of 

what he was saying is the dominant aim. And then there are 

people who, to pm it crudely, merely appropriate a little snippet 

of Kant, and I suppose people that I have been talking about in 



the Gifford Lectures who wave some conception of individual 

autonomy around and ascribe it to Kant would be a good exam
ple of that sort of thing. I think that maybe this shows the sort 

of pr.i.ctical intention with which I agree, but what I look for is: 
how convincing an argument can be found here? That's a bit dif
ferent from saying that I employ a strong principle of charity in 

reading, because my objective isn't necessarily to get close to 

whatever somebody meant or to its reconstruction. My objec

tive, rather, is to see whether I find. deep and interesting 

arguments that I can make plausible, and if perhaps some of 

them aren't exactly what Kant had in mind, that doesn't bother 

me one bit because he's led me there and that's fine. So I think 
it's a 'standing on the shoulders' rather than 'lying at the feet of' 

exerCJSe. 

KH Yes, I find that very interesting because it does seem to me that 

with philosophers like Kant, it is possible to almost have some

thing like an ongoing dialogue; it isn't something that is finished, 

and as you say, there are so rnanyways in which you can ... 

OO'N There are so many ways and· it's also been really quite unusual 
until recently for people to tty and read across a very large range 

in Kant. I think that when I was younger, on the whole, people 

who were interested in the First Critique were often not much in

terested in the ethics,.let alone the political philosophy, let alone 

the philosophy of religion. Of course, people "'110 are interested 

in Kant, in being Kant specialists, might do so ... 

KH Yes. 

OO'N ... there was a great deal of selectivity in the way people read. 

KH Yes, I think.that's right. 

OO'N Of course, everyone's selective, there are very, very few people 

who want to read the collected works, but there are ways of be

ing sort of broader-ranging and more eclectic which I found 
helpful. 

KH One of the things that is a theme that continues in your work on 

justice and virtue, the bounds of justice and so on, is a critique 
of ethical particularism and of people who argue in a rather 

blanket ...vay against abstraction in ethical thought. Just from the 

point of view for the moment of feminist philosophy, there's 

obviously quite a strong line within feminist philosophy, particu

larly feminist ethics which would, I think, perhaps on the surface 

look like something that would come under that heading- the 

ethical particularism and so on- especially something like the 

ethics of care. But you also tend to emphasize human vulnerabil

ity and finitude and so on in your work, which in another way 

would actually seem to fit quite well with some of the themes 

there. I mean. I have no idea if this is something that you've 

even got any interest in particularly, but how ;;rould you see 

something like that development within feminist ethics of the 

idea of the ethics of care? 

OO'N I'm all for care, but I think the ethic of care is a very mistaken 
approach to care. I really rather like Carol Gilligan's work, but it 

was work in developmental ps)diology; it did not purport to be 

work in ethics or political philosophy. Unforrnnatelythere have 

been at least some people who have taken up these phrases or 

slogans-the 'voice of justice' and the 'voice of care'-and 

thought of them as possible alternatives. Now, as far as I'm con

cerned one of the things that is really important for women is 
justice, and women who think that they can neglect justice are 

no sort of feminist, so that I think you have to have both. To ar

gue for an 'ethic of care' by itseJf is to imagine that there are 
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some protected spaces where women can pUl'S'lle the life of 

care- it's a wonderful double entendre, isn't: it? Being protected 

from the harsh realities of the world, I suppose by men. Well 
that's exactly in my view what the harem and the traditional 

convent and so on were about, so that the anti-political interpre· 

tation of care seems to be one of a range of mistakes. 
The other thing that has puzzled me greatly when reading 

others' writing on care is how historically limited it is. Care is af. 

ter all carit.as, the greatest of Grristian virtues. When you go back 
to Aquinas, carit.as is the mother of all virtues, including the vir
tue of justice. The conception of charity is very diminished in 
current ethical discourse, and so is that of care. So as you see, 

I'm all for care, but I just believe that you have to fit it into a 
sufficiently robust fnmeworl;;: to take account of some other 

things, like oppression, or a possibility of oppression. 

KH Sure. And forthose things you need a universalism ... ? 

OO'N Well, these issues seem to be a bit separate from the distinctions 

between particularism and universalism, although they are con

nected in some people's writings. Particularism, as I see it at the 
moment, has two rather different interpretations. One which I 

share (although I think it's often decontextualized) is that ulti
mately we have to make judgements about quite particular 
situations using quite thick categories and all the rest of it, and 

that makes very good sense. It doesn't of course in any way pre· 
elude the thought that in reaching those judgements we have to 

take account of universal principles. The other version of par
ticularism, for which I have rather less time, is a more radical 

form of particularism, which takes it that we reach our ethical 

judgements by somehow eyeballing particular cases, and then 
some capacity to intuit or attend or appreciate is what takes· over 

and there's no process of practical reasoning. I take that sort of 
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picture, though it has its charm, to be ultimately deeply anti
political and probably quite aestheticizing in its view of the 

moral life. It's a sort of moral connoisseurship masquerading as 

an attention to the panicular, and of course, such attention can 
lead people to the most ghastly sorts of action. 

KH I wondered what you'd thought of Martha Nussbaum's most re

cent book on women, development and justice, Wcm?n ard 
Hummf)euiopm:nt?? 

OO'N Well. I like it in manyways. Nussbaum has been criticized, and I 
think rightly, for having a too ambitious account of the good 

and at the same time perhaps too little argument behind it. She 
says she's fOUDd some cross-cultural agreement, and, of course, 

you always get cross-cultural agreement unless you force hard 
choices. So my sense of it is that the acco~t of the capabilities 

that are important is overblown and that, paradoxically, although 
what she hopes to attend to is the lives of poor women (mainly 

in India but also in other poor societies) by as it were demanding 

too much at the start, she hasn't got enough focus at the end. So, 

if I were developing a capabilities approach I think I would go 
with something closer to Sen's work, and try to think more 

about the basic capabilities that people need rather than the ca

pabilities they'd need for a full. vital, flourishing, mega-wattage 
life. 

KH Yes, sure. I wanted to finish by asking more specifically about 
the focus of the Gifford lectures and the bio-ethics material.1 

Perhaps just in general first: in dealing with issues to do with 
bio-ethics, has that provoked a particular set of philosophical 

questions, or do you see it as essentially having a lot in common 

with other areas of applied ethics that you may have worked 
with before- are there particular things that strike you? 
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OO'N Yes, well, bio-ethics is, of cowse, an area in which one has to 

think pretty hard about institutions and about human vtliner

abilities, including the intersection of those two themes. I think 

the difficulty for bio-ethics is that there are no disciplinary stan· 

dards. A lot of what one reads under this heading wouldn't really 

pass muster as philosophy, or as law, or as sociology. What I 

tried to do was to link some more systematic philosophical ar

guments to a few of the topics that I found myself reading on or 

working on in much more public come.m in the last ten years. 

The particular focus of the lectures is on autonomy and trust, 

and it almost fell into my lap as I began to think about the ex

traordinary combination of events whereby people are 

clamouring for more autonomy, better respect for patient 

autonomy, individual autonomy, and all the rest of it, bm are 

also bemoaning the loss of trust. So I started thinking, you 

know, could there possibly be some intemal connection between 

these two things, and are certain conceptions of autonomy per

haps one of the reasons why it proves difficult to preserve .a 

culture of trust in this area of life? So the topic just came to me. 

KH Yes, I can see that. Just looking ahead and at the notions of 

'principled autonomy' and 'principled trust', I can begin to see 

the sort of ;ugument that might emerge. But it's interesting again 

because it shows how in your work you bring together things 

which very often people tend philosophically to want to keep 

apart. 

OO'N Yes, topics that they perhaps do not even w.mt to keep apart but 

which just don't seem to belong to the same particular enter· 

prise. What I'm acrually very struck by is how extraordinarily 

little philosophers seem to have written about trust. It seems to 

me to have become a topic i.n which sociologists and anthro-

KH 
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pologists have done rather better; you'd think that philosopher.; 

would have said a lot:_ but it seems that they haven't. 

I'll remember that when people are asking about possible PhD 

topics to pursue! 

OO'N Well, yes, we could all do with some really great PhDs turning 
towards this topic because trust isn't just one more virtue. 

KH O:iuld you say a bit more about that? 

OO'N I suppose if you "Were to ask about reasoned trust and having 

reasons for trusting, you'd have to think about ha!Ung reasons for 

trusting as against there hdng reasons for trusting: there could be 

a situation i.n which people are thoroughly trustworthy, but be

cause the evidence of the trustworthiness is unavailable or only 

available with great difficulty, they are then mistrusted. The gen

eral idea that I shall be pursuing is that the ways i.n which we 

have sought to improve trust have been by trying to jack up the 

amount of evidence available to show that certain institutions or 

persons are trustworthy, largely by means of what you might call 

the audit culture. But this isn't necessarily available to the people 

who need to do the trusting, and it's naive to think that some

thing called 'better conununication' is going to make it available 

just like that. The evidence has often acrually been put together 

in ways that make it rebarbative and unassimilable because of 

course it's designed for auditors and not for the people who 

need to decide whether or not to trust. So I think we've got a 

difficulty connecting the public culture of regulation and audit 

with trust. It strikes roe at present that it's like the person who is 
busily digging a hole and throwing the earth over his shoulder 

into another bit of the hole; we dig like mad to improve ac-
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countability in oroer to improve trust, but meanwhile we're de

stroying trust. 

KH Yes, it just gets eaten into; I shall look forward to the trust lec
ture. One last question really, just to wrap it up. Of 
contemporary philosophers working across the range of differ
ent aspects of philosophy, whose work do you 'perhaps most 

admire or feel has been most significant for yow 

OO'N Rawls has undoubtedly been significant for me; he was my PhD 

supervisor. 

KH Oh, is that right? 

OO'N A:manya Sen is certainly significant for the sort of work I've 
done on poverty and international justice ... (pause) ... I think I 
see myself in some w-ays to be a bit lonely philosophically. I 

don't identify myself particularly with any school; I haven't, on 
the whole, found myself comfortably at home among the Rawl
sians, for example. I suppose I am one of the first group of his 
pupils who worked on Kant. If I have any group I'm close to, it's 
Rawls' pupils who worked on more historical themes, people like 
Thomas Hill and Cluistine Korsgaatd, Andrew Reath and Bar
bara Hennan; it's very interesting that they were all Rawls' 
pupils, mostly later than me, and are now all people I know. 

KH Interesting. 

OO'N I don't know if you've seen a book that they did together, which 
-was called R~ the History cf Efu? It was a group of his
torical essays influenced by Rawls; it was a sort of Fe;tschrift for 
him. It came out with QJP, edited by Heiman, Reath and Kors
gaard, I think.2 The difficulty about it is that in some ways- in 
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contrast, say, to the Oun.bridge school of political thought- it 
really isn't historically very ambitious or very learned, and it has 
its limitations there. But those are people whom I know well, 
and among them, although he's not a Rawls pupil for obvious 
reasons of age, Jerry Schneewind. Their work is perhaps in some 

ways closest to mine. 
I've always tried to keep going in two parallel tracks, one of 

which involves reflecting on Kant, and looking at some of the 
details of texts, while the other tries to follow parallel lines of ar

gument independently of the texts. So there are various 
problems I've taken up, doing what I suppose one can call ap
plied ethics (though it's a phrase I don't much care for because I 
think it suggests quite a misleading model of what one's doing). 

As for Kant and international justice, that in a way is a very 
natural connection. I understand why many people are doing 
this, although there is also no doubt a historically contingent rea
son in that it was the 200th anniversary of Kant's 'Perpetual 
Peace' essay in 1995. But I think that there's a much more gen
eral reason. The theories of justice that we have generally looked 
at- and this has become very obvious looking at late Rawls
are mainly designed as theories of the just state; many of their 
protagonists have been up-front about that. So it's extremely in
teresting that, although Kant is writing his main works in 

political philosophy in the period just before and during the 
French Revolution, he thinks that a statist account of justice, or 
an account of the just state, can't be 'Written independently of 
thinking about the context of that state among other states. 

KH One very, very last question, has just been raised by what you 
were saying there. H'ave you ever looked at Arendt's work on 

Kant? 

OO'N Yes, the connection of the Gifford lecrures of course . . . 3 
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KH - - - exactly. 

OO'N - - Arendt's lectures on judgement, which are extremely bizarre, 

as is her work on Kam and politics. But I think I have some 

sympathy with that work There is a sort of line that you can 

read of rather political inteqiretations of Kant; I would see Karl 

Jaspers as one person there and Arendt as another, and Ronald 

Beiner is obviously working very much in that idiom, and what's 

his name, Hans Saner?4 

KH Oh yes, that's a nice book! woukl say. 

OO'N Yes, a very nice book isn't it, and the title is very odd-quite dif. 
ferent in Gennan than in English. 

KH Yes, it goes on for ages, doesn't it? 

OO'N I think that if you read Kant thinking about these metaphors of 

war and peace, as well as the broader metaphors of law and tri
bunal, one learns a lot from that. I've often been struck by the 
degree to which he articulates the problems of philosophy using 

a set of metaphors drawn from geography, and the solutions us

ing a set of metaphors which are much more drawn from war 

and history. So, yes, I found Arendt panicularly stimulating on 

this topic and in her discussions of the senst1S a:mrnmis. I feel she 

was full of insights, but didn't seem to come together very sys

tematically in her reading of Kant. 

KH I think we'll have to finish there, thank you very much. 

OO'N It's been an enjoyable session. 
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'You Kantian!' Feminist Interpretations of Kant 
A Review Essay 

by Rac:hel Jones 

In a recent essay, Mi.eke Bal confesses that 'I turned away from institu

tional feminism when someone hissed "you Kantian!" instead of "you 

bitch!" in my ear' (Bal 2001, 324). Perhaps it is unsmprising that this 
should function as the ultimate feminist insult. Kant is often invoked as 

the arch-proponent of an autocratic Enlightenment subject who imposes 
a reductive abstract order on the world, whilst striving to escape sensa

tion, feeling, and .the contingencies of life. This Kant becomes the 

'natural' enemy of those seeking to make space for a conc:rete subject, 

one that is not only embodied, but socially, culturally and historically 

situated, and whose modes of knowing are inseparable from differences 

of sex, gender, class and race. Add to this Kant's infamous misogyny

'A woman >Vho has a head full of Greek . . . might as well even have a 

beard' (Kant 1960, 78 [II:229-30J)1-and it is not smprising that it is 
thought 'politically suspect' for feminists to work on such thinkers, 
whose philosophy seems to embody the oppressive values of a masc:ulin

ist, Eurocentric tradition. 2 

Such suspicions are not groundless, though they have led some to 

discard the potential of Kant's philosophy for feminist thought rather 

too sV7iftly. Just before the comment about learned women disfiguring 

themselves, Kant remarks that 'it is not enough to keep in mind that we 
are dealing with human beings; we must also remember that they are not 

all alike' (77). This injunction to be attentive to (sexual) difference need 

not be played out in the hierarchical teilllS Kant himself adopts, as is 

shown by the recent collection Feninist I~ rf I~ Kant. 

(1997; hencefotth FIK). This substantial volume, edited by Robin lvfay 

Schott, contains a variety of responses, ranging from thoroughgoing cri

tique to the appropriation of Kantian concepts for feminist ends; what 
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all have in common is a shared pen:eption of Kant as an important inter

locutor for contemporary feminists. 
In this essay, I offer a detailed critical review of the volume, refer

ring to related feminist work as appropriate. I also draw attention to 

some of the volume's limitations, as these seem to reflect broader issues 

in feminist responses to Kant. The essay does not aim to give an exhaus
tive oveI'View of recent feminist work on Kant, but offers a parucular, 
and necessarily selective, critical perspective. There will not be room to 

disc:uss a number .of important- if not explicitly feminist-.studies of 

Kant that have been produced by women philosophers in recent years.3 

HoW{!Ver, some reference will be made to well-known thinkers (Hannah 
Arendt, Ouistine Korsgaatd, Onora O'Neill and Barbara Herman) who 

have had a significant influence on feminist readings of Kant, as the 

Feni:nist I~ volume indicates. 

The Missing Transcendental 

In her introduction, Schott uses· Elisabeth Grosz to position F eni:nist In

~ rf Kant. as engaging with the philosopher both critically and 

constructively (FIK, 4). This 'double vision' regarding the history of phi

losophy could be seen as one of feminist philosophy's defining 

characteristics.f it allows feminist thinkers to critique the patriar

chal values that mark Kant's writings, drawing attention to blindspots 

and contradictions, whilst simultaneously insisting on the creative poten

tial of Kant's thought for feminism. 

The volume's own main blindspot is the general lack of attention 

to the relevance for feminist thought of the specifically 1:mr1s<m1enta/, na

ture of Kant's project. This is reflected pardy in the terms in >Vhich the 

introduction frames the volume, and partly in the lack of attention paid 

to the first Critique. With one exception (see belo>V}, and despite some 

recognition of Kant's significance for feminist epistemology,5 the know

ing subject of the first Critique tends to remain a shadowy 'atomistic' 

figure hovering in the background (Moen FIK, 216), whose presence it 
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seems we would do well to exorcize. One result of th.is 'blindspot' is the 

lack of an adequate context in which to appreciate the contribmions to 

the volume of Sarah Kofman and Monique David-Menard, who need to 

be read in relation to a more European tradition informed by a concern 

with the transcendental constitmion of the subject. 

This 'blindspot' seem;; especially odd given feminism's own con

cern with analyzing and transfonning the an/it:U:n; of women's 

experience. It seems to me to reflect a rather reductive characterization 

of the Kantian project which has had a certain dominance in some femi

nist accounts. Kant is seen as the champion of 'impartial' reason, where 

'impartiality' is taken to denote not just 'disinterest', but a solitary, god
like transcendence of any particular perspective (see Schott PIK, 8; 328).6 

Kantian morality and epistemology are thereby contrasted with ap

proaches foregrounding the locatedness of subjects. But such 

inte.ipretations obscure the fact that the 'Copernican tum' revolves 

around a finite subject, whose knowledge and experience is always and 

necessarily conditioned: a transcendental subject rather than a transcen

dent rationality.7 

The tendency to portray the Enlightenment ideal of the know1ng 

subject as one of 'pure'-ie., transcendent and epistemically self

sufficient- .rationality is seen by Louise Antony as a mis-representation 

characteristic of contemporary feminist epistemology (Antony 1993, 

195-6). In feminist accounts of Kant, th.is tendency can be manifested in 

two ways (both of which, I would argue, are reflected in Schott's uwn 

inte.ipretation, particularly her 1988 smdy, O:f!1itiat am E =)- First, in 

readings which strongly oppose the empirical and the transcendental, in 

ways that suggest that the empirical (aligned with the particular and con

crete) exists independently of a formal (univenml and abstract) order that 
both transcends and suppresses the former in its sensuous immediacy 

(see Schott 1988 & 1993, especially chapters 8 & 9). Th.is in tum reflects 

a tendency to blur the t:ransankntd- understood as constituti.ve, as the 

conditions of possibility of experience-with a transcenient reason that 

seeks to distance itself from sensuous life by imposing a rigid framework 
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of rules and restrictions on the disorderly contingencies of concrete exis
tence. 8 Yet such readings conflict with the first OiJique, where Kant's aim 
is precisely to cwb the ambitions of transcendent reason. They also fail 

to do justice to the waythat, for Kant, the transcendental makes experi

ence possible; it is not imposed upon it from ourside or above, but 

instead inhabits and is always immanent to the empirical Thus con

ceived, a transcendental project need not tum away from the sensible or 

situated, but might instead generate a deepened understanding of the 

structures or processes that inform and sustain- that 'situate' -

particular kinds of experience. 

An insistence on the immanence of the transcendental helps 

feminism to avoid the temptation of appealing to a (pre-critical) notion 

of 'women's experience/s' as that to which we could tum to escape the 

confines of patriarchy. Such appeals- for example, to a privileged female 

experience of care-too readilyreinscribe a philosophical tradition which 

has been more than happy to accord Sophie and Antjgone a 'special' fa
milial role.9 Appeals to 'women's lives' can also allow the universalism 

about which Schott is rightly concerned to reinsert itself, insofar as some 

worn.en's experiences are taken as the nonn. 

From a Kantian perspective, the notion of appealing to experience 

to escape the restrictions of the transcendental is intrinsically suspect. 

Just as for Foucault power is not simply confining but productive, so for 

Kant the transcendental is a set of productive conditions that in delimit

ing, simultaneously constitute experience. Rather than rejecting the 

thought of the transcendental, then, it seems to me vital to maintain the 

critical approach by enquiring as to the (multiple and varying) conditions 

that make it possible to live as a 'woman', that is, as other than the 

'Other' of a male subject. This kind of post-Kantiauism marks the wotk 

of such thinkers as David-Menard, Luce Irigarayand Clrristine Battersby. 

These theorists argue not onlythat Kant's views on the sexes have 

philosophical significance, but also that we need to take seriously the 

gendered implications of the core concepts of the critical project (includ

ing, for example, space, time, substance, the subject-object relation, and 
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the phenomena/ noumena distinction). They question the supposed uni
versality and necessity of what Kant positions as a priori conditions of 

experience. Such an approach involves continuing to think {Vlith Kant) 
the necessarily constituted nature of the empirical, as well as the imma
nence of the transcendental to the empirical, but deepening this thought 

(and turning it against Kant) by asking what conditions the investment in 
specific concepts as 'universal', and by showing, for instance, how differ

ent conceptions of space and time might enable different modes of 

becoming a subject. Battersbys approach in particular involves histori
cizing the transcendental in similar ways to Foucault. This kind of 

critique deepened into genealogywould facilitate the investigation Schott 

desires into the way 'the thinker is embedded, embodied, and engen
dered in a particular historical matrix' (PIK, 3).10 

A further aspect of Irigarays and Battersby's readings of Kant that 
is absent from the introduction to Feninist Interpretati.m; cf Kant is an em
phasis on the inten:lependence of (transcendental) subject and object. 
The alignment of the Kantian Enlightenment with a 'unified, rational, 

self-knowing subject' (Schott PIK, 7) or later Vlith a conception of 'a 

deep self, a unified whole, an isolated ego' {Schott PIK, 330), invokes 

something more like a Canesian self than Kant's transcendental 1'. This 
reflects a broader tendency in some feminist criticism to Illisrepresent 
philosophical modernity by blurring the differences between Descartes 

and Kant.11 Yet, as the first essay in FIK stresses, the 'unity' of con

sciousness that marks Kant's subject is neither available to, nor 
established by, introspection,_ but is a necessary a priori supposition that 

can only be posited against a transcendental object as its necessary coun
terpart (see also Battersby 1998, 83-5). As we will see, for Irigaray and 
Battersby, it is this recognition of the subject's con~titutive dependence 
on an object/'other' that makes Kant a more prorn.ising starting point 

for feminist thought. 

My suggestion that Schott's collection does not pay sufficient at
tention to the transcendental is echoed by Kurt Mosser, who notes the 

'surprisingly small role' that the first Critique plays in feminist engage-
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ments with Kant (Mosser 1999, 322). Mosser offers a useful synopsis of 

feminist criticism of Kant in the Anglo-American tradition, where Kant 
is seen as generating 'a picture of reason that has been used in a variety 

of -ways to exploit and oppress women' (325). He then engages in detail 
with work by Schott, Genevieve Lloyd, and Pauline Kleingeld.12 He is 
right that the general lack of close attention to Kant's account of the 

subject in the first Oitique leads some feminist thinkers to misrepresem 
Kant. However, rather than showing how Kant's misogyny 'infects' the 

supposed gender-neutrality and universality of his system, as advocated 

by Kleingeld (343-4), Mosser rejects Kant's views on women as having 

no 'in-principle connection' with the critical project (351). He defends 
the transcendental subject as a fonnal and gender-neutral constmct ca

pable of grounding a 'robust liberatory and progressive' feminism based 
on respect for the 'dignity, autonomy and freedom' of all rational agents 

(345, 353). 
Mosser, along with some feminists, argues that Kant supplies suf

ficient resources to combat his (Kant's) own-and others'-sexism. 
Whilst I agree that caricatures of Kant abound (and not only amongst 

feministsO, Mosser's recuperative liberal approach underestimates the 
significance of recent analyses of the 'masculinist' bias implicit in the 

Kantian model of autonomy. Moreover, some feminists have woiked to 
show, contra Mosser, that the 'formal conditions' of experience do in

deed establish 'substantial, material conclusions about the content of that 
experience' (Mosser 1999, 336). This alternative feminist approach does 

not involve abandoning Kant's project, as Mosser supposes, but is a con
tinuation of critical thinking, giving the Copernican revolution another 

tum. For Mosser, Kant's saving grace is that he -does not >Vant to give 

transcendental status to the [sic] sexual difference."' (Kleingeld 1992-3, 
141; quoted in Mosser 1999, 244) By contrast, thinkets such as Irigaray 

and Battersby suggest that it is the refusal to give sexual difference a 
transcendental status which perpetuates woman's positioning as tbe 
'other' of a (male) subject. 
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The Anomalous Other 

The only piece in Ferri:nist I~ r:f Imrn:rnwi Kant to engage sub
stantially 'Witli the first Critiqtte is Adrian Piper's opening essay, 

'Xenophobia and Kantian Rationalism'. Piper notes that in general, 

1c]ontemporary Kantian ethics bas given a wide berth to Kant's analyses 
of reason and the self in the Critique cf Pure Reasod (Piper PIK, 21), and 
argues that a more thorough engagemem with this text produces a 

deeper undezstanding of Kantian ethics (22). Her specific aim is to show 

that the Kantian concept of personhood provides the basis for an analy
sis of xenophobia as an understandable but above all corrigible 'defect' 

in rationality (22-3). 
Central to Piper's argument is the waythat it is a necessary condi-

tion of experience that human beings organize sensory data via a set of 

intern.ally consistent roles or concepts (26-8). This, she emphasizes, bas 
two corollaries. First, such cognitive organization 'is a necessary condi
tion of being a rationally unified subject'; without it, it would be 

impossible to posit a 'unity of consciousness' (27-8; a'R A112). Second, 

it is a 'general feature of human intellection' (29) to resist anomalous data 

that challenge the internal coherence of the conceptual frameworks that 
allow an individual to make sense of the world, and sustain its identity as 

'a unified and rationally integrated self' (23). Xenophobia-understood 

as a resistance to recognizing as 'persons' those who seem anomalous
is therefore positioned as a specific case of a general tendency towards 

rational self-preservation. , 
Privileging the uanscendental unity of appen:eption,13 Piper ar-

gues that the Kantian concept of personhood- 'of a rationally unified, 

temporally continuous self' (37)14-is transcendent insofar as it swpasses 
any particular instance of human behaviour, yet also bas a transcendental 

function. Any subject that organizes experience in ways that simultane
ously secure the positing of a unified self, will inevitably form the 

concept of a spontaneously reasoning being (or 'person' which it will 
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apply to itself.15 The key question then becomes which other human be

ings are recognized as 'persons' along with oneself. 

Piper explores a variety of ways in which xenophobes refuse to 

see others as 'persons' by illegitimately conflating empirical stereotypes 

with the transcendent idea/I of personhood. Such conflations reinforce 
an image of the other as an 'inscrutable and malevolent anomaly that 

threatens that theocy of the world which unifies one's experience and 
structures one's expectations about oneself and other people' (61). ffuw

ever, the gap between empirical concepts and the transcendent/ al idea of 

personhood .means that the xenophobic world-view is corrigible. The 
xenophobe can be confronted 'Witli behaviours and individuals that sat
isfythe criteria of rational agency, even though they fail to correspond to 

her empirical conception of a person. Whilst such experiences may pro
voke strategies of self-defence, they can also change one's world-view by 

fon:ing the revision of empirical conceptions of personhood, bringing 
them closer to the more inclusive (because non-determinate) ideal of ra

tional agency. 
Piper's conclusion thus foregrounds an alternative response to 

otherness, a kind of xenophilia grounded in the Kantian system as she 

sees it. 'Anomalous data' need not only be seen as threatening the integ

rity of our conceptual frameworks. They also provide 'irresistible 

cognitive challenges to the scope of our conceptions and ... provocations 
to reformulate them so as to increase their explanatocy reach.' (66) The 
encounter with an other who demands to be seen as a person, yet who 

challenges our prejudical views of what a pei:son is like, can provide 'op
portunities for psychological growth rather than mere threats to 

psychological integrity.' ( 66) 
Piper's article is an impressive attempt to tease out the ways in 

which the 'merely' formal concepts of the first Critique have concrete im

plications for difference and otherness. Her argument encourages us to 

tum Kant's account of the rational subject against his own stereotypical 

views of women and non-Europeans. However, because she positions 

xenophobia as 'a special case of a petfa::tl:y wiem/ hwrnn intdkrt:i:r£ dispc&iticln 
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to literal self-preservation; i.e., preservation of the internal .rational co

herence and integrity of the self against anomalous data that threaten it' 

(50; my emphasis), xenophobia becomes an inevitable side-effect of the 

subject's transcendental structure (despite her claim that xenophobia is 
not 'hardwired' into human consciousness). If the internal coherence of 

any conceptual scheme is secured by excluding 'anomalous .data', s001e 

kind of 'other' will always be required to construct a unified subject of 

experience.16 

Concomitantly, the logic of inclusion that Piper seeks seems to 

risk excluding a positive conception of difference. If limited empirical 

conceptions result from 'ignorance of others who are thenby viewed as 

different' (55; my emphasis), then expanding our conceptual horizons so 

as to 'integrate' (64) these 'others' as 'persons' would seem to involve 
showing their 'differences' to be a kind of illusion. Despite Piper's desire 

to find resources in Kant for dealing productively with difference, the 

other to the subject seems to remain caught between two modes of ob; 

jectification- the threatening anomaly, or an 'opportunity for 

psychological growth' - tempered only by the possibility of an assimila· 
tion which recognizes the other in the terms the subject would use to 

identify themselves. 

Ethics and Care 

As Piper indicates, feminist engagements with Kant have been centrally 

concemed with the charge that his moral philosophy is overly 'abstract' 

and 'detached' (Piper PIK, 22). The section on ethics in Schott's anthol
ogy presents a dialogue between four contributors engaged with this 

theme. Their work belongs to an interpretative debate neatly glossed by 
Rae Langton as the comestation between a 'severe' and 'sane' Kant 

(Langton 1992, 485). The abstract strictures of the fonner seem to in
volve 'a blind and hideous attachment to principle that flies in the face of 

ethics'; but it is also possible to recover 'the Kant who thinks well of 
spomaneous natural sentiments, and thinks we should cultivate them' 
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(485). This second Kant, Langton argues, is reconstructed by thinkers 

such as Korsgaard, whose interpretation of Kant's 'Kingdom of Ends' 
reclaims 'an attractive ideal of human relations' where others are ac

corded responsibility, dignity, and respect (Langton [quoting Korsgaard], 
485; see also Korsgaard 1996). 

Two important 'fellow workers' in the project of reclaiming this 
second, 'sane' Kant are ONeill and Herman. Both theorists have helped 

to undo caricatures of the Kantian agent as 'a moral superstar alone on a 

rock of .rational will power' (Kneller PIK, 174). O'Neill's work is also 

significant for feminist thinkers because her anti-foundationalist account 
of the vindication of reason-as outlined in her 1989 study, O:nstructim; 

c{Rtnsr:n- positions critical philosophy as essentially political (Hutchings, 
28). By tracing the political and juridical metaphors that structure the 

first Critique, ONeill foregrounds the isomorphic nature of questions of 
discursive and political authority. 'In either case we have a plurality of 
agents orvoices (perhaps potential agents or voices) and no t.ranscendent 
or pre-established authority. Authority has in either case to be con
structed.' (ONeill, 16) 

ONeill proceeds to argue that the authority of critical reason is 
not given in advance of the activity of critique, nor is it discovered by 
solitary introspection. Instead, it emei:ges through the collaborative work 

of a 'task force' of critics engaged in open-ended discussion and debate. 

The only constraint on this shared labour is that it does not foreclose its 
own possibility, hence, participants must refrain from according author

ity to any principle of thought or action which it is impossible for others 
to adopt. The practical principle embodied in the categorical imperative 
(Cl) turns out to be the 'supreme principle' of all reasoning (20-2). 

This guiding principle is not imposed by an alien authority, nor 
does it provide a set of abstract roles that dictate in advance what one 

can know or do. Rather, it is a negative instruction via which reason dis

ciplines itself, ensuring 'a st:ratl.fill for thinking and acting that does not 
defeat the possibility of action, interaction and communication.' {24) 
Under this strategic constraint, 'a plurality of agents who share the world, 
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bm who are short of principles for doing the sharing' can continue the 

ongoing task of deciding which modes of thinking are authoritative, and 

constructing principles of discursive and political order (20). 
O'Neill's rendering of critical reason is conducive to feminist pro

jects seeking to articulate the social constitution of autonomy as well as 

the principles of a more inclusive polity, one founded on a plurality of 
voices. Her rejection of 'value nemral knowledge' (x) shows that the 

value of autonomy underpins not just Kant's ethics bQt his account of 

theoretical reason too, with significant epistemological implications. In 
turn, her account of critique generates a reading of Kant's practical phi
losophy as entailing neither empty fonnalism, nor the crude imposition 

of ioflexi.ble moral algorithms. The conjoined demands of consistency 

and universalization generate substantive constraints on action, but this 
does not implythat the a 'can select a unique code of conduct as mor

ally worthy for all times and places'. On the contrary, there is room in 

Kantian ethical reasoning for attentiveness to particularity and conteXt: 

'the ways in which maxims can be enacted or realized ... must vary with 

situation, tradition and culture' and 'will always reflect specific ways of 
living and thinking and particular situations and relationships.' (104-5) 

1his reading is reinforced by Herman, whose work is especially 

important to the Feninist I~ volume.17 O:mtributors draw on 
her argument that although Kant's moral agent must not be detemi:ned by 

her emotions, she need not necessarily act in their absence. What matters 

is which motivating factors are taken up as reasons for acting. Those 

who act out of duty, because of the 'rightness of the action', need not 

renounce co-existent non-moral motives- as long as these are not ac

tively affirmed as the grounds for action. Indeed, it is preferable for 
feelings to reinforce our effortS to fulfil duty's demands.

18 
Moreover, 

Hennan argues that on Kant's view, not all human needs are moral ones. 

It is sometimes approP.riate to act out of love or care, providing the mo
tive of duty is effective as a 'limiting condition': a moral person onl}'.' acts 

on a non· moral motive where this does not conflict with duty:. 
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Like O'Neill, Herman counters the misrepresentation of the a as 

generating an inflexible 'grid'. of general moral ·rules. Rather, as a formal 
regulative principle for assessing the moral content of maxims, the a 
'provides a procedure for structuring the particular in a moral way' 
(Herman 1993, 44). Maxims must contain as much particularity and de

tail as necessary to describe the action as -willed by the agent. He= 

supplements Kant with a 'middle theory' based on the notion of 'Rules 

of Moral Salience' (73-93). These function as fluid and transformable 

schemata19 that 'translate' the governing conception of the autonomous 

agent worthy of respect into particular situations, structuring the percep

tion of morally significant elements and shaping the formation of 

maxims. liltimately, Herman does not read the a as applying directlyto 

specific but to generic maxims,20 generating principles that function as 

regulative norms guidillg moral deliberation. Maxims justifying particulai; 

actions must include eno"llgh special infonnation about individuals and 

circumstances to show how they fulfil- or, more importantly,· justify an 

exception from-the relevant deliberative principle. In this way, Herman 

reads the a not as rigidly abstract and impersonal, but as structuring the 

context-specific deliberations of situated moral agents. 
Herman's key claim regarding the a (like O'Neill's) is that al-

. tho"llgh formal, it is not empty, but contains the distinctive conception of 

value that is its ground. The principle of universalization stipulates that 

we take 'the conditions of rational agency as a consuaint on willing' 
(154). The subsequent formulations of the a show that this constraint 
demands much more than logical consistency. it entails respecting ra
tional agents (ourselves included) as ends-in-themselves because of their 

capacity for self-detennination. If the Formula of Universal Law shows 

that a maxim is impermissible, the Formulas of Humanity and Autonomy 

indicate the aspects of rational agency such a maxim misuses, thereby 

explaining ''IJby it is not good.' (230) The different formulas together 

elaborate a conception of the value of autonomous agency that provides 

a rationale for moral constraint and a regulative norm for moral delibera

tion.21 runnan's argumem implies that any fundamental critique of 
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Kant's moral philosophy will have to engage with..the nonnative model 

of the subject-as-agent in which it is grounded. 

Finally, Hennan argues that th.e specific principles grounded in the 

regulative norm of autonomous rationality are not imposed on individual 

lives as if from 'outside'. Rather, they operate immanently, shaping the 

kinds of projecrs and relationships individuals invest in, as well as the 

ways they conduct them. As Herman puts it, the fact that one seeks to 

treat others as ends entails developing different motives of connection 

from someone unconcerned with this, rather than having no motives of 

connection (197). Nonnative moral principles are integral to an agent's 

sense of identity and partially constitute a 'deliberative field' that encom

passes the social, culmral, and affective. \Whilst moral nonns have 

regulative" priority, the different elements in the field are mutually trans

fonnative: increased understanding of relationships can deepen our grasp 

of moral dilemmas. Herman thus explicitly counters 'ethics of care' ap

proaches by arguing that a Kantian conception of morality need not 

devalue affective ties: guiding moral nonns and the structure of affective 

connections are internally related and inte.rdependent.22 

In this way, Hemlan's work allows Sally Sedgwick to counter two 

common criticisms of Kant from the 'ethics of care' perspective, namely, 

that Kantian autonomy demands tranScendence of affective capacities,23 

and that the categorical imperative necessitates abstraction from particu

larity. Sedgwick a~es that although personal feelings should be checked 

by the a pnm 'feeling' of respect, this ensures self-interest is supplanted 

by concern for others as members of humanity. Hence, Kant's ethics 

forms the basis for 'a morality of care in the broadest possible sense' 

(SedgwickFIK, 81). 
What Sedgwick does take from feminist criticisms is an emphasis 

on the way that Kantian autcnomy is founded on a split between reason 

and nature: 'autonomy in the sense of self-legislation whereby reason and 

not nature is determining for our will serves as the "ground" of the cate· 

gorical imperative.' (87) The respect commanded by the moral law is 
respect for this rational self-legislating capacity. But it is precisely here, 
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she argues, that Kant is guilty of importing ~ritical assumptions that 

undermine the universality of his theory, namely, the view that 'our af

fective natures' can have 'no wnstituliw role in the fon::ning of the strictly 

moral component of personality' (88), and are therefore morally insig

nificant. Following Benhabib, Sedgwick questions whether we should 

accept Kant's view that the moral agent is best represented by a 'disem

bedded' and 'disembodied' self, or that the 'humanity' that commands 

respect should be wholly identified with our rational capacity. 

Sedgwick draws on Gilligan to argue that the problem with Kant's 

position is not· only that- as his aesthetic and anthropological writings 
show- he does not fully recognize women's potential to be rational 

moral agents. Rather, the whole model of agency on which his theory 

depends is inherently biased.24 It inevitably obscures the moral value of 

the experience of those whose identity is formed in connection with oth

ers, those for whom feeling is integral to discriminating judgment, and 

self-detennination is inseparable from sensitivity towa.rds others. She 

concludes that Kant's mot}.el of autonomous agency is not universally 

valid insofar as it excludes the different basis for moral value that can be 

found in the e:qlerience of women. I find Sedgwick's tum to a notion of 
female experience problematic, for reasons indicated below, but the 

strength of her position lies in its emphasis on the need to question the 

underlying conception of moral agency on which Kantian ethics de

pends. 

Jean Rumsey agrees, ~ that is not enough to 'bracket out' 

Kant's views on women, because of the v.':l.y he 'models the moral agent 

on the male-identified qualities of his patriarchal world: autonomy, ra

tionality, independence, detachment, courage, and strength.' (Rumsey 

PIK, 132) The result, she a~es, is an account of agency that overem

phasizes independence and, by excluding female experience privileging 

interdependence and connectedness, undervalues the social dimensions 

of human being. 

Rumsey's argument is more problematic than Sedgwick's, how

ever. First, her claim that Kam neglects sociability in his account of 
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mor.tl agency misrepresents Kant in a number of ways.25 Rumsey privi

leges RJ4jan Within the Limits <f Reasaz Akm to argue that Kant 

subsumes community under animality as an impulse connected to the 

preseIYation of the species. This does not do justice to the ways in which 

Kant also takes up the theme of community at a transcendent.al level, 

both in the Grmn:hwrk <f the Mftaphy;it:s if Morals, in the idea of a King

dom of Ends (Kant 1997, 41-2 [IV:433-4], and in the third Critique 
(henceforth G/), as smsus r::nrmmis. Indeed, in this text, taste as a liking 'in 
community with others' provides the 'mediating link' between man's 

natural 'urge to society' and a transcendentally grounded and ultimately 

mor.tl community (Kant, CJ 163-4 [V:297]. 

Second, Rumsey tends to appeal to the empirical and psychologi

cal to challenge concepts and arguments that operate at a transcendent.al 

level .Her suggestion that Kant's theory requires reformulating 'based on 

the full spectrum of human mor.tl experience' (Rumsey PIK, 138) is 

problemaric, given that morality cannot be grounded in the empirical for 

Kant.26 Having mentioned the formal account of agency as autonomy 

given in the Grrxnduork, Rumsey shifts to a longer discussion of Kant's 

anthropological and empirical accounts of human being. She argues that 

Kant neglects the human tendency towards affiliation and cooperation 

that 'an adequate view of human agency' would address (133). However, 

such arguments beg the question of why an account of moral agency 

ought to take account of such tendencies, of which 'tendencies' and 
which experiences should be attended to as having moral worth. As 

Rumsey notes, Kant's own empirical emphasis on psychological inde

pendence follows from his transcendental account of autonomy as self

legislation. 

Rumsey is right to highlight the isomorphism between the Kant

ian model of agency and the qualities valued in the male subjeets of his 

time, but her claim that Kant den.w the former from the latter is rather 

swift. It allows the significance of this isomorphism to be attenuated via 

the counter-response that it is not the result of Kant's account of moral 

agency per se (that is, in its properly universal aspect), but only the con-
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tingent (if unfortunate) effect of a social and political context which ille- · 
gitimately identified the capacity for morality with men. Indeed, the two 

remaining pieces in the PIK section on Ethics both deny that Kant de

rives the ground of mor.tlity by abstracting from virtues historically 

identified as 'male', and seek by rontrast to affirm the value of Kant's 

mor.tl philosophy for feminism. 
Herta Nagl·Pocekal echoes Sedgwick's comment that Kant can 

be seen as providing a legitimate basis for an ethics of care in a broad 

sense. Nagl-Docekal argues that although the ethics of care perspective 

takes itself to be an alternative to universal ethics, in fact it implicitly de

pends on universal principles. Moreover, the fon:nal universalism of 

Kantian mor.tlity can ground an ethics of care that demands that we 
value others as ends-in-themselves, and support them in the pursuit of 

their chosen ends (providing these do not conflict with moraJ.it0. Be

cause such Support is not based on pathological love, it avoids the 

dangerously exclusive nature of an ethics based on actual emotional 

bonds. Nagl-Docekal concludes that basing an ethics of care on Kant's 

categorical impe:rative allows sex-discrimination to be seen as an objec· 

tive mor.tl problem, hecause it involves both using women simply as 

means, and failing adequately to support them in their pursuit of happi

ness- on this model, fon:nal equality could never be enough. 

Marcia Baron also suggests that, from the standpoint of a 'femi
nism of equality', Kant's ethics provide the resources for social and 
political change: his fon:nal account of the basis of morality is fundamen

tally egalitarian in ways that implicitly undermine his own misogynistic 

views and support the recognition of women as equal moral and political 

agents (Baron PIK, 148). Baron offers subtle, non-reductive readings of 

· Kantian autonomy and the role of feeling in moral judgement. Nonethe

less, she agrees with Rumsey that Kant tends to identify the generic 

human with the male subject, excluding qualities associated with women 

(such as love and care) from his account of the prototypical moral per

son. Thus, he over-emphasizes emotional detachment, and neglects the 

importance of the cultivation of sentiment" for moral development. 
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~ver, contra Rumsey, Baron argues that this bias in Kant's moral 

philosophy, whilst problematic, does not touch its foundations. 
Baron deals sensitively with the power-relations that can compli

cate acts of friendship, love, or beneficence, and with the way that a 

respect for distance may be crucially important for women. However, 

her comment that 'accepting favours may undermine seH-respect and 
one's sense of equality with others' (155) indicates a tendency to take 
bounded and equal individuals as the norm. This fits with her advocacy 

of a feminism of equality, and her rejection of accounts of identity that 

take the boundaries of the seH to be 'porous' (157). But it also means 

that, despite her careful reading of Kant's account of mutual aid, it is 
hard to see how relations of dependence would not always (on this 
mode~ constitute a potential threat to identity and agency. The limits of 

this kind of feminist re-appropriation of Kant are also indicated when 
Baron develops Kant via Mill, to argue that respect for autonomy entails 
that every individual has an equal right to pursue their own projects, as 
long as they do not infringe on anyone else's right to do the same. This 
model of mutually delimiting spheres of freedom and action would not 
help us when faced with fundamentally incommensurable projects, such 

as may be the case when women seek a female identity incompatible with 
patriarchal structures. 

Baron suggests that the gender bias in Kant's theory can be 'cor

rected' in ways that leave his moral groundwork intact by adding in more 
attention to the moral significance of qualities traditionally aligned with 
women (166). This strategy runs the risk of unintentionally reinforcing 
conventional (i.e., patriarchal) gender roles and stereotypes. Moreover, as 
Baron herself notes, Kant bars sentiment from playing a foundational 

role in morality(170 n.31). Thus, no matter how much corrective weight 
is given to empathy or love, within a Kantian framework a sentimental 

education will always be less important than the development of auton~ 
omy. A hierarchy will be implicitly preserved whereby those whose 
identity is socially and culturally bound up with the cultivation of feeling 

and interconnectedness will remain second-rate moral agents. This 
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points to a problem that haunts the liberal feminist position that Baron 
adopts. Given Kant's framework, women can only count as fully devel

oped moral agents at the cost of distancing themselves from the nonns 

and ideals connected with being recognized and valued as women; by 

taking up a position that is theoretically neutral but, as Baron acknowl

edges, culturally and historically aligned with men. 

What this section of the book interestingly illustrates, then, is that 
both 'ethics of care' and liberal feminisms of equality tend to perpetuate 

problematic gender dis-symmetries. As Baron and Nagl-Docekal suggest, 

ethics of care approaches seek to make space for sexual difference but 

may inadvertently reproduce patriarchal values and gender roles by too 
straightforwardly inverting them. This is the risk Sedgwick and Rumsey 

face in appealing ratheruncriticallyto a notion of 'female experience'. 
Yet, as we have seen, the liberal feminism with which Baron aligns 

herself risks perpetuating the ideal of a universal rational subject whose 
implicit gendering remains operational but obscured. Though their pa

pers are very different, both Baron and Nagl-Docek:tl see Kant's denial 

of full moral agency to women as an (illegitimate) second step in a fun
damentally 'egalitarian' morality. Nagl-Docek:tl goes further, separating 
an ethics of care insofar as it is conceroed with gendered differences in 
moral reasoning, from what she regards as a mo.re general concern with 

alternative conceptions of morality. But in so doing, she loses the critical 
feminist insight into the intrinsic link between conceptions of morality 
and gendered conceptions of the subject. 

Neither Baron nor Nagl-Docekal, I would suggest, take seriously 
enough Sedgwick's claim that the real force of the feminist critique lies in 
the identification of a gender-bias in the very model of autonomy under-

. pinning· (and reinforced ~ Kantian ethics. This implies that the 

exclusion of women from full moral agency is not a historically contin

gent 'second step', but bound up with the underl)'ing structures of 
Kantian agency- namely, the opposition of nature and reason, and the 
concomitant devaluation of the material and affective- in ways that feed 

back through the system and undermine the claim to universal validity. 
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. The question is how to draw this out without relying on uncritical ap

peals to the empirical evidence of women's experience. Such appeals 

readily support the view that it is the socio-cultural conditions of 

women's lives which need to change so that they can become moral 

agents in the Kantian sense, rather than this model of agency which is 
inherently problematic-with serious social and political consequences

because it is simultaneously gendered and gender-blind. 

It would thus be important to show how Kant's account of 

autonomy is secured by transcendental structures (such as the subject

object opposition) as well as pre-critical assumptions (primarily the claim 
that human nature is split between animality and reason) that combine to 

preclude the very possibility of a female subject of moral experience. In

sofar as woman's sexed and embodied specificity is recognized, this will 
align her with the 'instinctive' and objectified realm of material nature 

that impedes fully-fledged moral agency. A more positive question may 

follow. Rather than appealing to women's experience as it is and has 

been (under patriarchJ?, we might ask: under what conditions can 

women-without sacrificing theif sexed specificity- become the sub
jects of ethical experience? What conception of human nature, and what 
account of the subject, make this conceivable? Not because this would 

for the first time allow women to have ethical experiences, but so that 

those aspects of women's existence that are not captured by the reduc

tive schemas available, and that risk remaining invisible and undervalued, 

might come into view as having ethical significance. 

Respect and Desire 

By highlighting Kant's inability to deal adequately with unequal power 

relations, Rumsey signals a possible strategy for challenging Kant. Rather 

than revising his model of agency, we could take unequal power relations 

as the norm (as a different 'common cognition' from which to begin 

moral reflection perhaps), and ask what the ground of moralitywould be 

for such beings.27 Such lines of enquiry see the gendering of Kantian eth-
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ics as inextricably bound to transcendental and ontological questions 

about the constitution of the subject as agent and the nature of human 
being. 

As not.ed above, Hennan draws attention to the need to engage at 

just such a level, emphasizing that Kant's moral philosophy is grounded 

in a 'metaphysical and transcendental concept of pure practical rational

ity' (Herman 1993, 233). Herman explicitly addresses Sedgwick's charge 

that identifying moral value with rational autonomy entails an .impover

ished conception of moral agency (202). In human beings, she argues, 

autonomy is always embodied in siruated agents, and the manner and ex

tent of its realization is shaped by the physical, affective, and social 

contingencies that characterize their existence (204-5). Herman's inter

pretation makes it difficult to accept Sedgwick's claim that Kantian 

autonomy can only be attained 'in isolation from [an agent's] contingent 

ends, her culture, history, and relations to others' (PIK, 93). 

HDwever, despite the sensitivity towards the affective that Her

man shows is available to Kantian ethics, Sedgwick's central claim holds 

good- namely, that where the affective plays no ~ role in the 

ethical, an impoverished model of agency results. Insofar as a nonnative 

conception of rational autonomy structures an agent's deliberative field, 

affects, desires and emotions \Vill only be perceived as morally significant 

to the extent that they impinge on an agent's capacity to detennine 

themselves via reasoIL In Herman's account, the possibility of ethical 

thought and action remains aligned with a conception of desires and in
dinatiom as 'contingent' in the sense that they are 'not crntitutir.e if the 
kim if hitrg 'r.te are- a kind of rational being' (Herman 1993, 217; my em

phasis). 

Oiallenging the identification of moral agency with reason in

volves asking what it would mean to think of human beings as 'a kind of 

being' necessarily constituted by desires, as well as by reason. This would 

not entail simply according 'feeling' intrinsic moral worth, but challeng

ing the foundational opposition of (active) reason and (passive) 

materiality. We would need to ask how the material affectivity of human 
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beings might be seen as playing an active, constitutive role in the ethical 

life of an agent.28 

David-Menard takes up such questions in her analysis of the rele

gation of the sensible in Kant's philosophy, which she positions as the 

effort of a particular organization of desire. As she says in a recent inter

view, 'I fmd that the edifice of pure reason, as a work of thought, is 

much more intelligible when one grasps the respect in which desire is at 

work in elaborations which a.re nevertheless abstract.' (David-Menard 

2000, 23)29 Her contribution to the Feminist I~ volume exem

. plifies her method of examining philosophical texts for 'points of 

articulation' between the order of the 'purely conceptual' and that of 

'fantasy, where 'the sexuate identity of the male or female thinker ... 

plays a part.' (2000, 28) 
In this essay, she differentiates twO aspects of Kant's categorical 

imperative: the brutal 'sruprise' of being confronted with the law's un

conditional demand, and the logical test of universalization, where the 

specificity of different desires is erased as all acts acquire a common 

measure and all individuals become equivalent before the law. That the 

second aspect seems logically implied by the first is an illusion, she ar

gues, sustainable only because both are alreadyfounded on the relegation 

of the sensible as the 'pathological' (David-Menard FIK, 350-1). Humm 
beings always fall short of the law's demand because Kant presupposes a 

conflict between the awareness of being determined by law, and sensible 

interests and desires (349). This conflict links the first, categorical aspect 

of the law to the second, wh~re the .need to relegate the sensible be

comes the 'pretext' for a process of universalization which transfonns 

the material specificity of desires into 'mere matter fo~ the formalism of 

the law.' (350) 
The split between the sensible and the law that underpins Kantian 

autonomy is shown to depend upon a particular organization of desire 

(namely, renouncement) that makes its objects interchangeable. David

Menard argues that a different organization of desire, one that she traces 

in the dream of a female patient, would engender a different relation to 
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both the unconditional and the sensible. In the dream, unconditional loss 

is acknowledged and negotiated, but desire is also continued in ways that 

register the differences between objects. Thus, instead of responding to 

the suffering induced by an unconditional demand by renouncing (and 
thus rendering equivalent) all objects of desire, this alternative logic nei

ther sacrifices all sensible interests, nor renders all objects of desire 

'indifferent'. David-Menard's final suggestion that women ('or those 

humans who identify with women) perhaps act without reference to the 

'Supreme Good' deliberately echoes Kant's claim that women do not act 

out of respect for the Moral Law (353). However, her analysis allows us 

to hear withir:i this pronouncement the possibility of a wholly different 

('amoral) conception of 'the Good'. 

David-Menard's essay is distinctive in that it takes up the align
ments via which Kam excludes women from being fully-fledged moral 

agents, and makes those alignments (with the sensible reahn of beautiful 

appearances and desirable objects) the basis for a different understanding 

of notions of obligation, guilt and autonomy.30 She reveals the necessary 

links between exposing the gendering of Kant's 'universal' moral law, re

working 'moral' concepts by abstracting from a female subject-position, 

and re-thinking the very conditions of being/becoming a subject. 'May 

one say that women are not subjects? Let us say rather that they become 

subjects differently from men; women become subject by way of a spe

cific modality of playfully sublimating that which, in their desires, causes 

suffering and guilt.' (348)31 

David-Menard deploys a Freudian modulation of transcendental 

critique- 'not quite what one calls the work of critique' (2000, 24)- in 

ways that problematize psychoanalytic accounts of woman, and philoso

phical accounts of the 'pure' transcendental unmarked by a 

phantasroatic/ empirical residue.32 Her approach resonates with that of 

Kofman, who also turns Freud against Kant to uncover. an empirical 

residue contaminating the a prilJri transcendental principle of morality. 

Kofman begins by asking whether '[t]o respect women' is 'simply 

to obey the categorical imperative which requires respect with regard to 
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the other as moral personage?' (Kofman FIK, 355) For Kant, she argues, 

respect for women lies at the heart of a complex economy of relations 
between the sexes. Respect ls demanded by women's modesty, which 
covers the animalistic, d.isgusting nature of (her) sex; it protects man, 

helping to prevem him from indulging h.is own sensuality; and it edu
cates Irulil• eliciting the civilized decency that set him on the path to true 

morality:. By withdrawing the object of h.is desire from the senses, 
woman redirects man towards the idea/L Respect for women thus func
tions as a 'preliminary respect', Tt ]he condition , sine qua non of the 
existence of the moral law, or at least of apprenticeship for submission 
to it.' (360-1) When respect ls properly transferred to the moral law, a 
retroactive 'cleavage' is produced. The respect for woman that first 
curbed man's desires is replaced by disgust for maternal, sensual nature. 
This must now be sacrificed to the sublime law that inherits the power of 
'the original fascinating figure' (364). 

Kofman finds the tension between respect for the mother and re
spect for the moral law repeated in Kant's use of the figure of Isis (to 
whom I return below?.33 Whilst empirical representation emasculates 
reason by making man dependent on h.is senses, the transcendental 

imagination can represent the moral law aesthetically, providing that its 
veryunrepresentability is simultaneouslyfigured. Isis fulfils this function: 
the sublime inscription banning the lifting of her veil indicates the im

possibility of representing both the moral law and the inexhaustible 
plentitude of Mother Nature. Yet by choosing Isis, Kant risks contami
nating a personification that he insists must come after, and be based 
upon, the idea of the moral law with the respect for the mother that 
comes before the law. 

By reading the sublime as sublimation, Kofman concludes that, on 
the one hand, respect for women- and in particular, the mother
constitutes a 'prefiguration of moral respect' that 'stain[s] by its empirical 
impurity the purity ... of respect for the moral law'. On the other, the 
fact that a proper respect for the moral law depends on holding Mother 
Nature at a d.istance indicates that moralityitself serves 'as a cover for an 
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operation of a completely different order', namely, the mastery of 

women (357). 
The analyses of Kofman and David-Menard complement one an

other productively. Their shared concerns with the sacrifice of the 
sensual realm also resonate strongly with the emphasis on feeling and 
concrete particularity in the section of the Ferrinist I~ volume 
on 'Ethics'.34 Nonetheless, a profound difference in approach cuts across 
these shared concerns. The modes of analysis adopted by Kofman and 
David-Menard link them more readily to several other post-Kantian 
feminists, absent from th.is volume, to whose work I -will now rum. 

The Abyss of Sexual Difference 

Two feminist philosophers who engage with the ontological implications 
of the Kantian tnmscendemal are Luce Irigaray and Clu:istine Battersby. 
SptDJum<f the D:her Wcmm situates Kant's work within a phallogocentric 
genealogy sustained by woman's manifold appearances as 'other'. The 
critical system repeats the pattern whereby woman is both desirable ob
ject, and the.infinite excess against which the subject is secured. Woman 

is aligned with a phenomenal nature formally constituted by the subject, 
and with matter thought as both inert suhstance35 and unstable chaos.36 

But Kant is also located at a vexy specific point in th.is genealogy. Iriga
ray's account foregrounds the interdependence of subject and object in 
Kant's system,37 implying that th.is accords the object/ other a power 
which may not be fully containable. Kant is thus seen as initiating a 
movement towards the de-centering of the subject, which -will pass 
through Freud and Lacan into posunodemism. However, it is not only 
'in the male imaginary' that the ilipemican revolution 'has yet to have its 
final effects' (Irigaray 1985, 133). A further revolution remains to be 
chatted: the earth might tum upon it-/herself, generating a fernale
female relation in which woman would no longer be defined against a 

(male) subject. 
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Kant's voice echoes through the chapter opening the central part 

of Speculum ('Any Theory of the Subject') and is foregrorinded in 'Para

dox A Priori'. Irigaray shows how woman is aligned with 'the reserve of 
"sensuality',, that underpins the critical architectonic (141): each of the 

partitions erected· by reason depends on its distancing itself from one of 

'the many faces of the sensible world' (212). Even in the 'seismic convul

sions' of the sublime (137), '{f]ear and awe of an all-powerful nature 

foroid man to touch his/ the mother and reward his courage in resisting 

her attractions by granting him the right to judge himself independent' 

(210). 
Kant seeks to usurp the productivity of the mother/ nature (140) 

by re-constituting nature on a transcendental ground that will 'never do 
justice to the sensible world' (204). The a priori forms of intuition and the 
schematism of the first Critique block out the muhiplicity of unlabeled 

sensations that characterize nature 'in her primary empirical naivete', sac
rificing 'the immediacy of the '17ia!:ianship to the m:t:hel (204). Irigaray need 
not be read as appealing to an original but 'lost' female nature here; what 

is at stake is the specificity of woman's relation to the imagination (133). 

The transcendental project is deepened in two directions simultaneously. 

lrigaray shows how the space-time of the critical project is conditioned 
by the demand that the self-identical subject be secured; and she asks 

what kind of space-time would make it possible to schematize differ

ently, in ways releasing the manifold potentiality of restless matter from 
the unifying forms of the object, and allowing woman/ matter to become 

other than the 'other' of the subject. 
This dual deepening is reflected in Irigarays analysis of Kant's 

discussion of incongruent counte.tparts, where he considers the (non
conceptualizable) differences between a right hand and its 'left-hand' 
minor image (203).38 Kant's representation of inner bodily differences in 

temlS of minor images indicates that a space-time characterized by op

position, reversal and inversion has been introjected in ways that make 
the maternal body-,. where one can be 'placed inside the other' -

inconceivable (137; 205). But the fact that inner bodily differences that 
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resist conceptualization can be 'taught' via the senses also suggests that: 

•ca kind cf diffen:m; .•. will never be analysed. Is this because that differ

ence cou1d not be minored as object? If so, this is precisely how it 
under-lies the veryfunctioning of the "object'" (210). 

The abyss confronted by the imagination in the sublime veils an
other 'chasm' on which Kant's system rests: the inability to think sexual 

difference.3~ Irigaray's subvernive double-syntax articulates the ways in 

which this difference, whose rep.cession is a condition of the opposi

tional structures of Kantian metaphysics, slips beneath and beyond those 

same structures. Thinking sexual difference in its irreducibility would re

quire an imaginary able to schematize a productive female materiality in 
which 'self' and 'other' are not oppositional counte.tparts, but sustained 
by a fluid intermingling. 

It is towards such a possibility that Batters by works in 1he Pf.ie. 

~ WLVmn, via a critical dialogue with Kant that moves beyond a 
Kantian account of identity. Where Kant's 'Copernican revolution' 

placed man at the centre of reality, Battersby seeks to 'displace[s] the ap
parently gender-neutral Kantian self at the centre of the knowable world' 

(1998, 2). She agrees with other theorists discussed here that woman's 
relation to pernonhood and autonomy is problematized by her alignment 

with ('beautiful') cultivated propriety rather than ('sublime') moral prin

ciple, as well as with the reproductive purposes of nature (64-5). Her 

more unusual claim is that the transcendental subject, an apparently 

gender-free logical construct, in fact 'make[s] the female bodr and her 
transcendental 'I'- a transitional structure, somewhere between self and 
not-self.' (66) 

Like Irigaray, Battersby emphasizes that the Kantian subject can 
only be posited as a correlative of an objective external world. Kantian 

spatiality is thus crucial to the temporal stability of the transcendental 'I', 
which depends on conceptualizing matter as inert, 'dead' substance, and 

positioning the subject's necessary 'other' as both in space and 'outside' 
the self. This problematizes the status of the subject's own body, which, 

as a spatial construct, 'slips between inside and outside .. . neither self 
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nor not-self.' (70) The problem is deepened by Kant's inability to th.ink 
inner bodily spaces, so that he remains unable to conceptualize the fe

male bodythat births and that may contain otherness within.4° Indeed, as 

Battersby shows, in both the Critique cfT~ Jtdfrrmt and the Opus 
PC&tll:lrllln, Kant struggles with (and against) the notion of a fluid, self

fonning matter, which could not be simply opposed to an active thinking 
subject (77). 

Battersby takes the female subject-position as norm. so as to think 
through the ontological significance of a 'self-fanning' matter- of a 

body that births- in ways that entail 'dispensing with the (Kantian) no

tion that the 'I' gives fonn to reality by imposing a grid of spatio

temporal relationships upon otherwise unformed "matter".' (2) She chal

lenges the 'space-time structures and subject-object relationships that 

Kant viewed as both universal and necessary' to show that 'to think a 

persisting self it is not necessary to posit a pennanent, underlying sub

strate that persists beneath matter and that remains always the "same"' 

(5-6). She proceeds to delineate a metaphysics of becoming (rather than 
substance) that makes it possible to think identity for an embodied (fe
male) subject characterized bya capacityto birth. 

The link between the female subject-position and natality rests on 

an appeal neither to women's 'experience' (6, 37, 59), nor to biological 

'fact'. Rather, the 'female' is a socially and historically variable construct 

linking women to a particular bodily morphology as well as to specific 

positionings in social networks of power (20-1).41 Where the 'female' is 
centrally understood in terms of a bodythat births, as in western moder

nity; the philosophical import of taking the sexed specificity of the 
'female' subject as norm lies in the -way that this necessitates re-worlcing 

the subject-object relation. Self and other are no longer discrete entities 

but constitutively entwined, as unique identities emerge through complex 

patterns of repetition ;md echo. Battersby uses Kierkegaard to negotiate 

an alternative, non-Kantian ontology and a non-linear temporality where 

'birth (and radical noveltY) is the norm' and 'identities are scored into 

specificity by repeated movements 'Which pattem the c~mplex possibili-
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ties into actuality', such that '"self" and "other" take shape together.' 

(151) 
By finding some of the resources for a feminist metaphysics 

within the history of western philosophy, Battersby departs significantly 

from lrigaray, for whom 'the history of western philosophy remains the 

expression of a seamless masculine imaginary' (56). But Battersby does 

not only appropriate resources from within the tradition, ~g that 

'we also need to look in some unfamiliar places: in texts by past women 

writers who register that they must count as abnormal, peculiar or singu

lar in terms of the dominant models of the self- and then go on to make 
imaginative or theoretical adjustments.' (56) Thus, in a series of articles 

(and a forthcoming book, provisionally entitled Split Irfinitits: the Sul:iiml, 
Ae;thttics and Pditiail, C~, she has analyzed the multiple strategies de

ployed by women artists and writers to appropriate and reconfigure the 

(Kantian) sublime. 

Sublime Variations 

In 'Stages on Kant's Way (1995), Battersby charts the gendering of the 

sublime from the pre-critical Cb~ to the third Oi1iqu£. What re
mains constant throughout is the alignment of aesthetic and moral 

hierarchies such that a capacity for sublime feeling correlates with a ca
pacity for moral autonomy. Hence, though women are theoretically 
capable of sublime judgment in Kant's later, "universal' aesthetics, the 

fact that they at!ifa; not to be educated into transcending their instinctual 
fear of nature (because of their role in the propagation of the species) 

blocks them from both the sublime and development as moral persons. 

Women's 'duty to remain outside the sublime' places her between 

man/ nature, self/ other, and 'disrupts and disturbs the whole of [Kant's) 

critical system.' {1995, 93) However, for Battersby, Kant's emphasis on 

the differences between those trained to overcome bodily life and those 

educated to think of themselves in terms of embodiment provokes a 

more positive question {97): What kind of sublime, what mode of tran-
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scendence, might be open to a self that did not position the material 

world as its external 'other'? And concomitantly, what alternative on

tologies might emerge by thinking from the perspective of a self that did 
not secure itself by mastering nature? 

Possible answers are found in work by a range of women, past 

and present. The poetry of one of Kant's near contemporaries, Karoline 

von Giinderode, transforms the dynamics of the sublime to recover a 

mode of relational selfhood, an 'individuality that is in harmony with, 

and permeated by, the opposing forces that together constitute Nature 

and the All. ... Identity does not disappear, but is maintained only by 

flowing excess.' (1994c, 133; 138) A different response is found in the 

work of contemporaiyartists Mona Hatoum and Evelyn Will.iams.~2 On 

Banersby's reading, both can be seen as deploying the antinomical nature 

of the sublime against Kant, to negotiate the (non-Kantian) antinomies 

that structure women's paradoxical position in western modernity; 

caught between being 'ra-at-afi bodily' and '11Tfff1 bodily' than males (Bat

tersby n.d., 5), between 'masculine ideals of autonomy and feminine 
ideals of bondedness and collectivity.' (1994a, 30). 

These artists neither dissolve antinomies into a loss of self, nor re

solve them to secure an autonomous subject. In Williams' work, tensions 

between the bounded (stasis, sameness, the self, the one) and unbounded 

(flow, becoming, otherness, the man~ become productive. They struc

ture both the images and the tenuous identity of vulnerable figures 

whose singularity often depends on the ways they are folded into com

plex patterns of repetition. Hatoum's 'G.urent Disturbance' uses pulsing 

light and sound to decompose the boundaries between 'self' and 'not· 

self', and 'makes us experience our selves as constituted through unstable 

patterns of movement and flows of energies' (Battelllby n.d., 23). Matter 

is no longer 'other' to the self, which Hatoum's work configures as 'bod

ily, fragile, vulnerable- both part of nature and yet nonetheless an 
observing ~I".' (Battersby n.d., 25) 

The sublime, as emblematized by the goddess Isis,43 also plays an 

important role in Ihe Phenom:ml Wcmm. Here Battersby argues that the 
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excessive nature confronted in the sublime is a comained ('fake') infinity. 

not only does it allow man's ~ense of himself as an autonomous agent to 

be reinforced, bur feminized Nature (Isis) is pinioned as an ever-receding 

horizon against which the subject's speculative gaze is oriented (Bat

tersby 1998, 79). This containment of a feminine 'excess' which allows 

(the illusion of) identity (or self-presence) to be constructed and main
tained is repeated, she argues, by both Derrida and Lacan.~ 

Battersby critiques psychoanalytic interpretations that map the 

sublime onto oedipal dynamics. Such readings often accord the ml other 

a key role, yet underwrite her alignment with the enticing/ threatening 

excess that must be ove.ocome to secure the boundaries of the subject. 

Hence, 'the epitome of sublime power remains the oedipal father.' 

( 1994c 13 2) By contrast, Patricia Yaeger argues that 'the agon typical of 

the Romantic sublime' can be reconfigured 'so that the pre-oedipal desire. 

for closeness or nearness with the other that the conventional sublime 

tries to repress remains visible and viable.' (Yaeger, 204) However, this 
feminine sublime celebrates a blissful bonding with the mother that re

mains aligned with a state of pre-individuation in ways that leave the 

bounded (oedipaQ subject in place as the norm. Yaeger's account moves 

away from the confines of masculine auronomywithout moving towards 

an alternative model of the self.45 

Given the rich work in this area,"" it is perhaps a shame that only 

one piece in the Schott volume addresses the sublime. Cornelia Klinger 

questions the extent to which the gendering of eighteenth-century aes

thetics reappears in the more recent writings of Lyotard. Klinger uses 

Schiller to show how the gendering of the beautiful and sublime maps 

onto the opposition of narure and reason, but this strategy is problematic 

insofar as it obscures important differences between Kant and Schiller. 

For Schiller, sublime reason can wrench itself free from the alluring 

beauty of phenomenal nature (Klinger FIK, 200), lifting the veil on the 

super-sensible (again personified as Isis). For Kant, as Battersby notes, 

Isis remains necessarily inaccessible; the illusion that one can penetrate 

the veil only 'emasculates' reason (Battersby 1995, 101-3). 
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Klinger quotes a long passage from The Interest of the Sublime' 

(Lyotard 1993), suggesting that Lyotard's depiction of 'father' reason 
raping 'mother' imagination is an ironic caricature designed to unmask 

the gendering of Kant's account (FIK, 202-3). Nonetheless, she argues 
that Lyotard does not distance himself enough from this gendered dy
namic, even surpassing Kant in celebrating the violence done to the 

imagination (203). In Lyotard's post-metaphysical sublime, the imagina

tion's failure no longer signals a higher (moral) vocation (205): the 
sublime (masculinist) gesture of breaking away from reality has been 

emptied of meaning. But this does not do justice to the ethical impon of 

Lyotard's project, where 'transcendence' no longer implies a movement 

of overcoming, but an immanent opening onto an irreducible otherness 
beyond the subject's representational powers. Whereas Klinger aligns 
Lyotard with Schiller (205), I would position him closer to Kant. The 
painful disarming of the subject in the sublime- like the prohibition on 
lifting the veil of Isis- allows a different kind of violation to be blocked, 
namely, the assumption that every 'material event' can be grasped via the 

fo= of representation (Lyotard 1991, 141).47 

It is the ethical and political potential of Lyotard's approach that 

Barbara Freeman mobilizes in The Ferrini:re Su/dim:. She links his account 
of the sublime as attesting to 'the fact that something unpresentable ex
ists' (Freeman, 125)~8 to Toni Morrison's Belmal. as bearing witness to 

the unspeakable and largely unspoken history of African-American slav
ery. The theoretical frame of Freeman's book positions the 'feminine' as 

'one name' for a disruptive 'residue' that 'contests binaries', including the 
oppositional structure male/female (9-10).49 The 'feminine sublime' will 
involve both exposing the traditional gendering of the sublime, where 

identity is reaffinned by neutr.Uizing feminine excess, and VJOrking to in
voke that excess in its irreducibility. 'Unlike the masculinist sublime that 

seeks to master, appropriate, or colonize the other, I propose that the 

politics of the feminine sublime involves taking up a position of respect 
in response to an incalculable otherness ... to that which makes meaning 
infinitely open and ungovernable.' (11) 
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Here Freeman risks releasing feminine excess only to contain it 

again, by holding it at a respectful distance, and by continuing to define it 
as the 'otherness' sustaining the symbolic. This 'excess of excess' does 

not yet involve thinking alternative ontologies. Instead, Freeman draws 

on Judith Butler to suggest that it demands a politics of continual and 
shifting resistance (10-12). Thus, in the fu:st of two chapters on Kant, 

Freeman offers detailed readings of both Fmnkensr.ein, and Jean Rhys' 
Gax:IMarnir§ MiL/n4fat, positioning each in tum as a subversively parodic 

enactment of the Kantian sublime. 

In the final chapter, Freeman moves beyond parody and towards 
an alternative sublime, prefigured in her reappropriation of Isis. Freeman 

reclaims the goddess veiled by Kant's and Derrida's distanced respect by 
turning to the original myths, where Isis recovers and buries the scat

tered fragments of Osiris' body (116-9, 121). Contra the detachment of 
Kantian aesthetics, this Isis shows us how to bear witness to unspeakable 

loss: through a labour of mourning that finds ways of symbolizing events 
defined by their unrepresentability, thereby affinning connections to the 

past (110-1, 121, 139). This is the work of mourning Morrison under

takes in Bdmed. 
Morrison is read alongside Lyotard as asking how to testify to a 

traumatic past that erupts into the present, shattering temporal bounda

ries, yet that cannot be re-presented because it is not just 'forgotten' but 

never was present. Trauma obliterates its witnesses; survival can depend 

on absenting oneself from the experience (127-9). The keyfigure in this 
'poetics of the =peakable' (131) is Beloved, an ambiguous presence 
caught between life and death, per.;onal and collective trauma, who 'be

tokens the excessiveness of a history that cannot be presented as such.' 

(136} Beloved brings the other protagonists into relation with their past 
and their pain; she provokes the need to tell stories about what cannot 

be recalled, showing that the unspeakable not only exceeds speech, but 
impels interpretations to refigure an unreadable history (129-2). She 

opens a passage to the unsymbolizable that allows the fragments of a 
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ruptured past to be recovered- not to master or exorcize it, but to attest 

to the relations that bind the present to what is lost, and cannot be told. 

Freeman draws attention to four sections towards the end of the 

novel "Where the voices of Sethe and her daughters, Denver and Beloved, 

become increasingly entwined-with each other and with their shared 

but unrepresentable history- finally merging into a chorus.50 Here, 

Free.man notes, 'consolation depends upon an affirmation of attachment 

and the fusion of individual identities'. But importantly, this is no simple 

celebration of the loss of self. In ways that point beyond a logic of op

positional identity, Freeman emphasizes that: 'Ody 1ihen their 'lfias rrT!l'W 

can the chamaeYs l:egj.n to separare from the past am from cmh other... . Thus is 
the work of mourning accomplished.' (143; myemphasis) 

Rethinking the Kantian model of the subject by drawing on re

sources found in Kant's aesthetics is also the concern of two other essays 

in the Schott anthology. Jane Kneller and Marcia Moen argue that the 

emphasis Kant places on the universal communicability of aesthetic feel

l:ng reorients his thinking. Moen suggests that re-evaluating the role of 

feeling draws Kant away from an 'atomistic ontology of the person' and 

towards 'the value of felt connectedness' (Moen PIK, 214), while Kneller 

argues that this shift permits a reconceptualization of autonomy. Kneller 

positions both Arendt and O'Neill as pointing in this direction: the for

mer via her polirical reading of the third Critique as recognizing the 

necessity of thinking in community; the latter due to her social construc

tivist reading of Kantian autonomy as an open-ended project through 
which rational agents seek to realize political freedom 

Kneller herself argues that to fully recognize the imponance of 

community for the capacity for self-determination, we need to acknowl

edge not only the social dimension of autonomy, but the felt and 

imaginative aspects of human subjectivity explored in the third Critique. 
Attention to feelings can help explain how an individual becomes 

autonomous-frustration at dependency driving one towards active self

determination, for example. Kneller also sees the expanded power of the 

productive imagination in the thin:! Critique as crucial, as it allows us to 
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imaginatively project alternative realities, and to produce and affectively 

coooect wirh images and ideals that exceed our conceptual grasp. 
The imagination's role in symbolic expression is central to Moen's 

azgument too. Drawing on Kant's discussion of hypotyposis, she fore
grounds the way that the supersensible can be indirectly presented and 

·.materially embodied via symbols. These demand interpretation, made 

possible, in turn, by the supersensible substrate as the ground of the sub
ject's powers to create and respond to aesthetic ideas (FIK, 236-9).51 

Moen coins the tenn 'Transcendental Semiotic Function' for this double

sided process, echoing the 'Transcendental Unity of Apperception' in the 
fim: Critique. Because symbols are always particular, yet indeterminate, 

capturing more than could be discursively articulated, they challenge us 

to l:nterpret them in ways that allow concepts to be reformulated. At the 

same time, the self-instantiating aspect of symbols, which set the terms 

of their own interpretations (different symbols allowing for different 

elaborations of the same concept), means that the objects of material 

culture partially constitute the interpretative subject (237, 240-1).52 

Moen argues that this process of interpretation is open-ended and 
inherently social, in ways that gesture towards a revised conception of 

morality based on 'an imperative to communal and cultural participation, 

an imperative to interpret and be interpreted.' (236) She suggests that the 

'Transcendental Semiotic Function' restores narrative complexityto both 

subject and object (243; 246). Our lives provide rich material for inter

pretation, and the stories we tell to articulate their particularity make us 

'part of the process in which we interpret and are interpreted' (251). 

Thus, individual narratives become linked in a shared story. 
In the first of these two essays, Kneller wittily critiques the 'carica

ture' of the 'moral-heroic' Kantian subject "Which feminist criticism has 
sometimes perpetuated (174-5).53 Nonetheless, the force of her own ar

gument partly depends on representing the third Critique as a radical shift 

in Kant's thinking in ways that tend to push her back towards this more 

reductive model of moral autonomy by way of contrast. Similarly, Moen 

emphasizes the difference between the subj:ct of aesthetic judgement 
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and the 'atomistic ... essentially separate, desperately autonomous' sub

ject of Kant's earlier wm::k (214-5), thereby tending to obscure the way 

that aesthetic feeling secures both the cognitive subject of the fim Qi. 

tique and the moral agent of the second. Thus, it could be argued that 

both thirikers overestimate the extent of the shift effected by Kant's aes

thetics. 
This is compounded by a blurring of the empirical and transcen

dental in both essays' accounts of sensus aJ/1'111Hnis.54 Kneller inteiprets this 
as a kind of impanial empathy (182), Moen as an 'empathic generality' 

essential to inter-subjective processes of inteipretation (221, 228, 231). 

Both accounts imply a feeling for/with others at odds with Kant's insis
tence that the universal communicability of aesthetic judgements is 
independent of how others actually do feel As Kneller indicates, aes

thetic judgment 'takes account' only of how others ought to judge by 

virtue of being transcendentally grounded in the faculties (181-2). But 

this means that rather than generating empathic social and psychological 

bonds l:a!w:en subjects, aesthetic feeling reinforces the underlying same

ness of subjects who- at a transcendental level- can stand for one 
another, taking up the same exemplary subject-position. If subjects are 

related by analogy in the thiid Cntique, as Moen suggests (218), then this 
would take the form not of metonymic contiguity (generating 'horizon

tal', inter-subjective connections), but of metaphorical substitution, 

reinforcing sameness and identity. 
For these reasons, I remain unconvinced that Kant's account of 

aesthetic judgment leads to a relational ontology (215, 222), though I 

agree with Moen that unless the ontology of the Kantian subject is ques

tioned, the feminist critique of his epistemology remains inadequate 

(251). Moen also shows that the thiid Critiqi.e should make us question 

the claim that Kant simply opposed reason and feeling, whilst the atten

tion she pays to the aesthetic significance of L~tefiihl, allows her to re
evaluate the role of the body in Kant's critical project, suggesting a rich 
line for further enquiry (232-5). Moreover, the ethical and ontological 

potential of the process of mutual interpretation Moen extrapolates from 

Kant is not necessarily dependent on her at times rather psycli~ 

reading of senr;us a:rmunis. Despite some reservations, then, Moen iittf 
Kneller do succeed in showing whythe thiid Critiqi.e may be of particular 
interest to feminist thinkers. 

Kim Hall adds to their case, linking Kant's aesthetics (and their 
gendering) to European attitudes towards race. Hall emphasizes beautfs 

function as a symbol of morality, arguing that se.nsus <Dl'l7'lll1is is 'the mo
ment of judgment that opens the way in which human beings, insofar as 

we are moral beings, belong together in community.' (PIK, 258) At the 
same time, the third Critique reinfon::es the idea of man's rightful superi

ority over nature (262) in ways that echo the discourses of colonial 

expansionism, as exemplified in texts by Cblumbus and Cbnk Both the 

latter, and key examples in CJ (such as references to the Carib and Iro

quois), position indigenous non-European peoples as part of 'primitive' 

nature that needs to be tamed. Hall thus identifies an ideological violence 

at the heart of sensus ~- The moral community characterized by 

the civilizing capacity for taste turns out to be composed of subjects that 
are male and European. It excludes women and indigenous non

European peoples, who are portrayed as nncultured or 'savage' in ways 

that implicitly legitimize the real violence of colonial and patriarchal 
domination. 

Hall's case is somewhat weakened bythe way she blurs the differ

ences between the pre-critical Obsenm:ions and the thiid Critiqi.e with 

respect to gender. Likewise, though I can see why she identifies the war

rior with the ideal of beauty (insofar as his acts express moraliry in the 

face of danger), this is also rather odd given that he represents the arche

typal figure of the sublime, as the passage she quotes indicates (CJ 121-2 

[V:262-3]. This lapse detracts from Hall's otherwise convincing claim 

that Kant's noble warrior who is admired even by the savage reinforces 

'the myth that colonization is a "civilizing mission"' welcomed bythose 
whose world it 'improves' (PIK, 266-7). 

More attention to women's role in this 'civilizing mission', and to 

the power-relations between women that can cut across shared (patriar-
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chal) oppression, would also have been welcome. Kant can be read as 

reinforcing the eighteenth-cenn.uy alignment of (European) women with 
an active capacity for 'civilizing' taste, which would legitimize their taking 
up the position of oppressor themselves (whilst still devaluing them in 

relation to the 'nobler' feeling for the sublime; Batteisby 1994b, 118). 

Nonetheless, Hall's piece is a welcome addition to the recent work un

dertaken by thinkers such as Genevieve Llo}'li. Writing in an Australian 

context, Lloyd explores Kant's role in the production of a philosophical 

imaginary that echoes and reinforces the wider social and cultural imagi
narythat was the condition of European colonial e:xpansion.55 

From 'I' to 'We': Women, Maniage and Kant's Political Philosophy 

O:msideration of the political aspects of Kant's thought continues in 

Schott's own contribution to the Ferrinist I~ volume. She be· 
gins with an overview of recent philosophical theories infonned by Kant, 

and feminist responses to those theories. As in her book, CqpiJion ard 

Em (1988 & 1993), Schott focuses on reason's domination of sensuous 

existence, as well as the universalism and ahistoricity of the Kantian 

Enlightenment subject. She draws attention to 'the emotional content of 
detached impartiality', aiguing that '[the] desire to detach the self from 

contingency and embodiment is itself an effect of particular gender rela
tions, itself an expression of the flight of masculinity from the temporal, 

embodied, uncertain realm of phenomenal existence.' (FIK, 329, 321) In 

her analysis of the form this 'flight' takes for Kant, she argues that Kant· 
ian reason is constituted by the exclusion of emotion such that it 
becomes impossible to distinguish productive and destructive desires 
(329). 

HOwever, this does not do justice to Kant's complex taxonomy of 

affects, -where a range of differences between feelings, emotions, pas· 
sions, inclinations and enthusiasms are carefully charted. 56 Cbnversely, in 

her book, there is not enough sense of the way that reason's powers are 

strictly delimited in a critique conducted if, as well as by, reason. ~ 
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ard Ero> argues that transcendental sensibility is sensibility stripped of the 
sensual (1988&;1993, 101-14); yet this insight could be balanced bythe 
recognition that it is because the sensible is accorded transcendental 
status that the Kantian wo:tld is not one in which abstract conceptual 

structures are imposed on '.raw' sensuous experience. We might instead, 

with lrigaray, hold onto the active, conditioning power of sensibility (as 
transcendental) but ask how to extend this to/through the sensible as 

sensuous materiality. 
Both in her FIK essay and in her book, which places Kant within a 

long tradition of philosophical asceticil!m,57 Schott makes a good case for 

Kant as an 'ascetic priest' in a Nietzschean sense: encouraging 'bad con· 

science' and prescribing self-discipline in a constant watchfulness for 

pathological motives. But it is odd to then accuse Kant of 'forgetting' or 

'refusing to acknowledge the existence of nonrational motivations' (FIK, 
329). We might tum to one of Kant's interlocutors for a dramatic re

minder that he often suggests that actions acquire moral worth in the 

struggle with such non.rational motives: as Maria von Herbert puts it in 

her second, extraordinary letter t() Kant, it seems that the demands of 

morality 'only get their prestige from the attractiveness of sin' (Letter to 

Kant, January 1793, quoted in Langton 1992, 493). 

Schott draws on Herbert's letters to argue convincingly that 

Kant's account of 'Enlightenment' reinscribes women's lack of self

detennination, and fails to acknowledge the socio-historical forces block
ing women's transition from tutelage to independence. The way women 

are caught between the sratus of objects and persons is astutely drawn 
out in Langton's analysis of the Kant-Herbert letters (Langton 1992). 

Herbert first writes to Kant in 1791, asking for advice in her despair over 
a lost love.58 In her second letter, she has descended into a state of deso

lation and apathy which makes her, Langton suggests, a kind of terrible 
'Kantian saint' -who poses a 'profound challenge' to Kantian ethics (497, 
495): 'Desire is dead. Nothing attracts. ... [M]orality itself has become a 

torment . .. because it is too easy. Wnhout the counterweight of oppos· 

ing inclination, what course could there be but to obey?' (494) If 
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concepts without intuitions are 'empty', so too are principles without in

clinations (498). 

Langton relates the letters to Kant's accounts of deception and 

friendship. She argues that by passing Herben's letters to another with

out her consent, Kant betrays the moral ideal of friendship by treating 

Hetbert as an object and a means to an end. He not only makes of her 

actions something she did not choose- a 'warning ... against the wan

derings of a sublimated famasy' {Kant, quoted in Langton 1992, 499)

but gives her no option of consenting to the cit:culati.on of her letters, 

thereby refusing to recognize her as a responsible agent capable of set

ting her own ends. Conversely, Langton defends the deception on 

Herbert's part that was the initial cause of the crisis in her relationship. 

Here Langton draws on Korsgaard's reading of the Kingdom of Ends as 

an ideal to strive towards, rather than one we can live byas if we did not 

inhabit an imperfect world (501-3). Set against the backdrop of a society 

which reduces women to objects in a sexual marketplace, Herbert's re
luctance to tell her beloved of a former liaison can be seen as the 

deliberate refusal of a discourse >Vhich wonld reduce her to a 'thing' with 

a price, and hence as protecting the murual respect necessaryto friend

ship (503-4). As friendship constitutes the moral relation in perfected 

form (492), Langton concludes that this deception may even be a duty 

(504). 

Kors gaard and Langton show that the value attached to autonomy 

and expressed in the ideal of a Kingdom of Ends has substantive impli

cations for how human beings ought to relate to one another: the 

Kantian moral standpoint is seen as essentially 'interactive' (Langton 

1992, 487). Such readings cast doubt on Schott's concern that the Kant

ian subject cannot pass 'from the I to the 'r.llt!,59 and that privileging 

autonomy necessarily entails valorizing detachment and neglecting hu

man interrelation (FIK, 331-2). In stronger contrast still, O'Ncill's 

constructivist account makes the 'interactive' stance central to the very 

project of critique. For her, the autonomous 'I' capable of critical think
ing and worthy of respect only emerges via an endeavour shared with its 
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fellow workers-with the 'we' - such that critique itself is an inherently 

political enterprise. But perhaps we can ask of both O'Neill and Schott 

how making the 'we' nonnatively primary- either the 'we' of the fellow 

workers of critique, or a 'we' constituted by the interdependence of con

crete individuals- can avoid generating exclusions on >Vhich the identity 

of that 'we' will depend.60 

A different approach to the relation of T to 'we' is offered by 
Annette Baier. In her comribution to PIK, Baier argues that Kant has an 

individualist picture of social co-operation and collective responsibility 

where the latter is secondary to and dependent on the autonomous 

moral individual. Given that Kant is often invoked as articulating the 

ideals that underpin the founding of the United Stares as a representative 

democratic republic, questioning his position acquires a contemporaty 

urgency (FIK, 303). The temptation for modem US (and, we might add, 

UK) citizens to distance themselves from political decisions by ascribing 

them to a quite separate group of official decision-makers echos in a 

negative way Kant's model of republicanism as characterized by the 

separation of powers (304-5). 
Baier critiques Kant's version of the republican ideal for curtailing 

the real autonomy of active citizens by denying them any right to resist a 

ruler preceived to be abusing his powers; and for consigning some citi
zens, including women, to a passive status whereby they support the 

public sphere without being fully included in it (309). The limited scope 

for political resistance offered by Kant's model is found to be partially 

repeated in Ronald Dworkin's more recent accollilt of collective respon

sibility. Dworkin privileges a mode of political 'integrity' which entails 

that members of a commlloity ought to respect the principles on >Vhich 

their shared life is based. But community members who wish to chal

lenge those principles (including women working to change fundamental 

patriarchal values) are therebyimplicitlypositioned in the wrong, and left 

'with a tremendous amount of apologizing' to do (313). 

Nonetheless, Baier like Dworkin wants a cross-generational model 
of collective responsibility. All those involved in unjust co-operative 
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schemes- such as a patriarchal division of labour-share responsibility 

for the way responsibility has been divided. Baier allows that responsibil· 

ity may be joint without being equal: women's consent to patriarchal 

social arrangements may not have been freely given. Yet 'even when 

their a~reemem to their own role of meek helpmeet was not entirely un· 

forced', this does not change the way that '[w]omen who let men keep 

the role of initiator and decision-maker, despite their proven abuse of the 

powers that role allocation gave them, were not merely victims of the 

oppressive scheme, but co-conspiritors', who 'might have been better 

advised to risk the ire of the master· sex by disputing their right to rule.' 

(315). Here, Baier's account of power seems l.llLSatisfactory, with regard 

to both systematic oppression and the abuse of individual women. Her 

position does help to shift the emphasis from allocating individual blame 

to identifying oppressive structures, together with the shared projeet of 

social refonIL But she does not allow for the extent to which the choices 

and possibilities that individuals regard as open to them may be the ef

fect of the power relations in which they are eruneshed. 

Elsewhere in the volume, we are returned to the question of 

women's 'double status ... as object and yet as person' (FIK, 287). Han

nelore Schroder tellingly contrasts Kant's account of marriage in his 
philosophy of right with von Hippel's radical defense of human and civil 

rights for women. Von Hippel attacks the 'pseudo-Enlightenment' for 

advocating a 'universal' equality denied to women. Schroder follows 

Hippel in arguing that the egalitarianism implicit in Kant's philosophy is 
doubly undermined: the arguments used to defend women's subordina

tion to men could also be appropriated by the nobility to justify 

illegitimate privileges. 
Like Susan Mendus (1987) and Carole Pateman (1988), who it is 

useful to read alongside this article, Schroder not only notes the uncriti

cal prejudices that mark Kant's writings on women, but is especially 

concerned with the odd status of the 'marriage contract'. By referring to 

it as a contract at all (Eherertr~, Kant implies that, like all contracts, it 

must hold between free and equal citizens, yet Schroder argues that in 
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fact Kant uses the ideology of contract to defend patriarchal marriage 

laws in which men acquire wives as property.61 This duplicity generates a 

'chaos of self-contradictions': marriage is and is not a contract; it is an 

equal partnership where women are rightfully subordinate; it unites per

sons in 'mutual O'IVIlership' and yet, for the good of the household, 

women· forfeit civil personality to become things owned (PIK, 293-4). 

Moreover, as both Schroder and Pateman note, 'women's bodies may be 

used as property by men as husbands, but women must not sell this 

commodity in the market and be paid for sexual use.' (Pateman, 204; see 

Schroder PIK, 292) 

Sometimes Schroder resolves these contradictions too swiftly, as

serting for example that for Kant, women are 'not human beings' bur 

'things', 'animals' and 'nonpersons' (PIK, 296 & 287-9). But as her o'\Vll 

account suggests, the problem is more that women are caught~ 

personhood and objectification, humanity and animality, equality and 

subordination. Paternan sees this 'simultaneous denial and affinnation' 

that women are persons (Paternan, 168) as a particular version of a more 

general strategy for managing the constitution of modem civil society. 

while the ideal of 'universal' freedom demands that women are seen as 

part of society (and able to enter into contracts), they must be incorpo

rated in a waythat preserves patriarchal political authority (180-1). 

Schroder and Pateman emphasize that for Kant, any contract by 

which an individual renounces their freedom is necessarily 'null and 

void': such an undertaking revokes the very status of personhood neces

sary to making a contract. This is one reason whythe marriage 'contract' 

requires a special separate account, in terms of the strange right to use a 

person as a thing. Schr6der presents women's reduction to property as 

deriving primarily from this right. However, here the (admittedly tom.i,. 

ous) logic of Kant's position is rather easier to reconstruct from Pateman 

and Mendus.61 They emphasize that this right is reciprocal, so that both 

husband and wife are 'simultaneously owner and owned'. Hence, 'each 

give themselves up and win themselves back', becoming persons once 

again (and allowing Kant to sidestep the unethical reduction of human 
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beings to mere things) (Pate.man, 171). Thus the question is how this re

ciprocity is undercut, such that women are reduced to ·the status of 

objects bythe marital relation as men are not. 

The answer lies partly in Kant's claim that despite woman's natu

ral equality as a human being, the unified will formed by the married 

couple must be represented by the husband, whose naturally superior 

faculties give him the right to command (172). In fact, Kant equivocates 

between seeing women as voluntarily surrendering equality, or as natu

rally lacking the capacity for self-mastery and civil reason. Either wa.y, 

fundamental human capacities appear to be sexually dilierentiated and 

unevenly distributed (see Mend.us 32-6; 39; Pateman 168-9). Woman's 

contradictory positioning 'sabotages' the supposed universality of Kant's 

account of human being (Schroder PIK, 289; Mend.us 21; Pateman 168). 

Mend.us helpfully situates these tensions in relation to active and 

passive citizenship (Mendus 24-30), and as reflecting a broader conflict 
between the revolutionary and reactionary aspects of Kant's thought 

(22-3, 38-9). In ways at odds 'With the critical project, Kant often seems 

to read woman's social condition as 'a true reflection of her inherent na

ture' (12), thereby failing adequately to separate the historically specific 

from the necessary and universal Thus, he wavers between implying that 

women's lack of civil personality is only contingent, and ruling out as a 

matter of principle their having the (supposedly universal) right to work 

their way up to active citizenship in the public sphere (26--8). It is the 

latter view that is consolidated by his account of woman's proper subor· 

dination to her husband in marriage (32). This renunciation of civil 

independence feeds back through the system, destabilizing his accounts 

of the equality and freedom due to all as subjects and human beings (34, 

36; see also Schroder PIK, 288). 
In the end, Mendus traces the tensions that emerge in Kant's ac

count of the marriage contract back to his individualist theory (see also 

Pateman 168, 184-5). 'All individualist theories', Mendus argues, 'share 

this difficulty: in construing persons as essentially independent, free and 

equal, they support an atomistic model which cannot readily accomrno-
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date those social units, such as the family, which transcend mere atom

ism.' (40) Rather than abandoning individualism, Kant (like others) treats . 

the family as a single unit represented by the male head of the house

hold The problem is, as Mendus says, a 'deep one' (39), returning us to 

the issue of the underlying model of the subject, and highlighting its 

connection to the (re· )envisioning of soc.ial and political bodies. 

Choosing One's Company 

The final paper in FIK completes the investigation of the three major cri

tiques by examining Kant's account of teleological judgement in relation 

to ecofeminism. Via the work of Karen Warren, Val Plurowood, and 
Vandana Shiva, ecofeminism is defined as a transformative project that 

makes the woman-nature relation central to a critique of patriarchy, and. 

that strives to overwme nonnative and oppressive dualistic thinking. 
Holly Wilson proceeds to re-evaluate Kant by sho.ving that he conceptu

alizes nature not only as the totality of objects ordered by a human 

subject, but also as an interconnected system of pwposes to which hu

mans belong, and which extends beyond man's control. Humans can 

succumb to natural disasters or function as a means to survival for other 

species; they are always part of nature for Kant and cannot be judged as 

rntJ.tmiJy superior to any other species (Wilson PIK, 387). Hence Wilson 

argues that Kant's teleological account of nature does not support simple 

nonmtive dualisms opposing man either to nature or animals. To this 
extent, Kant and ecofeminism are compatible. 

Nonetheless, as Wilson notes, human beings have a special role in 

nature conceived as a system of pwposes, whose final end must be lo
cated in human beings as the only beings able to conceive of pwposes. 

Freedom and a moral vocation, then, are what ultimately differentiate 

man from nature. This does not bring an 'unproblematic' superiority but 

a responsibility towards other animals and the environment (394). Wil

son does not consider the non-reciprocal nature of this responsibility 

(animals do not have moral duties towards man, and so do not warrant 

I' 
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the respect accorded to moral agents). More serio~ly, I think she under

estimates the extent to which morality re-introduces a fundamental split 

between man and nature, one located within human bcing itself, which 
must ceaselessly struggle against 'nature within' as well as without (see q 
§28 [V:260-4]. Kant's philosophy of nature may not be straightfor

wardly dualistic, bur his conception of man's moral destiny still inscribes 

a nonnative hierarchy separating humans from the rest of material exis
tence. 

This hierarchy has implications for another strand of Wilson's ar

gumem. Here she aligns Kant's account of woman's role in bath 

reproduction and the cultivation of civilized society With an ethics of 
care perspective (FIK. 380-5). Wilson (like Kant) finds value in woman's 

link to nature, and the 'non-dominating' strategies via which she educates 

man out of a reliance on force. But it is unclear how this could contrib

ute to the transformative · feminism Wtlson desires, given that the 
ultimate purpose of woman's labours (for Kant) is still the production of 

a morally autonomous (male) subject capable of transcending nature. 

W.tlson's interest in the way nature provides for man's education is 
echoed in Hannah Arendt's emphasis on the 'secret ruse of nature' that 

allows the human species to progress, in her Le::turei mKa:nJ:s Pditiad Pbi
/a;qihy (Arendt, 8). The idea of progress is crucial to Arendt's 

reconstruction of Kant's 'nonwritten political philosophy' (19): it oper

ates as a standard by which to judge events according to their capacity 

for 'opening up new horizons for the future' (56). Arendt's reading of 

Kam is not explicitlyfeminist, but her focus on judgement as linking par

ticularity and sociability has made her work imponant ta a number of 

feminist theorists. The feminist reader of Kant might also be encouraged 

by Arendt's insight that, unlike Plato, for whom the true philosopher 

welcomes death and 'does not accept the conditions under which life has 
been given to man' (22), for Kant, 'the philosopher clarifies the experi
ences we all have; he does not claim that the philosopher can leave the 

Platonic Cave ... [he] remains ... living among his fellowmen' (28}. 
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Arendt is especially concerned with Kant's account of aesthetic 

judgement, due to its focus on 'men in the plural', the 'actual inhabitants 

of the earth', rather than man as a cognitive subject or self-legislating 

moral agent (26). These earthly beings depend on one another not just 

for physical smvival, but for the functioning of their mental faculties. 
Arendt emphasizes that, for Kant, the ability to think for oneself de

pends on the freedom to make public use of one's reason. Critical 

thinking can be developed only by exposing one's thought to that of 

others: it depellds on sociability (39-40). Hence the significance of aes

thetic judgement as a semus aJITl71IJ1is where one judges as a member of 

human community, and where the ability to take others' perspectives 

into account in one's own thinking is most fully realized. 
For Arendt, the imagination is the key to this 'enlarged thought' 

(43) where egoism is overcome in favour of inter-subjectivity (67). Aes

thetic judgement does not involve empathizing with others' actual vieVJS, 

but disregarding self-interest and using the imagination's power to make 
present what is absent so as to move between the possible standpoints of 

others: 'To think with an enlarged mentality means that one trains one's 

imagination to go visiting.' (43) This interpretation has two conse

quences relevant to contemporary feminist theorizing.63 First, the 

generality required for political judgement is not achieved by subsuming 

particulars under a universal. Rather, the extent of one's ability to move 

from one particular standpoint to another (one's 'reach') will generate a 

degree of generality that remains 'closely connected .. . with the particu

lar conditions of the standpoints one has to go through in order to arrive 

at one's mm "general standpoint".' (44) Second, 'impartiality' is thereby 

reinte.rpreted as the perspective obtained by bcing able to take others 

into account in this way, rather than 'some higher standpoint ... alto
gether above the melee.' (42) 

Arendt can therefore be read as providing the starting point at 

least for a politics of inclusivity generated not by abstracting from par

ticulars to reach the universal, but by expanding one's ability to take 
account of others in their particularity. This is the direction in which Lisa 
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Jane Disch takes Arendt's thinking in her book-length study, Hamuh Ar
enit ard the Linits if Phila<phy (1994). Disch reads Arendt's 'creative 

appropriation of Kant' as seeking 'a possible justification for principled 

thinking- a means by which to take a stand without attempting to re

solve or disguise the ambiguity and contingency of any response that one 

makes to a situation that unfolds within the web of human plurality.' 

(Disch 146, 141) Arendt's originality, it is argued, lies in an appropriation 

of Kant which is at odds with neo-humanist critiques of modernity, bm 

which also allows her to evade the postmodern collapse of judgement 

into mere arbitariness. For Arendt, differences are irreducible rather than 
incommensurable (164). 

Disch offers a subtle, critical elaboration of 'the visiting imagina

tion' by exposing its connection to Arendt's notion of 'storytelling'. She 

shows how representative thinking is transformed from the (K,antian) 

demand to take up the transcendent pe;rspective of 'any man', to the use 

of 'imaginative powers to inhabit a plurality of embedded standpoints.' 

(161) But she also uses Maria Lugones to extend the solitary travels of 

Arendt's imagination into interactive engagement which may be uncom

fortable as well as unfamiliar. Hence, she in tum creatively appropriates 

Arendt, developing a non-foundationalist model of 'situated impartiality' 

relevant to contemporary critical and feminist theory. Situated impartial

ity generates a conception of public decision-making which starts from 

the assumption 'that parties to most decisions are mt equal with respect 

to social power, that they may m share a common cultural or nonnative 

framework, that no sinJe decision can reconcile their differences.' (220) 

Practicing something like Arendt's 'visiting' would allow dissenring per

spectives to be heard and understood, not so as to resolve them. but as 

part of a decision made in a specific context of dispute (210-2). 

A different assessment of Arendt's post-Kantian political philoso

phy is offered in Kimberley Hutchings' Kart!, Critique am Pditi.cs (1996). 

Hutchings' reading of Kant, partly informed by a concern with contem

porary feminist debates, presents a startling alternative to the image of 

the autonomous Kantian subject for whom reason secures cognitive 
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truths and moral certainties. On the contrary, Hutchings sees critique as 

'a highly politicized philosophical practice which is both volatile and 

paradoxical' (12). Because it is premised 'on both the limitation of reason 

and the assumption of the capacity of reason to transcend that limitation' 

(1), critique is an inherently unstable process. It frustrates reason's at-

' tempts to legitimize cognitive, moral and aesthetic claims and to legislate 

for itself and the world, veering instead 'between the political options of 
rigid order or absolute anarchy' (12).64 

Hutchings shows how the paradoxical movement of critique de

stabilizes Kant's explicitly political writings, and re-surfaces in the wo.ik: 
of subsequent critical thinkers. Her wo.ik: is important for cmrent femi

nist interpretations of Kant in at least three ways. First, her critical 

approach sensitizes us to a tension structuring Arendt's appropriation of 

sensus artmll'lis. By blurring the empirical and transcendental ground of 

aesthetic judgement, Arendt does not so much provide an alternative ba
sis for the political as restage the problematization of the authority of 

judgement (96). As the critical spectator interpreting events, the political 

philosopher remains caught between an openness to contingency, and a 

power to judge according to an eternal ideal of human community (99). 

Arendt's theory hove:is ambiguously between 'the poles of transcendent 

universalism and comextualized pluralism.' (169) 

This tension is repeated in key strands of subsequent feminist 

critical theory. Via a nuanced assessment of the work of Benhabib and 

Hekman respectively; Hutchings shows that those who align feminist cri

tique with the 'modernist' quest for universal criteria of judgement also 

seek to avoid dogma by making room for the concrete and contextual; 

whilst those sympathetic to the 'postmodern' denial that knowledge 

· claims are legitimized by universal conditions also strive to retain the 

possibility of meaningful judgement between oppression and resi.Stance. 

Hence, secondly, Hutchings' approach offers a mode of critically analys

ing the terrain of recent feminist thought.65 

Finally, Hutchings' characterization of critique as neither straight

forwan:l.l:y liberal nor authoritarian refuses the tendency to reduce Kant 
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to either the (unwitting) forefather of a liberal feminist project, or the 

progenitor of an oppressively abstrnct rationalism. Instead, she shifts the 

emphasis onto critique as a process whose paradoxical dynamic is its de
fining strength. The inherent tensions which maintain critical (feminist) 

thinking as such also prevent it from collapsing back into the precritical 

alternatives of 'universalist dogma and particularist scepticism' (185). 
As Disch and Hutchings note, Arendt reads Kant in the light of a 

concern with judgement and responsibility arising from her own present. 

At the same time, though, she engages with and 'interrogates the present 
with concepts formulated by Kant.' (Lloyd 2000a, 253) It is this doubled 

approach that allows Genevieve Lloyd to position Arendt as exemplary 

of a certain feminist approach to the history of philosophy, even though 
Arendt does not present her Le::turES as explicitly feminist. By thinking 
with Kant, Arendt is able to draw out the implicit but not fully realized 
potential of his texts so as to contribute to the rethinking of the political 
that marks her own ti.me. 

Lloyd notes Arendt's emphasis on the imagination's role in find

ing examples to guide judgement. Her wmk thus points towru:ds a 

feminist critique of the 'past operations of the philosophical imagination' 
which have normalized masculinity against 'feminine "examples" of the 

non-rational' (256). But Arendt's thinking is also 'an exercise in collabo

rative thinking' (253) that exemplifies a mode of continuing to think with 
past philosophers constructively. Such a strategy has value for contem
porary female thinkers 'uneasy in· the structures of male-dominated 

professional philosophy', who may tum to the past to find ways of open
ing up alternative conversations in philosophy's present (248). 

Arendt herself observes that by communicating one's feelings 
with the exemplary validity of aesthetic judgement, 'one tells one's cixices 
and one chooses one's company' (Arendt, 74). Her own work, and that 

of the other thinkers discussed in this essay, indicates that choosing the 
philosophical company of Kant ought not to be grounds for exclusion 

from feminist conversations. Rather, the collaborative project of reading 

Kant both critically and constructively is another way of 'opening up 
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presem philosophy to a wider agenda,' (Lloyd 2000a, 249) an agenda that 
includes multiple perspectives on feminism as well as on the history and 
possible futures of philosophical thought. 

Notes 

My thanks to Andrea Rehberg for her valuable comments on an earlier veision of 
this article. 

1. References for quotations from Kant's t.exts, apart from the fo:st Critique, give the 
date and page number of the translation used, followed in square brackets by the 
volume (in Roman nume:rnls) and page number (in Arabic numerals) of the 
Ak~gtl:e (Kant 1902-). References to the first Critique (CPR) are ro the 
standard pagination of the A [1781] and B [1787] editions; I use the Kemp Smith 
translation. Texrn by Kant are listed in the bibJiography according to the date of 
the translation used. 

It was not possible to correlate the translations I use with those referred to in 
Ferrinist I~ if I~ Kant (Schott 1997), which I go on ro review in 
detail, because different contributors 1:0 that volume often use different tranS!a
tions of the same rext (sometimes providing their own renderings). It is obviously 
important to allow individuru authors to draw on their preferred translations, al
though in some cases in the Feninist I~ volume, it remains unclear 
which translations are being used. It would also have been helpful if a consistent 
system for referring to Kant's texts had been employed across the volume as a 
whole (for example, some authors refereru:e the A kdl:lenimi1sgtl:e whilst others 
only indicate the tramlations used), with an introductory note from the editor 
concerning issues of referencing and translation. Hi:rwever, these oversights can 
doubtless be attribured to the pressurized conditions in contemporary academia 
under which such edited collections are often produced. 

2. Marcia HDmiak describes participating in a panel at a SWIP {USA) conference 
with two other feminis1ll, noting that: 'there was something politi.cally suspect 
about feminists working on established male figures-and something particularly 
suspect in this case, where the three philosophers in question (Aristotle, HDbbes, 
and Kant) were well-known for their benighted views on women. HDw could we 
reconcile our commitment to feminism with a scholarly life devmed to the study 
of philosophers who explicitly describe women as inferior to men, as unfit for 
the best life available to human beings, as incapable of being full moral agents?' 
(Homiak 1993, 1) See also Kurt Masser: 'The juxtaposition of Kant's name with 
~feminism" seems ahnost designed t0 invite scorn and indignation.' (Mosser 
1999, 322) . 
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3. See for example: .Rae Langton, KantianHwrility °'7 lgmram; if~ in 'Jhme!:us 
(1998); Beatrice Longuenesse, Km: IDd the C:rpi1iity tn Ju:lg: {1998); Diane Morgan, 
Km: Ttadie The Cisam& if the E niiAm:d (2000); and, more obviously resonant 
with feminist concerns, Susan Shell's The E nfu1imttt: cf Ratsm (1996). 

4. While feminist theorists have long engaged in such 'double readings', the theme 
of feminism and the history of philosophy seems only recently to have become 
the object of a more self-conscious theorization; see Lloyd 2000a & 2002. 

5. See Schott FIK, 12, and Marica Moen's comment that 'Kant promoted the insight 
that knovnedge is constructed. This is not yet the idea of social construction of 
reality, . .. although in C3 [the thin:! C~J where culture is finally examined, his 
thought opens in tbulinaiaz of social consrruction.' fPIJ.oen PIK, 215). 

6. Schott here draws on Iris Marion Young; see Young 1990, 96. 
7. Louise Anthony insists that one of the essential insights of modem philosophy-

one she aligns with both Descartes and Kant- is that 'perlect objectivity is not 
only impossible but undesirable, that cerrain kinds of "bias" or "partial.icy" are 

necessary to make our epistemic tasks trnctible' (Anthony1993, 200). 
8. This elision of the transcendent and transcendencal also leads to the :misleading 

view that for rationalist thinkers of the Enlightenment, 'all krrmkdg: cam: fem-· 
sat (Antony 1993, 196). According to this view, which Antony contests, 
'[k]nowiedge is then achieved ... not by active engagement with one's world and 
with the people in it, but by a pristine rraru;cendence of the messy contingencies 
of the human condition.' (195) Whilst I do not agree with every aspect of An
torry's argument, I chink she is right to insist that it is not part of Kant's project 
to make any such claim. Kant's critJ.que of pure reason involves both putting strict 
limits on ,the legitimate U'lC of reason, and insisting that the rational faculties only 
produce objective reality form:JJ:y. Rather than implying that knowledge is attained 
via transcendence and abstraction, Kant emphasizes that objective truth is only 

possible within a space-time frame, and stresses the dependence of the faculties 
on material received via the senses. Put crudely, synthesis needs something to 
synthesize, and that something does not 'all1F firm 11!!d.Sai. For a related discus
sion, see also Mosser's criticisms of Schott (Mosser 1999, 334-43). 

9. As Jane Flax notes: 'In our attempts to correct arbitrary (and gendered) distinc
tions, feminists often end up reproducing them' (Flax 1990, 52) See also Schott's 
discussion of a care perspective (FIK330). 

10. Schott later aligns the transcendental with the transhistorical (321) m vnys that 
foreclose the possibility of historic~ the transcendental. She also contrasn; 
Kant with Nietzsche, Freud, Laca.n, and Marx, in ways that are problematic given 
that their genealogical, ps}ciioanalytic and dialectical investigations into the con
ditions of the human subject are partly made possible by Kant's transcendental 
tum, and continue the project of critique, albeit in radicalized and historiciz.ed 
forms. See Rehberg &:Jones 2000, Jciii:. . 
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11. For a counterview, see Moen FIK, 253 n.22. The tendency of poststruct:uralist 
feminisms to ~ the Cartesian ideal of (self-)cenainty grounded in the co;jw as 
the epitome of 'modernity' or the Enlightenment is discussed in Battersby 1998, 

81-6. 
12. Schott Gwzitiman/,Era (1988 &1993); llo:yd TheMantfRatsm(1984 & 1993); 

Kleingeld 'The Problematic Sratus of Gender-Neutral Language in the History of 
Philosophy: the Case of Kant' (1992-3). 

13. Piper, following Strawson, has a 'thin' conception of the traDscendental constitu· 
tion of experience, where only the subject-predicate relation and the category of 
substance-property that corresponds to it are to be considered as having prop
erly o:anscendental status. In her account of the transcendental unity of 
apperception, she argues that the subject-predicare relation >Vhich is the neces
sary condition of experience is instantiated in the 'I think' that must be able to 
accompany 'all our other concepts' in a waythat 'engenders the transcendent idea 
of a rationally unified, temporally continuous self as the content of the concept 

of personhood.' (Piper FIK, 37) 
14. Piper indicates that she is drav1ing primarily on the conception of personhood 

elilbornted in the first Critique but nores that this is linked to the richer notion of 
the person as moral agent developed in rexts such as the~ cftheMr:t4-
phµs <f M!Tals (PIK, 37; see also Kant 1997, 37 (IV:428]. It would have been 
helpful to have a more extensive account of how she would map the one onto 
the other, especiallygiven the ethical implications of her own argument. 

15. Piper is careful to stress with Kant that the ascription of personhood to oneself 
cannot be made on the basis of any direct experil!nce of ones elf as an active, 
spomaneoU'l intellect- in othet words, we have no access to the noumenal self 
(FIK, 40-3). Instead, she argues that rational subjects can represent themselves as 
spontaneously thinking subjects on the basis of the uncompelled and autono
mous character of their thoughts: we may not have direct access to the purely 
rational aspect of our being, bur we do experience reason's effects in conscious

ness. 
16. See Piper's comment that although we are 'innately cognitively disposed to re

spond to any conceptual and expenenri.al anotualy' as a threat, our empirical 
experience need not be 'so limited and provincial rui to invite it'; hence, some

one's experil!nce could be so wide-ranging that 'only an ~alien" would rattle her.' 
(FIK, 50) On this reading of Kant, however, some kind of 'alien' will always be 
necessary. 

17. In particular, Sally Sedgwick's paper in PIK continues an ongoing dialogue with 
Hennan. Sedgwick engages with the articles that became key chaprers of Her
man's The Praiti.r:e if Mand Jud@Jrmt (1993). This dialogue is continued in the 

dosing chapter of Hemian's book, where she in tum refers to the original 1990 
publicati011 of the Sedgwick essay reprinted in PIK Sedgwick, and other con
rributorn to FlK, referparticu!arlyro diapter One of 1bePrt11.tUEifMoml]~ 
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'On the Value of Acting From the Motive of Duty', fust published in 1981 in 
Phzla<phia:l Reriew90, 363-6; Chapter Two, 'Inregril:y and Impartiality', fust pub
lished in 1983 inMll'11St 66, no. 2, 233-50; and Chapter4, 'The Practice of Montl 
Judgment', fust published in 1985 in the fanml if Phila;cphy 82, no. 8, 414-36. 

18. '[W]hile the Kantian holds that ir is better to act out of principle with no other 
motive present than it is to act out of feeling or emotion with no attention to 

principle, it does not follow that acting in the absence of emotions is desirable.' 
(Herman 1993, 32) 

19. Herman dra:w-s on Kant's Mfta/Jhy;tfS if Mamls (1996) as well as on another article 
by Sedgwick (1988) to suggest that a method for applying the CL would in effect 
·~the pure principles of duty (Herman 1993, 233 n38). 

20. Generic maxims contain an 'actlcn-jusrification pair' linking a specific type of ac
tion to a type of justificatory reason (Herman 1993, 147). 

21. As Herman also points out, her reading involves taking seriously Kant's opening 
concern in the ~ with the 'gn/ m/t. It is this concern that generates the 
need to determine the a prioli principle of practical reason, because to folly under
stand the latter is to understand what it is that constirutes the unconditional 
goodness of the good will. Thus Herman concludes- contra deontological read
ings- not only that Kant's ethics has 'a notion of value as its fundamental 
theoretical concept' (Herman 1993, 208), but also that: 'We cannot undeistand 
what practical reason is 'Without understanding it as a conception of value. The 
sense in which I think""" must leave deomology behind does .not require that""" 
argue for an independent conception of value as the foundation for practical rea· 
son. Rather, insofar as practical reason is the principle of obligation, it is and 
must be a conception of value.' {239) 

22. Given recent feminist an:ention to the relation between narrative and selfhood 
(also refle...'"ted in Marcia Moens anicle in FIE), chapter 8 of Herman's book is 
also of interesL Noting that different montl conceptions imply different nanative 
models, Herman argues that a Kantian conception of obligation positions moral 
concerns as integntl to the na=rive shaping an agent's life: moral issues ace re
garded as emerging within a deliberative field where they ace taken up as part of a 
commitment to an ongoing process of deliberation (Herman 1993, 180-3). This 
is contrasted wirh a performative conception of moral obligation as a set of :im
positions interrupting agents' progress, which Herman aligns with the narrative 
of 'libentl theory's successful individual: triumphant in the face of obstacles fm· 
duding moralir;y} in the pw:;uit of private goals.' (181) 

23. A:; Marcia Baron indicares, Sedg'Wick herself still exaggerates the need for de
tachment at rimes (Baron FIX. 149): see for example Sedgwick's comment that 
Kantian autonomy involves 'severing' affective ties (PIK. 93). 

24. Given this claim (and providing it is sustainable), Sedgv.ick is right to be suspi
cious of Herman's argument that the Kantian conception of rational autonomy 
itself provides the terms with which tO criticiz.e and correct the prejudices com· 
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promising the impaniality of moral judgement in practice. See Herman 1993, 

chapter 4, especially 86-9. 
25. See also Rurosey's account of the duty of mutual aid. Here she offers valuable 

insights inro the rensions generated in Kant's account by his emphasis on inde
pendence. fioWt:ver, her conclusion (human beings cannot successfollypromote 
the happiness of otheis because they ace unable to do so on the basis of their 
own idea of happiness) seems ffawed (FIK, 132-3). As Baron notes later in this 
seccion (with explicit reference to Riims~, Kant's point is rather that we should 
help other-s but 'Without imposing our own conception of happiness on them, so 
as to show respect for them as self-determining agems (Baron FIK, 156-7). On 
this point, see also Herman (1993), ;vho axgues that: 'One might view the idea of 
talting another's ends as my own not in the sense that I should he prepared to act 
in his [sze] place ... but, rather, in the serise that I support his status as a pw:;uer 
of ends, so that I am prepared to do what is necessary ta help him maintain that 
status. This interpretation acknowledges the other as a rational autanomous 
agent .... So we should not meddle and we should be w.uyof impulses to pater· 
nalism, . . . because they go against the grain of the respectful help we ace morally 
required to wve.' (70 &72) 

26. See Kant 1997, 19-24 [IV;406-12J). 
27. It is just such a strategy which is pursued by Battersby in The P~ Wcmm, 

where taking unequal power relations as the norm is one of five fearures charac
terizing a female subject-position (1998, 8). This means that, as Battersby notes, 
her argument has ethical implications still tO be fullyelahorated (208-9). 

28. Nietzsche's thought would be a crucial touchstone here. In r.erms of recent femi
nist philosophy, one could tum to Moira Gatens' and Genevieve Lloyd's work on 
the contemporary significance of Spinoza, in which they explore the ethical and 
political implications of his non-dualistic metaphysics where· '[ t ]he body, imagina
tion and affect do not, in themselves, represent limits to reason and knowledge.' 
(Garens and Lloyd 1999, 4) Batteisby's project may also provide some of the re
soun:es for re-thinking the role of materiality in agency; particu!atlyinsofaras she 
seeks to replace the 'dead matter' of (Kantian) 'substance' with a self-fom:Ung 
matter that "WOuld make it possible to 'theorize ageru:yin terms of patterns of p<.>
tentialityand flow' (Battersby 1998, 57). 

29. Penelope Deutscher's interview 'With David-M.enard discusses her book-length 
study of Kant, La Fciie dam la raison pure (1990), in which she ai:gues that central 
to the construction of the fiist Critique is 'a profound ambiguity in the narure of 
thought; without the proximity of madness, it could never constitute itSelf as rea
son'. Hence 'the most theoretical questions of his [Kaot's] philosophy have to be 
achieved through differentiating themselves from the risk of mad thought.' 
(David-Mena:rd 2000, 26) She also discusses her methodology, which involves 
recognizing that although conceptual thought 'moves m the direction of auton
omy from the phantasmatic', nonetheless, what differentiates one philosophical 
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syitem from another, is its differing relation to its constiturive (and sexuate) fan
tasies (30). She shows how key conceptual clallm made in the Critique ef Pr4Ctio:d 
R&JSai can also be read as 'melancholic fantasy, in ways that relate back to the 
accounts of male and female ideb.tityin the ~ (28-9). 

30. In the previous essays in FIK, Kant's gendered distinaions in texts such as the 
ChsertRi:Zals are seen entirely negatively. David-.Menard' s approach is closer to that 
of Battersby, who rakes the alignment of woman with the sensible (which ex

cludes her from the sublime) as a starting point for re-thinking transcendence. 
31. As this passage makes clear, David-Menard's axgument concerns the constitution 

of women as subjects, and does not appeal to a natural or 'given' female subjec
tivity. Although she does refer to the real dream ofa female patient, she does so 
to show that the dream implicitly contains.a different ('uncommon') conceptuali
zation of guilt, desire, and perhaps even 'the Good', in ways that knowingly echo 
Kant's method in the Ormrdwrk (where he shows how the transcendental 
ground of morality is implicitly contained within 'common r.itional cognition'). 
See her comment that the pomt is to show that 'other vicissitudes of guilt, be
sides [Kantian] ethics, are real an!. therefUre pc£sib/e, that is, o:n:muJ:le.' (FIK, 348; my 
emphasis) 

32. 'The crirerion of the univexsalisability of the IIlllXlm of our actions, the founda
ri.on of Kanri.an rnorality, thus demands a critique and doubtless corresponds to a 
particularity, to an empirical residue in the transcendental edifice, and perhaps to 
a fantasy, but a fantasy that doubtless does not belong to Kant alone ... ' (David
Mfu.i.ard 1990, 222; mytranslari.on). 

33. Isis appe= in a footnote r.o §49 of the Critique <flwlwzn:. 'Perhaps nothing more 
sublime has ever been said, or a thought ever been expressed more sublimely, 
than in that irucription above the temple of Isis Qvlother Nature): "I am all that is, 
that was, and that will be, and no mortal has lifted my veil".' (q, 185 n51 [V: 
316] In 'On a Newly Arisen Superior Tone in Philosophy', published six years 
after q, Isis appear.; again, this rime as the veiled goddess 'Who personifies the 
moral law (see Kant 1993). 

34. Kofman's piece also echoes Jane Kneller's concern with how individuals la:a-m 
autonomous moral agents (PIK, 182-4). 

35. See especially the First Analogy in CPR, on substance thought as that which nec
essarily persists through and beneath change, where such 'permanence is thus a 
necessary condition under which alone appearances are derenninable ... in a pos· 
sible experience.' (CPR A189 B232). 

36. The wild and ruleless nature of the sublime (q 99-100 [V: 246]; and the threat
ening Unrutt.erin the Critique <fT~ J~ (q 304-5 [V:418-20]. 

37. '[I]be "I" had to relare i:o "things" before it could be conscious of itself.' Irigaray 
1985,204. 
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38. See Kant 1985, 30 [IV: 286]. It is hdpful to read Battersby's discussion of related 
passages alongside Irigaray here, to draw out Irigaray's more implicit argument 
(Battersby1998, 70-1). ' 

39. See Kant's 1795 letter to Schiller, quoted in Battersby 1998, 71: 'The realm of na
ture. has always struck me as amazing and as a sort of chasm of thought; I mean, 
the idea that fertilization in both organic realms [of nature], always needs two 
sexes for the species to be propagated.' 

40. Kam 'clings to a model in which the unitary self is only established by reference 
to etubodiment [the spatializ.ed world of objects], but the self closes over i:he in
ner bodily spaces in ways that mean that any possibility of inner, sexually 
differentiated organs must fall out of account.' (Batters by 1998, 73) 

41. On this point., 11:ie Phen:mmi Wanm echoes the 'anri.-essentialism' of Genier arr! 
Genius, 'Where Batters by writes' 'Being female involves not some collection of in
nate (or acquired) ps)"hological or biological qualities. It is rather a matrer of 
being consigned- on the basis of the way one's body is pen:eived-to a (non
privileged) position in a social nexus of power.' (1994b, 210) Battersby's empha
sis on female embodiment, rather than the qualitie5 aligned. with the 'feminine', 
also derives from the Wllys in which i:he 'feminine' can oper.tte to privilege a male 
subject·pos~ti~n, as her analysis of Romantic genius shows (1994b, 227-31). 
Moreover, rt IS not the feminine but the sexed specificity of the 'female' subject 
that cannot be adequately conceptualized within a Kanri.an space-time frame, and 
that makes woman's position within Kant's theory a paradoxical one, caught be· 
tween ideals of rari.onaliry and autonomy, and a normative alignmem with the 
objective realm of nature and the body. In The Phenmma1 Wanm, Battersby 
works to reclaim a (non-Aristotelian) model of essence that would allow for dif. 
ferences between women, whilst recognlzing the cultrually specific nonns and 
regulative practices that mean that in westem modernity, being 'female' involves 
being aligned with a body that can buth (1998, 32 &ff.). 

42.1:fy thanks to Ouistine Battersby for allowing me ro refer to her as yet unpub
lished paper on Huoum, which also discusses the twentieth-century painter 
Dorothea Tanning. 'Neither Kant nor Schopenhauer: Dorothea Tanning, Mona 
Har.oum and the Female Sublime' positions the two '>l<'Omen artists as twisting 
free of both Kant's and Schopenhauer's models of the sublime. 

43. See Kant q1s5 n 51 [V:316] 

44 · lacan explicitly draws on Kant to position woman as both (beautiful) object of 
desire and (sublime) excess, threatening the boundaries of i:he ego even as sbe 
ope rares as the Ml Other against which identity is secured; this pattem is repeated 
111 hk account of Antigone (Battersby 1998, 96-9; 111-2). Derrida, on the other 
hand, is seen by Battersby as remaining closer to Kant than be can acknowledge. 
He celebrates but also contains excess by privileging the 'fei:Wnine• play of dif 
foance which both destabilizes and sustains an (unsustainable) metaphysics of 
presence (89-96). · . 
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45. See also Freeman, who suggests rhat Yaeger domf!Sticates the sublime into 'a 
kinder, gentler sublime rhat isn't sublime at all, for it has become yet another ver
sion of the beautiful.' (Freeman 1995, n.3) 

46. See especially Joanna Z}iliiska's Ch Spider.;, Gp:trg atti &ing Samd (2001), which 
works towards an ethics of the feminine sublime by ~aving together key theo
retical texts and reflections on contemporary culture. Space and time constraints 
meant that unfortunately it was not possible to include a more derailed review of 
this interesting recent study ru;re. 

47. Wbilst I am to some exrent sympathetic to Klinger's concern with the masculin
ism of the 'heroic avant-garde artist' in Lyotard's account, I think she is much too 
swift in identifying this figure as just another version of the 'autonomous, saver· 
eign ... modem subject' (Klinger FIK, 207); the disarming of the subjecr in 
Lyotard's sublime is perhaps more readily suggestive of the ferrmme male of Ro

mantic genius. 
48. See also Lyotard 1984, 81-2. 
49. For Freeman, 'the feminine' provides a way of contesting any notion of essence, 

in co11trast to Battersby's project of rethinking die concept of 'essence' for a fe
male subject; see above n.41. 

50. Freeman's emphasis on the waythese speeches become increasinglyrhyihtnic and 
tonal, and less gramrnatical, recalls Kristeva's notion of the semiotic. Kristeva is 
an intriguing absence in The Ferri:r!i:m Sttldure (her longest appearance is in a foot· 
note), as Freeman's analysis often brings to mind Kristeva's work on abjection 
and mourning. 

51. See Kant, q, 'Dialectic of Aesthetic Judgment', esp. §57 Comment! and §59 [V: 
342-4; 351-4]. 

52. Moen uses one of Kant's examples to explain: using the image of a hand mill 
rather than that of an organism to symbolize the state would lead us to articulare 
clie concept of starehood very differently. 'The particular intuition [here synony 

mous with image/ symbol] determines how - reflect on the state, what ewe 

attend to, and then articulate as a concept of statehood.' (FIK, 237) Moen's analy
sis could be inreres cingly read alongside Michele Le Doeuff' s account of the role 
of images in ThePbila;q;biad Imigjmry (Le Doeuff 1989). 

53. 'In sp1te of the emancipatory rhetoric of the "Enlightenment" essay, the "Kant· 
ian" view of autonomy has come to be associated with a questionable sort of 
figure: a moral superstar alone on a rock of rational will power, removed from 
the individuals whose humanity this will requires him ... to respect, relying only 
on himself, with no "taint" of love or emotion spoiling his moral glory.' (Klinger 
FIK, 174-5) 

54. This problem also surfaces in the way Moen draws no clear distinction between 
'person', 'self', and 'subject', making it ambiguous whether it is tl:ie transcendental 
subject or the empirical, psychological self rhat is at issue. 
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55. Lloyd argues that Kant's temporalization of reason and Locke's analysis of prop· 
erty combine to help legitimize colonization as a historically inevitable aspect of 
mwkind's 'progress' towards enligluenment (lloyd 2000b, 32-4). 

56. See Baron's essayinFIK, in which she notes that for Kant, not all feelings are on 
a level from a moral point of view: only some kinds of feeling (those taking root 
as passions) are positioned primarily as moral hazards; others, though never the 
basis ~f moral agency, are far from being morally indifferent. See also Battersby 

1995, 98. 
57. There is no room here to do justice to the detailed nature of Schott's argument in 
~aniE m; for one cntic's response, see Mosser 1999. 

58. Herbert's first letter is dated August 1791; Kant responds in Spring 1792. Her
bert's second letter is sent in January 1793; Kant !lever replies, though he does 
exchange letters with others about Herben. Herben committed suicide in 1803. 
For a detailed account of the correspondence, see Langton 1992; for the original 
correspondence, see Volume XI of the A kddemmusg:ibe. 

59. Schott is here quocing Lucien Goldmann; see FTK, 33 L 
60. Although Schott r.aises this problem, noting that the Kantian system is itSelf sus

tained by unadmowleged exclusions (FIK, 332), it is not in the end dear how her 
own position escapes a similar criticism. 

61. See also Pateman, 171. Both Schroder and Pateman refer to Kant's striking ex
ample of the difference between saying 'This is myfather' and "This is my wife': 
the former, he says, signifies only that 'I have a father', whereas the latter indi
cates the legal possession of an object/ihing. See FIK, 294-5; Pateman, 172-3. 

62. Pareman's account is occasionally misleading in a different =y, insofar as she 
does.not explicitly distinguish between Kant's pre-cnrical and critical texts. 

63. See also the Appendix in Anderson 2000.1, which links Arendt's reading of senst/li 
a:mnrnis to a model of feminist objectivity developed in the context of Ander
son's work on feminist philosophy of religion. Anderson also reflects on what it 
might mean to engage in philosophy as a woman vi.a an interesting discussion of 
Kant's famous image of clie island of truth in CPR [A236, B2951 as well as re

lated images deployed by Neurath and Quine. Her work here builds on analyses 
of images used by Kant and Bacon alreadyundenaken byl.e Doeuff {1989). 

64. Hutchings therefore offe10 a critical response to O'Neill's reading of Kant as un

arnbiguouslyanti-auihoritarian (Hutchings 28-33). 
65. Hutchings also deploys her account of critique to offer an anal~is of the interpo

lation of feminism in the field of international relations (Hutchings 178-85). 
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In one of the most innovative literary explorations of gender of recent 

years, Cate Sullivan and Kate Bomstein's 'infobahn erotic adventure' 

Naniy RCYJJ:ikill (London, Serpents Tail, 1996), the radical gender activists 

'Scratch' and 'Wmc' endeavour to deconstruct the rigid binary of gender 

in the disembodied landscapes of cyberspace, acting out gender identities 

and scenarios of sex and desire which contravene traditional boundaries 

and which inspire others to follow their liberatory example. The radical 

shape-shifting potentialities of cyberspace threaten the social fabric to 

such a degree that the State intervenes, regulating the online wotld 

through a process of compulsory registration. 

'Scratch' and 'Wmc's' refusal to complete the 'gender' entry on 

their registration forms provokes the rule of law and tums them into 

'gender outlaws' who must go on the run to survive. Such is the social. 

imperative of living within the prescribed and proscribed parameters of 

either masculinity or femininity. 'Toobe', Nttd:y Rmdkil!s no-nonsense 

teenage narrator, downplays their radical deconstructions of gender, ask

ing: "W'hat kind of fool would ask you what gender is? It's the only thing 
we know, goddammit.' Yet, as the transsexual activist and theorist Kate 

Bornstein notes in her book Ge!zle,- Or.ttlaw. 'The trouble is, we're living in 

a world that insists we be one or the other- a world that doesn't bother 

to tell us exactly what one or the other is' (Routledge, 1994; 8). 

The slippery complexities of gender, together with its compulsory 

nature, are explored with admirable breadth in this recent addition to the 

NewOiJiml, Jdkmseries by David Glover and Cora Kaplan. Mapping the 

transfonnations and valences of the term is a considerable undertaking 

as Glover and Kaplan note: "'Gender" is now one of the busiest. most 
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restless terms in the English language, a word that crops up everywhere, 

yet whose uses seem to be forever changing, alw:rys on the move, pro

ducing new and often surprising inflections of meaning' (ix). In a book 

with this remit it is impossible, as the authors argue, to cover the ground 

fully. Their avowed aim is to lay out the central cultural debates around 

gender identity as these have been played out in theoretical and cultural 

discourses and, more ideologically perhaps, to 'pluralize' our notions of 

gender. Their scope is by turns both historical and contemporary, locat

ing material principally in the eighteenth. nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, and reading it at various points through contemporary theo

retical frames. Their book focuses on the discursive debates that have 

taken place around femicinity, masculinity and other genders and makes 

extensive use of primary source material such a5 literary texts as well as 

key critical and theoretical interventions and synopses from the twentieth 
century. 

Glover and Kaplan's first move in their attempt to define the tenn 

'gender' is to extract it from its sticky relationship with its 'Other'- 'sex'. 

Such a division is, in historical terms, a relatively new one. Glover and 

Kaplan begin with Foucault's analysis of the tragic fate of the nine
teenth-century hermaphrodite Herculine Barbin, which serves to 

demonstrate 'the extent to which the foundations of sexual knowledge 

were being thoroughly overhauled in the nineteenth century.' (xv) Analy
sis of gender was greatly advanced by the twin disciplines of sexology 

and psychoanalysis, both of which implicitly (if not explicitlJ? inaugurate 
it as a category in their investigations of desire, sexuality and human 

identity. One of the most important moves Glover and Kaplan make in 

this chapter is to look to the much neglected figure of the psychoanalytic 

psychotherapist Robert J. Stoller. The case studies and theorizations aris

ing out of Stoller's work at the Gender Identity Research Clin.ic in Los 

Angeles in the 1960s constimte the first real attempts (after Freud) to 

prise apart biological and corporeal identity from the processes of accul

turation and identity fonnation that make up 'gender' as a distinct 
category. 
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Stoller's case-work with adolescents and adults who presented at 

his Clinic with gender dysphoria was- despite its shortcomings ·and 
oversights- ground-breaking. It laid the necessary theoretical. founda

tions upon which early Second Wave feminists such as Kate Millett and 

Gayle Rubin (amongst others) could construct feminist explications of 

· sex and gender. Feminist understandings of this division have become 

increasingly sophisticated, not least turning to language as the system of 
signification through which ideologies of gender and 'gendered inequali

ties' are constructed. To exemplify this, the authors tum to the work of 

Monique Wittig whose literary experiments of the 1960s (whose real 

resonance is felt in their original French) sought to crack open language 

in order to demonstrate the ways in which it simultaneously naturalizes 

and occludes the division between 'sex' and 'gender', and privileges the 
male as universal human subject. 

In producing a survey of the cultural debates about gender, 
Glover and Kaplan demonstrate that the most complex and subtle work 

on gender has been most commonly situated at its abjected margins and 

across cultural fault-lines. In this sense, the fullest and richest chapters in 

the book focus on femininity and lesbian/ gay/ queer formulations of 

gender identity. Their analysis of femininity has a very useful breadth. 

Opening with Freud's evocation of the 'riddle of femininity' in his 1933 

essay 'Femininity', they examine some of the solutions (and more of the 

questions) presented by female theorists and writers from M.ary Woll

stonecraft onwards. Using literary texts from two 'historically specific 

moments in the history of femininity'-1790-1850 and the years be
tween the two World Wars-they situate femininity as a 'busy category' 

that does 'a great deal of uideological work" in Western culture.' (14) As 

masculinity's debased 'Other', femininity is shown to be a contested site 

of identity and yet a site from which women have claimed autonomous 

identity and launched social and political action. Importantly, by looking 

at the work of two Africm-American authors- Zora Neale .Hurston and 
Nella Larsen- Glover and Kaplan offer the imponant proviso that we 

cannot (and must not) extricate gender from the hegemonic structures in 
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which it functions. For Hurston and Larsen, staking out a claim for a 

new femininity means refuting mcialized versions of black femininity as 
hwersexual and amoral. Their work shows how other indexes of identity 

(and oppression), such as race and class, inflect and tr.msfonn the gender 

identities we are assigned and the new ones we must write into existence. 

Looking to lesbian and gay sexualities is, rightly, to muddy the di
visions between desire, sexual identity and gender identity. Here the 

book moves away from a close focus on gender and offers a brief ac
count of gay male history that demonstrates the ways in which 'gender' is 
'trouble' (m Butlerian terms) for those whose desire runs in the 'oppo
site' direction to nonnative modes. Glover and Kaplan focus particularly 
on Camp, utilizing Susan Sontag's definitive analysis to argue that: 'In 

Gunp gender rufferences increasingly approximate to the condition of 
display or masquerade. Instead of looking for the inner truth behind ap

pearances, "Camp sees everything in quotation marks ... not a woman, 
but a 'woman"'.' (102) In offering a synoptic view of gayidentity, Glover 
and Kaplan show Camp to be an important precursor to the late twenti

eth-century development of queer identity which, citing Eve Kosofsky 

Sedgwick. 'can refer to: the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, 

dissonances and resonances' (107) of gender identity when it i.S cut loose 
from normative definitions and understandings that figure it as innate. 

Perhaps one of the most compelling strengths of queer is that it 
becomes a positionalitythat can be employed critically- 'queer reading'. 
As evidence of this Glover and Kaplan focus on Joseph Allen Boone's 
productive and subtle queer reading of the female modernist Djuna Bar
nes. In its resistance to closure and its presentation of the polymorphous 

perversity of human desire and identity, Bames's rext somehow pre
visions queer understandings of identity (and perhaps even tenualicy? so 

that to come (back) to this challenging text with a queer reading is to ac
cess its deepest themes. 

By comparison the chapter 'Masculinities' seems thin. What is 
striking about this chapter is the paucity of theoretical material on which 

Glover and Kaplan can draw (though they problematically do not make 
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use of the extensive theorizations offered by women and gay men). This 
suggests the extent to which the predominant positioning of nonnative 
heterosexual masculinity at the cultural centre has obviated its need to 

theorize itself. This is not to suggest, however, that such an identity is 
'secure'. As Glover and Kaplan demonstrate in their literary examples, 

'the manly ideal' is a 'highly chacged bundle of ideas' that has been heav

ily policed and fortified. This 'idealized version of masculinity' is a 

pervasive construction that has long held a great deal of cultur.i.l valency: 

'masculinity undergoes many local revisions and pennutations but never

theless many of the same features seem to occur again and again, as if 
the image were a necessary fiction in constant need of refurbishment or 

updating' (61). Utilizing the most extensive examination of masculinity, 

George Mosse's The Irtrig! <f Man (1996), Glover and Kaplan show that 

the recurring 'problem' for masculinity is what to do with the body, 

which in its 'perfect state', might S)IIIlbolize the manly ideal, but which is 

also prone to vulnerabilities and unruly desires that threaten to under
mine it. 

In her essay'Variations on Sex and Gender; Beauvoir, Wittig and 

Foucault', Judith Butler has argued that masculi.nity resolves this crisis by 
a process of 'disembodiment', constructing the Other as completely and 
indelibly 'embodied': 'By defining women as "Other", men are able 

through the shortcut of definition to dispose of their bodies, to make 
themselves other than their bodies- a symbol potentially of human de
cay and transience, of limitation generally.' (Feninism as Critique On the 
Pditics if Gerrier, eds S. Benhabib & D. Cornell, University of Minnesota 
Press 1987, 133) Nowhere is the vulnerability of the male body more ap

parent than in the e:xperience of warfare and its 'deadly technologies.' 
For this reason, Glover and Kaplan read the Gennan writer Ernst 

Jii.nger's First World War novel The Storm<f Stai. (1929) which valorizes 
'the manly and purposeful activities of war' (Genlm, 56) against Erich 
Maria Remarque's pacifist novel AO Quiet en the Wettem Frwt (1929), 

which quite simply does not. In both texts, there is a kind of abjection of 

the body but the form this abjection takes is profoundly different. 
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Jiinger's projects the abject on to women, particularly the nurses who 
treat him and the 'simple girls' with whom the soldiers fraternize. For 

Remarque, however, it is the male body itself which becomes the abject, 
reduced to 'stark bestial reality' by war which turns men into 'human 

animals' (63-4). \Vhat is made clear in Glover and Kaplan's discussion of 
masculinity is the way in which it can only conceive of itself in relational 

terms, evidencing Butler's notion of 'embodiment' with a startling clarity. 
Glover and Kaplan conclude with the work of Judith Halberstam, 

whose FermleMasculinity (1998) 'takes us to the limits of present-day gen

der theory.' (158) Halberstam's argument that women '[develop] their 

own unique kinds of masculine personae' (158) is both a delineation of 
one specific lesbian gender and a radical refutation that gender exists in 

any kind of binary. Halberstam's wo.ck is undoubtedly important but it 
does not stand alone. There are several points in this book where I feel 

that the authors pass over material but this represents the lugest omis
sion. The burgeoning body of transgender theory and activism, as well as 

its transsexual equivalents, makes little appearance here and yet both 

represent the cutting edge of 'gender' theory. Transgender and 
transsexual issues take us back to questions about gender identity that, 

paniculadyas feminists, we thought we had resolved. Germaine Greer's 
recent attack on the kinds of body memories and corporeal certainties 
articulated by MfF transsexuals in her book 1be W1ide Wanm (1999) is 

just one example of how potentially disruptive crossing, or even 'double

crossing', the gender binary can be to feminism and gender studies as a 
whole. Such missed opportunities for critical analysis of gender are 
undoubtedly important but this book still represents an extremely useful 

survey of gender and its cultural formations. 'As an introduction to the 
issues and debates around gender it will be informative for readers new 

to gender studies, and will undoubtedly prove to be an excellent 
textbook for undergraduate courses on gender, literature and culture. 

Antigone's Gairn: Kinship Between Life. and Death 

Judith Butler, Columbia University Press, 2000 

h/b £ 12.95 0 23111894 5, p/b £ 11.50 0 23111895 3 
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In A ntig:me's Gaim Judith Butler offers a new interpretation of Sophocles' 

A ntigre, taking Antigone's life to exemplify how symbolic kinship rela

tions subvert and transform themselves through their internal 
operations. The reconsideration of Antigone thus consolidates Butler's 

earlier analyses of the instability endemic to sexual relations and gender 

identities. Her particular aim here is to.oppose Lacan's idea that symbolic 

kinship relations fonn a fixed and invariant totality immune to change, 
by challenging his reading of A '11ttfpne. Her own understanding of Anti

gone emerges gradually as she criticizes Lacan's intei:pretation, as well as 
those by Hegel and, more briefly, Irigaray. 

Hegel discusses Antigone in the P~ cf Spirit (ch. VI.a), 
describing ancient Greece as divided between two institutions, pdis and 
family, whose conflict precipitates the collapse of Greek life. Creon and 

Antigone respectively uphold the.customary laws of the pdis and the di
vinely ordained laws of the family, the former concerning the 

'universal'-the common good-and the latter the 'individual' good of 

particular, embodied, family members. O>mbating Hegel's depiction of 

Antigone as the representative of normative family relationships, Butler 
stresses how much she confounds kinship norms. Issuing from Oedipus' 
incestuous bond with Jocasta, for Antigone, all kinship terms are unsta

ble: her father is also her brother; her brothers are symbolically 
indistinguishable from her father. Butler notes one suggested etymologi

cal derivation of the name 'Antigone' as 'against kin'~ derives from 
ff!Jll). Antigone's love for her brother Polyneices can only be character

ized as incestuous- though Hegel denies that these siblings could desire 
one another, as their blood is 'at rest'. Butler astutely responds: 'the P/Je. 
~ becomes the textual instrument of the prohibition against 

incest, effecting what it cannot name, what it subsequently misnames 

through the figure of blood' (13). According to Butler, Hegel defensively 
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enforces the ban on incest by denjiag that .Antigone infringes it and re
casting her- perverse!)"- as a defendant of stable kinship relations. 

Butler also argues that Hegel comes close to recognizing a peculi

arity in the 'divine' order Antigone defends. Hegel understands this as a 

legal order different from public law, barely expressible and hence imper
fectly legal For Butler these characteristics reveal Antigone's principles 

as the intemally arising defonnation ef the public law, which just 'is the 
law regulating kinship. Hegel retreats from this insight, redescribing the 

family as a private sphere wholly incommensurate. with the pdis. By do

mesticating Antigone, he disavows the collapse of stable kinship that her 

life represents. Butler concludes that Hegel's dialectic fails when con
fronted with Antigone, suppressing her incestuous significance without 

preserving it. He even wges the pdis to suppress the familial feminine 
opposition he constructs, so suppressing Antigone again. This last criti
cism of Butler's is misplaced: Hegel simply narrates the way the 
family/ pdis clash engenders the mutual destruction of both institutions, 
which get replaced bythe abstract individualism marking Roman society. 

This initiates a process of reconciling familial particularism with political 
universalism, which Hegel generally advocates. Butler's insistence, a:mtra 

Hegel, on Antigone's dislocated kinship status is illuminating and sugges

tive. Still, this need not be understood, with Butler, as arising from 
instability in the (political} kinship law. Hegel suggests an alternative un

derstanding, claiming that Oedipus introduces deformation into his 
kinship relations by ignorantly overstepping kinship laws in acting for 

exclusivelypublic ends. 
Butler's substantial .ents for her mvn understanding of Anti

gone's kinship status appear in the context of her engagement with 
Lacan. Her central aim is to refute what she sees as his static view of kin

ship, drawing on Antigone to support this. Butler begins by lucidly 
reconstructing Lacan's thinking about kinship and the symbolic order. 

Following Uvi-Strauss's claim that it is the incest taboo that makes cul
ture possible, Lacan further maintains that this taboo establishes the 

inter-defined 'positions' of different kinship relations within the family. 
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These 'relations of prohibition [are] thus encoded in the "position" that 

each of the family members occupies' (18) (the mother, for example, 
only has sex with the father, not with the son). The incest taboo thereby 

enables d.ifferent fonns of pronominal reference, which condition cul
turally intelligible speech and the possibility of recognition. Gtltural 
intelligibility depends. upon symbolic kinship, which depends upon the 

incest taboo. As the structure of symbolic kinship makes all culture and 
society possible, it cannot be a historicallycontingent social product, but 

remains constant while different social fonns instantiate it. Butler com

ments: 'Although Lacan's theorization of the symbolic is meant to take 
the place of those accounts of kinship grounded in nature or theology, it 

continues to wield the force of universality' (44). 
Lacan's belief in the invariance of kinship structures is Butler's 

primary target. Contesting its st:rueturalist premises, she denies that kin

ship terms or 'positions' constitute a complete and fixed structure. The 
process whereby kinship terms are defined through their differences 

from one another occurs only over time, such that the meanings of those 
tenns remain permanently incomplete, liable to defonnation or trans

formation each time they are invoked. Indeed, for Butler, the incest ban 

itself alway.; risks instigating the incestuous behaviour to which it points 
precisely in prohibiting it. Butler's critique of Lacan rests- as in her ear

lier writings- on a fusion of post-strucruralism with Hegel's doctrine 
that every cultural arrangement contradicts itself, all prohibitions and 
mandates generating their antitheses. 

In re-interpreting Antigone, Butler seeks support for this critique 
of Lacan's theory of symbolic kinship. Her re-interpretation thus remains 

close to Lacan's earlier reading of Antigone (see chapters 19-21 of his 

1959-60 seminar, The Ethics ef P~is). As Butler reconstructs this 
reading, Lacau takes Antigone to represent the inauguration of the sym
bolic order as a set of kinship relations. More precisely, she represents 

the limit that is the condition of possibility for that symbolic order, a 
limit consisting of the unintelligible positions it excludes {but which An

tigone's deformed kinship relatioris embodJ7. Her kinship relations 
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cannot be lived; she stands in a state between life and death. In Lacan's 

formulation, she inhabits a zone beyond the 'limit' (Ate) which human 

life can only briefly cross. Lacan, Butler summarizes, 'understands [Anti

gone's] death as precipitated precisely bythe symbolic insupportabilityof 

her desire' (29), her location at the limit of culture itself. 
While agreeing that Antigone represems the limit of culture, But

ler insists that this limit is intem:d to the symbolic older, a deformation 

arising within it. Antigone can therefore challenge the ~gime that inter

dicts her relationships because, issuing from that same regime, her life 

and speech share in its intelligibility. This enables her to argue with that 

regime, to enter the public arena and dispute with Creon. The (at least 

partial) intelligibility of Antigone's life exposes the instability already in

ternal to symbolic kinship. Lacan's view of kinship as a closed structure 

entailed that transgression could e:xist only as what Butler calls a 'static 

opposition', something altogether beyond culture, necessarily doomed 

and without politically transfonnative potential. By reconceiving the 

definition of kinship tenns as a permeable, open-ended, process, Butler 

allows acts of opposition to dominant interpretations to count as fully 

culru.ral and to have politically transfonnative potential. In support of 

this reconceptualization, she foregrounds Antigone's public militancy, 
absent in Lacan's metaphysical construal of her. 

Butler also looks to Sophocles' text for evidence that Antigone's 

anomalous kinship status arises as the internal defonnation of normative 

kinship relations. Here Butler's reading of Antigone is weakest, for the 

evidence she finds is not in AntiIJ1111! but Oefipus at Cdarus, Sophocles' 

play about Oedipus' old age and death, written about 35 years after A rrtir 

IJ1111!. She stresses how the curses and oroers Oedipus bequeaths to his 

kin here will be carried out in ways .that expose their intrinsic. ambiguity. 

He declares to Antigone that she 'never shall have more love I From any 

man than you have had from me' (Oefipus at Cdarus 1617-8)-yet her 

devotion to Polyneices leaves her equally loyal to Oedipus, the two men 

being symbolically indistinguishable. Via the same indistinguishability, 

Antigone in burying Polyneices subverts Oedipus' stipulation that she 
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may not bury his corpse. Her political activity enacts his repeated state

ments that she does not conform to standaid gender roles {337-344, 

1559-1563). 

Although Butler sees Antigone as a genuine challenge to nonna

tive kinship relations, she emphasizes that Antigone is not a 'queer 

heroine': she never succeeds in creating a culturally viable way of living 

out her desires. She remains a purdy negative figure, challenging the 

symbolic law's claim to exclusive intelligibilitywithout finding or produc

ing the political resources to legitimate her competing claim. On this 
point, Butler accuses Irigaray of romanticizing Antigone. As Butler 

summarizes, Irigaray champions Antigone for opposing the state in the 

name of kinship bonds based in bodily specificity, bonds necessarily ex

cluded from any political regime based on abstract equality or sameness. 

Iriga:ray is, then, Butler's third main interlocutor in AntiIJ1111!'s Claim Yet 

her engagement with Irigaray is minimal, leaving it to her read= to cor

relate their diverging readings of Antigone (for instance, lrigaray, like 
Butler, claims that Hegel represses Antigone's principles without pre

serving them, but Butler does not refer ro this aspect of Irigaray's 

position). This is disappointing, especially as Butler had hinted in 1998 

that she would be engaging in detail with Irigarity's views on kinship (see 

the preface to her recently re-issued Subje.:ts <f De;irr.). So I shall try to ex

trapolate from Butler's general theses in A ntign!'s Ciaim how she would 

assess Irigaray's picture of Antigone. 

On Butler's reading, Irigaray and Hegel come surprisingly close, 

for both regaro kinship as separated from the ancient pdis through its 

orientation around bodily particularity. Irigaray, though, thinks (wrongly, 

I believe) that .Hegd wants the pd.is to suppress kinship, in contrast ad

vocating its political incorporation through the institution of new laws 

that value and recognize corporeal difference. For her, Antigone stands 

for a similar resistance to the suppression Hegel ostensibly urges. Yet 

from Butler's perspective, Irigaray elides Antigone's troubled kinship 

status just as Hegel did, likewise papering over the trouble with defensive 

imagetyof 'blood ties'. Iriga:ray positions incest outside the kinship struc· 
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ture which she defines as natural and so immune to challenge. For But

ler, then, Irigaray is a conservative thinker who, asking politics to express 
'nature', insidiously demands that it enforce oppressively stable kinship 

structures, including normative heterosexuality and rigid gender dimor

phism. 
It is quite possible, however, that Antigone's troubled kinship 

status can be accommodated within Hegel's or lrigaray's perspectives. As 
I mentioned earlier, Hegel suggests that incest is one of the dislocations 

wrought in kinship when myopic political agents violate its norms. De

veloping Hegel's point, Irigaray argues that the political sphere splits 
from kinship when men flee from the threat of their difference from 

their mothers into an exclusively masculine social arena, remaining more 
or less unconsciously locked into a ps~hical relationship of fusion with 
their mothers. Men preserve this oedipal outlook in all their sexual and 
familial relations, thereby disrupting symbolic relations of genealogy, 
which could enable women to distinguish themselves from one another. 

Irigaray does not gloss over Antigone's troubled kinship relations but 

positions them as emblematic of the loss of iderttitythat Western society 
unjustlyvisits upon women. 

Although I still. find this broadly Hegelian-Irigarayan approach 
more congruent with Sophocles' text than the interpretation which But

ler presents, her insistence on the political status of kinship raises 

important questions about whether Irigaray (and Hegel) implicitly pre

suppose that normative sexual and genealogical relations arise as natural 
manifestations of bodily panicularities. Butler does not pursue these un
derlying philosophical and political disputes with Irigaray or Hegel here, 

so her argument in Antigne's Claim remains inconclusive. Nonetheless, 
her critique of Lacan's theory of kinship is both thorough and forceful, 

perceptively highlighting the importance of Antigone's public, political 
activity, as well as shedding valuable further light on how deconstruction 
and immanent critique work together within Butler's distinctive ap

proach to gender relations. Overall, then, Antig;m's ctaimopens up some 

fruitful new directions for exploring the structure and comparative mer-
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its of Butler's approach to gender, and should prompt those interested in 

the philosophical reverberations of Antigone to consider how far she 
'represents not kinship in its ideal form bur its deformation' (24). 

The Metaphysics of Love: Gender and Transcendence in Levinas 

Stella Sandforil, Athlone Press, 2000 

h/h £ so.oo o 485 11566 2, p/b, £ 16.99 o 485 12163 s 

Whether in the light of Simone de Beauvoir's accusation of an ineradica

ble masculine privilege, or Gay.mi Spivak's more recently dismissive 
reference to a 'prurient, male-identified ethics', it is by no means clear: 

that feminism can find anything to parallel its own project in the worll; of 
Emmanuel Levinas. And yet the search goes on, focused increasingly, as 
one might expect, on the usefulness or otherwise of Levinas' work in re

formulating feminist ethics. Books like Kelly Oliver's Farrily V tdues 
(1997) and Cynthia Willett's Materna}, Ethic; (1996) take up the radically 

different vision of the subject/ agent suggested by Levinas that seems 

both to midermine the logos whilst worryingly reproducing gender hier
archies. The question of the relation between the alterity of the Other 

and sexual difference in its positive, Irigarayan sense is a central theme of 
such work, and one to which Stella Sandford pays due regard. Nonethe

less, her own concern is not with ethics as such, but rather with the 
nature and status of eros, or more generally love, as it functions in Levi
nas' texts. 

Right from the start, TheM~ r/L<REdeprioritiz.es ethics, not 
simply in order better to emphasize other aspects of Levinas' thought 

hitherto relatively neglected, but to make the bold claim that the thinking 
of transcendence is the primary motivating force of his philosophical 

project. For all that WE are now accustomed to the radicality of the for

mulation 'ethics as first philosophy'-overtuming the priority of the 
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question of being- Sandford asks us to reconsider metaphysics, not 

elided with ethics, as Levinas has seemed to suggest, but as something 
more fundamental. As she puts it: •uEthics" is the phenomenological ac

count, the empirical possibility and/ or actuality of transcendence in this 
world; as sucb, transcendence is presupposed' (80). 

In support of her contention she offers a close reading of a range 

of texts, winkling out those places where Levinas makes explicit sucb a 

fommlation, but more importantly focusing on his working out of the, 

admittedly enigmatic, Platonic reference to the 'Good beyond being'. In 

place of the expectation that this might ground for Levinas the primor
diality of ethics, Sandfortl w:ims to show that a return to Plato, or at least 

to neo-Platonism, signals a transcendent 'beyond' irreducible to the phe

nomenology of the encounter with the Other. In elaborating the concept 

of the Good in terms of love, Sandford advances a detailed exposition of 
the S)lflfX5ium (94-109). 'Th.is text, as she notes, traces the same move
ment from eros to fecundity (as the masculine moment of the 
procreative good) that Levinas makes in his own trajectory from an em

phasis on erotic love in the early work, to an abstract love which reaches 
towards the future in the later te>..'ts. Although the twists and contradic

tions of the S~~ are followed through by Sandfortl with great 
acumen. I am nevertheless uncertain why she insists on seeing it as so 

strikingly paralleled by Levinas. The slow evolution of the latter's 
thought over a period of decades is surely of a quite different order. 

Moreover, as far as the working towards a notion of the Good goes, 
Sandford is obliged to concede that '(t)he naming of transcendence as 

uGoodness" is probably the most opaque moment in Levinas's philoso

phy' (110). 
What cannot be denied, however, is the value of Sandfortl's care

ful and insightful tracing of the way in which a cluster of tenns 

associated with love-the caress, paternity, the feminine, fecundity; fra
ternity, maternity- are deployed by Levinas, and how these throw light 

on the problematic of sexual difference. Despite the book's subtitle, it is 

certainly the latter and not gender that is at issue, and although the 
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ground has already been well-worked by feminists, Sandford brings to it 
an original stance. Interestingly, she holds in resei:ve the question of 
whether 'the feminine' is a useful or meaningful category, bm makes 

dear from the start her view that in any case Levinas has 'nothing to of

fer an appropriative feminism' (4). In unfolding Levinas' move from an 

approach to sexual difference through the medium of (heterosexual) 

erotic love, which positions the feminine as the Other par excellence, to 
a subsequent mistrust of the erotic which sees it as seemingly at odds 

with ethics, Sandfortl sho"WS how Levinas consistently slips into an im

plicit (and sometimes explicit) privileging of the masculine. Although his 
concem is with the Other as a phUacpbical category, the formal structure 
of sexual difference-which might enable a philosophy of transcen

dence- is increasingly compromised by its phenomenological 
appearance in the alterity of the feminine (41). The erotic relation ac
cordingly loses its philosophical status and becomes of ~rely 

anthropological interest. 

By the time of Tcta&y rm:i Infinity (1961), the asymmetry of the 

erotic that speaks to the possibility of transcendence is downgraded in 
favour of a distinctly masculine fecundity in which the father's 'relation 

with the son opens ... an absolute future or infinite time which overflows 

the destiny of any self-same ego' (67-8). At the same time, the notion of 

the feminine appears swamped by its empirical content and capable only 

of playing the conventionally supporting role of what John Caputo has 
called the 'Modest :Maid'. Many feminist readers of Levinas would agree, 

though as_ Sandfortl points out, it is not the meaning of the gendered 
terms that is at issue, b_ut 'the w.ayin which the philosophical argument is 

pursued on the back of ... ideological associations' (69). Given the recal

citr.¥lce of the feminine, it is perhaps no surprise that the concept of 
sexual difference plays little further part in Levinas' work Although in 

O:heraise than Beirg ( 197 4) maternity rather than paternity takes its place 

as a privileged trope, it is in tum surpassed by the tum to fraternity as the 
expression of the universal in which the feminine is once again absem. 
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As Sandford understands it, the difficulty experienced by Levinas 

in holding apart the philosophical from the empirical results in a series of 

slippages- rather than outright contradictions- that inhabit his work In 

her painstaking analysis, Sandford provides a convn:;.cing explanation of 

why concepts like the erotic and sexual difference, which had seemed so 

promising, prove not only inadequate to Levinas' project, but finally wi

dermine it. Although love remains a central concern, it ls increasffigly 

emptied out, becomes itself unrepresentable, as the attempt to recover 

transcendence through phenomenology fails in its aim. 

But is transcendence the continuing and overriding principle at is
sue, as Sandford argues, or does Levinas himself implicitly acknowledge 

the impossibility of his project by shifting the focus to an ethics that 

must increasffigly engage with the political? There is little room for doubt 

in the extra-philosophical texts that behind, or perhaps alongside, the 
stress on the primordiality of the relation with the Other stands the rela

tion with God, but nonetheless it is the possibility of an ethics for this 
world that occupies Levinas in his major texts. It is not that I think Sand

ford is mistaken to call attention to the significance of transcendence, 
but rather that she somewhat overstates her case with the result that she 

must give relatively little attention to the extensive passages that most 
fullydevelop Levinas' notion of ethics. 

Despite my reservations, The Meraph)Eirs ef L01£ is intriguing and 

thought-provoking throughout in that i:t demands an approach to Levi.

nas that not only opens up relatively unfamiliar areas, but also throws 

new light on some of the questions that have concerned feminists for 

many years. For Sandford, the emphasis on transcendence must be the 

primary claim to the book's originality, but it may prove to be of less 

. consequence than her re-siting of the question of sexual difference. It is 
precisely Levinas' attempts to engage the feminine in his philosophical 

project that ultimately undo the metaphysical endeavour, and uncover 

the implausibility of direct feminist appropriation of his texts. I must 

admit that Levinas has long worried me as someone whose work both 

attracts me and arouses unease, although I have been less able to account 
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for the latter than the former. Sandford's text may go some way to clari
fying that unease, at least in terms of the innicacies of her analysis of 

Levinas' accdUnt of 'the feminine', which at times she marks as 'just plain 

offensive' (46), but to which she more often gives a highly nuanced read-

ffig. 
It is somewhat sutpriSffig, then, that she ends her book with the 

pious assertion that Levinas' work 'remains fundamentally incompatible 

with a feminist theoretical project which aims to help transform society 

through the location of the origin of meanings- including that of "the 

feminine" - in the finite structures of the world' (140). Well, yes and no. 

As she has painstakingly shown, it's all rather more complex than that. 

That one false note aside, The M~ if LOU! is a highly sophisticated, 

demanding, and beautifully written text with which Levinas scholars 

should cenainly engage. 

Mmgri,t Shildrick 
Suijfoirlshire Urri:wsiJ:y 

The Power of Feminist Tbeoiy: Domination, Resistance, Solidarity 

Amy Allen, Westview Press, 1999 

h/b £ 29.99 0 415 91244 :x, p/b £ 8.99 0 415 91245 8 

What is a feminist conception of power? Is it any account of power that 

can hdp to illuminate the lives of women, or is it more than this? Is it an 

account that derives from the vetyconditions of women's lived realities? 

While all feminists would no doubt agree that feminism needs to be able 

to illuminate the relation betw<=en women and power, the actual contours 

that the theoty of power takes differ significantly from theorist to theo

rist. 
As Amy Allen's opening chapter illustrates, feminists have ap

proached the concept of power in a number of different ways. Those 

opera.ting within a broadly liberal perspective have seen power as a re-
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source to which women should have access. In order to secure gender 

justice, it is necessary to remove the obstacles that deny women po-wer. 
Against this resource model of power, radical feminists posited the dual 
ideas that male power was a form of domination while female po-wer 
could be thought of in tenns of empo-wennent: less the power over oth
ers than the power to do things. Where the liberal model aimed at gender 
neutrality- though its critics charged that iti model was actually and:ro
centric- radical feminism sought to define a specifically feminine mode 
of power, grounded in the realities of women's experience, that could be 
countei:posed to a more destructive virile conception. 

While · both liberal and radical feminist accounts have their 
strengths, for Allen they are ultimately insufficient for the task at hand. 
Feminism needs a theory of power that can accommodate bah domina
tion an:1 empowennent and the way that these two moments intersect. It 
is not enough to say that men have power over women; women also 
have power over others. Likewise it is not enough to say that women's 
power is empo-wering and creative when it can al.so be dominating and 
restrictive. In order to generate a more adequate theory, Allen tu.ms to 
the work of Michel Foucault, Judith Butler and Hannah Arendt. 

It is the goal of Allen's book to produce an account of power that 
can accommodate what she regards as three necessary features of any 
feminist conception of power. First, that it must be able to explicate 
male domination of women; second, that it has to be able to explain fe
male resistance; and third, that it has to have an account of female 
solidarity. Moreover, such an account must be normative- though frus
tratingly for this reader, the reasons why it should be nonnative are 
merely asserted a priori rather than debated and demonstrated. In order 
to construct what is ultimately a synthetic theory, Allen devotes a chapter 
each to Foucault, Butler and Arendt. Olalting the pros and cons of their 
respective accounts of power, she shows how each thinker both supple
ments and remedies perceived deficiencies in the work of the other(s). 

Foucault is seen as offering the insight that power is productive 
just as it is constraining. His work is deficient, however, in that it has a 
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paradoxical conception of agency and a strategic (rather than nonnative) 
account of solidarity. Butler provides a necessary corrective to Foucault's 
insufficient discussion of agency through the Derridean notion of cita

tionality:. She is able to demonstrate just how it is that a subject (who is 
subjected by power just at the same time as it is a subject of power) has 

'agency. Nevertheless, Butler remains in the same normative quandary as 
Foucault. Butler is less aware than Foucault of non-discursive phenom
em, but her version of solidarity, like Foucault's, is strategic rather than 
nonnative. It is Arendt, then, who supplies the necessary non:native ac
count of solidarity- although Allen recognizes that there are issues 
surrounding the extent to which 'concerted action' can be disrespectful 

to the other. 
The final chapter of the book then sketches out the composite 

features of the feminist conception of power that Allen has been con· 
structing block by block throughout. A feminist conception of power 
incoi:porates three central facets: power-over, power-to, and power-with. 
In this way, it can account for domination, resistance and solidariry
Allen's three key areas for any feminist account of power- though she is 
at pains to deny that these three areas are simply reducible to the three 

facets of power she has isolated. This analytical account of power is sup
plemented by some 'methodological considerations'. When assessing 

how power operates in any given context, one perspective is to focus on 
the 'foreground' where power-to, power-over and power-with function. 
This has to be complemented by 'background' work that exposes the 
context in which power (in its three facets) operates: questions about 
subject positions, institutions, cultural meanings and so forth. 

There is no doubt that this is a book that will be of use to stu
dents: the individual chapters are an very clearly and succinctly written. 
The chapters on Foucault, Butler and Arendt summarize neatly the main 

themes of each thinker in respect of power and sketch some of the most 
pertinent criticisms levelled at those accounts. For the most part, how
ever, theytread -well-covered ground (at least in the case of Foucault and 
Arendt) and for established scholars will be l<:>s re-warding. There is rela-
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· tively little engagement in the book as a whole -with the secondary litera
ture. Over.ill, the approach is schematic rather than detailed. The section 
on power as a resource in Olapter 1, for instance, is very thin; it merely 
reports a debate . between Okin and Young. The account of power as 
empowerment focuses almost exclusively on theories of care, neglecting 
other versions of power-to that have been developed within racl.ical and 
other feminisms. As a summary of feminist theories of power it is far 
from full 

There is much that could be said about the book: about the tum 

to Arendt, the distinction between nonnative and strategic conceptions 
of solidarity and so on. The most significant area, however, concerns the 
relation between the final chapter and the account of Butler and Fou
cault. The fmal chapter of the book sets out a typology of power that 
sees power as the 'ability or capacity of an actor or set of actors to act' 
(127). Allen thus adduces a throry of power that endeavours to capture 
the essential quality of power even as she concedes that it manifests itself 
in different ways. This is a far cry from Foucault who refuses to think in 
tenns of a theory of power (what power is) and instead offers an anal:)tic 
of power (that is, an exploration of power in its operation). Where one 

might expect Allen to encourage feminists to. engage in genealogy (a la 
Foucault and Butler), she doesn't. Instead, she derives from the empirical 
work of both th.inkers a set of propositions about power. There is some
thing of a disjunction, then, between the final analytical chapter and the 
preceding accounts. Arguably this is less relevant to the account of Ar
endt because Arendt offers a theory of power (what it is, its distinction 
from violence, etc.). 

My reservations go further than this. Power ultimately becomes a 
resource- an ability or. capacity- of actors. This masks the ways in 
which for both Foucault and Butler power produces effects of all kinds: 
subjects, agency, institutions, surveillance, nonnalization and so on. In 

this her accoum loses some of the radical thrust of the work of Foucault 
and Butler in particular (though her account of solidarity is much closer, 
despite Allen's reservations, to Arendt's idea of concerted action). The 
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move that enables her to realign the observations of Foucault and Butler 
rums on how she recasts the notion of subjection. Foucault and Butler 
both treat subjection (ass1*tJisseJ7'l!l7i} as involving subjection by power 
just as one becomes a subject who can act. 

Two things happen here. First, Allen reads this account of subjec
tion as standing in for the work of power per se. In other words, power is 

treated as if it is always about producing subjects who are dominated and 
empowered by its actions. As just noted, it is not evident that this is the 
case for either Foucault or Butler. Certainly power generates subjects, 
but that is not all it does. Second, the .twin dimensions of subjection are 
recast as domination (a form of power-over- defined by Allen as 'the 
ability of an actor or set of actors to constrain the choices available to 
another actor or set of actors in a non-trivial way' (123)) and as empow
erment, or sometimes resistance- and there is some slippage between 
the two tenns. The latter are fonns of power-to, defined by Allen as 'the 
ability of an actor to attain an end or series of ends' ( 126). 

This remapping of the dual nature of subjection loses sight of a 
number -of features intrinsic to the Foucauldian/Butlerian account of 

power. Gone is the sense that resistance may not be end-oriented or 
goal-oriented but may be an unconscious response to the ~ons of 
power. Gone also is the sense that power produces the very actors that 
may or may not be able to act. (Interestingly, the question of subject J?O
sitions is relegated to. a 'background' consideration, the background 
being 'the complex sa:ia! relations that ground every particular power re
lation' (131, my emphasis)). Gone too is the idea that power functions 
through such material entities as the panopticon generating effects of 
(self-)surveillance or the effects of power-discourse in naturalizing het
erosexuality. 

Despite her own acknmviedgement of the complex intersections 
of these analytically disarticulated features of power, and the twin caveat 
that domination is just one type of pcwer-over and resistance of power
to, the final chapter seems to jar with what has gone before. Allen wants 
to be able to distinguish nonnatively between bad power (domination) . 
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and good (resistance and, of course, solidarity}. To do so, she endeav

ours ultimately (recognizing her caveats) to align one aspect of subjection 
with 'bad power' and the other moment with 'good power'. Ultimately 

this doesn't work because these moments are not nonnatively invested. 

They are inseparable moments in the constitution of subjects: one is sub

jected to power just as one becomes a subject. Being subjected to power 
is equally as productive as becoming a subject who can act; becoming a 

subject who can act is equally as constraining as being subjected. 

May Sinclair: A Modem Victorian 

Suzanne Raitt, Oxford University Press, 2000 

h/b £ 19.99 0 19 8122985 

Although any new biography of May Sinclair (1863-1946) must be a 

welcome event, from a philosophical point of view this new study by 
Suzanne Raitt deserves only a cautious welcome. Raitt tells us that al

though Sinclair's philosophical work was 'remarkable in its time, it has 
limited significance for philosophers nowadays' (10). But as much of 

Sinclair's literary output is informed bythe philosophy that she develops 

in a number of early essays on the history of philOsophy, in her poerry, in 
her essays on psychoanalysis and in two original woJ:ks of philosophy, A 

Defen:e ef Idmlism (1917) and The Newldmlism (1922), this is a most un
helpful decision. Furthermore, since Sinclair was passionate about 
Spinoza and was also a feminist, this is quite simply a mistake, as must be 

clear from reading 21st-century feminist Spinozists such as Moira Gat

ens, Susan James or Genevieve Uo;d. 
Although Sinclair herself ventures into biography in The Thrre 

B~ (1912), she was careful to assess the sisters' achievement in tenns 
of their artistic endeavours. Raitt adopts a less generous approach, and 

reads Sinclair's attainment in teffilS of a failed personal (and sexual) life. 
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Since Sinclair covered her tracks well (excising revealing paragraphs from 

letters and completely destroying swathes of personal correspondence), 
Raitt has clearly had a rough rime in tracking down intimate details. Her 

frustrations with her elusive author seem to have affected her own value 

judgments. Too often Raitt adopts a patronizing attitude towards Sin

clair, judging her in terms of the vulgar psychoanalytic models that have 
been incmporated into present-day 'common sense' about the ills of fe.. 
male sexual repression. These are used to criticize her subject as 

'freezing' into old age (260, 262), but are not themselves subject to cri

tique- or even fully related to symptoms of Parkinson's disease which 
produces a notoriouslymask-like immobilitythat matches that of Sinclair 

herself on her last public appearance in the US, aged 61. 
Raitt: gives us detailed- and often highly speculative-:. analyses of 

Sinclair's works, her motives, her (sublimated) sexuality and her failures, 
but Rain's prying into personal relationships is not matched by an 
equivalent intellectual curiosity about the exact details of Sinclair's views. 
This is deeply ironic, since Sinclair WllB hers.elf an earlr very critical

reader of psychoanalysis. She helped set up (and funded) one of the ear

liest clinics for psychoanalysis in the UK (the Medico-Psychological 

Clinic, founded 1913), but she reads Freud and Jung critically, in rerrns 
of their contnbutions to a philosophical tradition, although she also al

lows their interest in childhood, self and memory to redirect her practice 
as a writer. She takes her definition of key concepts such as 'sublima
tion', 'self' and 'unconscious memory' from Hegel, Kant, Schopenhauer, 

Samuel Butler and Spinoza. Raitt seems to suppose that Sinclair is advo
cating Jung's version of sublimation (as opposed to that of Freud) in 

Mary Ciiw, and too quickly dismisses Sinclair's 'bastardized' Jungianism 
as both inconsistent and inadequate in· charting the relarioDShip between 

the self and the unconscious drives in Sinclair's philosophy and fiction 
(232-3). 

Apart from her ghost stories, only three novels, The Thrre SisteTs 
(1914), Mary Cimier. A Life (1919) and The Life an:J.Thlth <f Hania:tFrean 

(1922), have received relatively recent reprints. Of these, the last rwo . 
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adopt modifications of the experimental 'stream of consciousness' tech

nique: a phrase that Sinclair was responsible for introducing into literary 

criticism in her 1918 review of the opening volumes of Dorothy 

Richardson's Pilgrim;.iJ!. Both can be usefully read in temlS of the meta

physical system that is developed within Sinclair's A Defi;rxE if Ide.tli.sm, in 

which being born a self means only ''that 'lihiih is pment t.o all Staf.13 if an

scialsrss in a:rtf en amscials org:mism ([}efen!, 4). Specifically, being a self 

does not entail being an individual. Individuality is only attained gradu

ally through the course of a life as the child develops into an adult and 

separates itself off from its ancestors and relatives. 

For Sinclair, 'becoming an individual' and the simultaneous revela

tion of the illusory nature of individuality is what is charted in Mary 
Cii'Tier. The failure to adequately individualize and the failure of individu-

. ality to break up into the pre-individual (as opposed to the sub

indi:v:idual) is what is charted in Harriett F71':%m. To understand that this is 
not inconsistent, we need to grasp that individuality as such is not the 

focus of Sinclair's philosophical or literary concerns; nor is memory, 

which is presented as pre-individual and as non-identical with con

sciousness (Defem:, 74, 77). Instead, the 'undivided, unapparent being' 

that is the self contains within itself 'all selves which are and shall be' 

(Defi::m;., 31). This (Spinozist) substance or self is infinite, but manifests 

itself as particular finite individuals, and involves 'a plurality of illusory 

consciousness, a plurality of illusory selves, held together by one "real" 
self' ([}efen!, 377). We can become conscious of this 'real' non

individualized self that synthesizes materiality, time and space in new pat

terns that 'escape for ever the. net of memory' in privileged moments of 

awareness revealed in the experience of beauty, love or danger (Deji:m!, 
74,379}. 

Sinclair's philosophy fits broadly into an Idealist tradition influ

enced by T. H Green, Hegel and Spinoza, as well as that peculiar 

combination of Kant, Plato, Hinduism and Buddhism that can be found 

in Schopenhauer. This is most evident in the plot of Mary ai:Uer in 
which the eponymous heroine-whose life coincides with that of the au-

________________ ;___ 
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thor in a multiplicity of ways- develops into a poet and a translator of 

Euripides' &alx!e (and in ways that might remind us of May Sinclair's 

young friend HD., Hilda Doolittle, whose work Sinclair was one of the 

first ta appreciate and critically place). Mary aWer is a rare example of a 

female artist-novel: a classic KUnstier(ir¥rrrnm whose absence from the 

literary canons of modernism is, at least in part, explicable by her readers' 

failure to engage with the series of intellectual figures and ideas that mark 

its plot. Thus Mary reads and discusses (sometimes even quoting) all of 

the above philosophers, plus Locke, Hmne, Sophocles' Anti~ Maud

sley and Darwin, amongst others. Freud and Jung are not mentioned but 
their ideas are implicitly under critique (and are explicitly discussed in A 
Dfji:n:E and elsewhere). 

Mary Ciirier starts inside/ outside the consciousness of the two

year old infant Mary in her cot. The uncertain pronouns of the narrating 

consciousness ('she' and 'you') are maintained for most of the text, al
though by middle age Mary has attained individuality through a series of 

relational bondings and refusals. There is the sisterly identification with, 

and differences from, her brother.> (who die one by one). The father is 

made subservient to the brother.> and the mother in the family drama (al

though his body- its smell and its bean:l- are also the focus of a kind of 

primal horror). But above all it is the mother/daughter struggle that 

shapes the daughter's gradual attainment of individuality and the narra

tive itself. The similarities with and differences from Hegel (for whom 

the brother-sister relationship of A nlifP11? is keyto woman's identitJ? and 
Freud and Jung (who emphasize the daughr.er's love for the father) seem 
far from accidental 

Thus, in Mary Cii'Tier the relational monism of A Defi;rxE if Ide.tli.sm 
is exemplified through exploring the relationships that exist within the 

family unit, from cradle to the attainment of full individuality. As the 

mother lies close to death, the self begins to will freely but the still-not

fully:-emergent self-now allocated the pronmms 'it' or 'you' and the 

demonstrative 'this', as in 'it wills', willing 'was this'- realises that 'noth

ing happens except God's will God's will in your w.ill Self of your self.' 
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(Mary Cii:rier, 351). It is only at the end of the novel that a new pronoun 

emerges: a (hesitant and unstable) 'I' replaces the 'she', 'you' and 'it'. This 
'I' finds itself in a Spinozistic moment of reconciling freedom and fate, 
self and universal. 

Given the roles played in recent psychoanalytic theory by the 
German es (it/id) or the French ia: (this) as signifiers of the unconscious, 
Sinclair's change of pronoun.S seems both sophisticated and subtle. But 
the reader who looks to the Raitt biography to confirm the above analy
sis of Sinclair's philosophy or its exemplification in the novels will be 
disappointed. Indeed, some of the useful infonnation relating to phi
losophy included in the earlier biography by Theophilus E. M. Boll 
(1973) is omitted here. 

Boll starts 'With a poignant scene of Sinclair reading a paper on 
'Primary and Secondary Consciousness' to the Aristotelian Society in 
1923 and being thoroughly discommoded by the need to deal 'With her 
audience's questions, which were fended for her by Alfred North White
head as O:tair. Putting Boll's account together 'With that of her 
impending Parki.nsonianism and dementia that Raitt supplies, an obvious 
hypothesis presents itself. But neither biographer explores this. HOw
ever, perhaps this was also just that female discomfiture 'With the over
aggressive questioning that predominates in philosophy; perhaps that 
was as true in 1923 as it is for some women philosophy students now. In 
any case, Sinclair refused the invitation to contribute an essay larer that 
year to John Henry Muirl:i.ead's O:Jntenp:irtuy British Poocphy, even 
though Muirhead noted in his letter of invitation that she was the only 
British woman philosopher considered important enough to be invited. 

What for Boll was a significant moment in Sinclair's intellectual 
life (the abandonment of philosophy) is in Raitt either missing entirely or 
confined to a footnote (42 fn.). Raitt's lack of philosophical curiosity is 
also revealed in her discussion of some of the early poetry. She guesses 
(36) that the title of the poem 'Apollodorus' refers to a Greek painter, 
and proceeds to offer a Lacanian analysis of this early text, published in 
1886. But given that Sinclair refers to the Apollodorus of Socrates' dia-
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logues in another poem, Raitt's speculation is unconvincing. It would 
have been more useful to explore the Apollodoros who is the lover of 
Socrates and the narrator of the S-yrpa;ium and the character who weeps 

excessivelyas Socrates drinks hemlock in the Plxmio. 
Much of the intellectual detail in Raitt's biography is either lacking 

or uncompelling. But the biography is not 'Without interest. It has tracked 

down new sources and offers plenty of details on Sinclair's relationships, 
her feminism, her interest in mysticism, as well as her brief expedition 

into Belgium as part of the ambulance corps during 1914-1918 war. Sin
clair's attitude to ·war was disturbing: both ecstatic and niive. Raitt 
portrays Sinclair here in a ridiculous light, and the details are certainly 
hai:d for a 21st-century reader to handle. But to me, Sinclair seems an 
overwhelminglytragic figure: a kind of modem Antigone who disappears 
into silence for the last nventy years of her life as Parkinson's disease 
robs her of an individualized will and her authorial voice. 

This biography is certainly a book worth ordering for a library or 
recommending to those interested in literary modernism or the history 
of psychoanalysis; But, as far as the history of women in philosophy is 
concerned, it leaves too many questions not only unanswered, but also 
utterly unexplored. I...ike the film Iris recently on general release in the 
UK- and also the associated film documentaries, biographies and remi
niscences about Iris Murdoch (1909-1999)-it adopts a biographical 
approach that occludes a serious engagement with women as thinkers. In 
it, we can just glimpse the figure of a woman philosopher as she simulta
neously disappears from the history of zom-centuryphilosophy. 

G.mstire Battetsby 

Uni:r.ersit:y cf Waruick 
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Alison M:artin's book is a brilliant, sympathetic, and invaluable explica

tion of Irigaray's thinking of the female divine which, Martin argues, far 

from being an embarrassing and inexplicable tum in Irigaray's work, is 
central to her whole project. Against those who argue for a fundamemal 

break in Irigaray's thought, Martin delineates three distinct stages: Iriga

ray's critique of patriarchy, her attempt to explore the feminine to find 

an enabli.ng female subjectivity, and the development of a heterosexual 
orderthat clearly.recognizes two sexed subjectivities. 

In relation to the divine, Irigaray stands in the idealist tradition of 
Hegel and Feuerbach in asserting the importance of the self-other rela

tionship and the necessity of an ideal representation locating the self in 
universal terms. However, she depans from Hegel in her assertion of the 

need for fidelity to sexual difference rather than the violent collapse of 

one to the other. Masculini.ty in Western culture has reached its limits. 
The old master/ slave dialectic must be replaced by one taking place be
tween two sexed subjectivities mutually recognizing one another, the 

only dialectic that can surmount the subject-object splitting of patriarchal 
culture. For Irigaray, the dialectic between these 'two rhythms' gives rise 
to a 'sensible transcendental' surmounting the spirit/ matter, rea

son/body oppositions and other patriarchal dualisms. 
Mane developed a materialist analysis emphasizing modes of pro

duction: Irigaray develops the analysis of matter and focuses on 
appropriation, especially the appropriation of female matter that consti

tutes the collapse of female genealogies. She goes beyond Marx's 

distinction between interpreting and changing the world to attempt both 
simultaneously. Far from remaini.ng at the level of interpretation, or ca

pitulating to any pre-<Jedipal, naive, unmediated body (a strategic or 
metaphysical essentialist position), Irigaray's project is to culti:u;rewomen. 
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Omently, women are not citizens: their genealogies are collapsed into 

the patriarchal order. 
Apparently central to Irigaray's position is her experience of the 

contrast between Romania and India. Both are poor but while the first is 
bereft of its gods and dispmted, the second revels in a sophisticated 
spirituality. Women are also bereft of their gods and goddesses, but Iri

garay's concern is not for a Goddess 1lVTEITl!J1t panly because the concept 
is plural and regressive. 'Divine Becoming', rather than divine beings, is 

the challenge, and Irigaray therefore argues for socio-symbolic practices 

and representational strategies empowering female becoming. Without 
such an ideal, she claims, women are left dereliet, with no means of dif
ferentiating among themselves except derivatively in terms of their male 
relationships; they cannot go beyond patriarchal culmre or develop uni
versal female ideals. Female horizontal violence becomes inevitable. 
Martin's account of Irigaray on the divine -would seem to indicate that 
Irigaray's position has little to do with onto-theology, traditiona.llyunder

stood, or even with metaphysical humanism. Her position has much in 
common with process or ecological theology. Her project is unasham

edly universalist, yet her universalism is one that confounds the very 

meaning of the universal. She does not posit divine beings, but the Di
vine Becoming of two sexes. 

For Irigaray, Being i:; matter, and matter is the feminine substra
tum that patriarchal culture consistently forgets, denies, or projects onto 
a Being in a subject-object relation. Her divine sexed beings are an at
tempt to re-establish the primacy of subject-subject relations, a primacy 
shattered through the 'Fall' which she interprets as a break between na

ture and grace, one that can be overcome only through new relationships 

between the sexes. She prioritizes gender as the primary category of op
pression and hence analysis, and claims that duistianity, Buddhism, and 
Hinduism each offer ways to overcome the break with nature implied in 
patriarchal sexual relations. 

Irigaray shares much of Nietzsche's critique of duistianity. the 
historical form deviated from its radical roots under the influence of ns· 
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Sl'J1J:irrent. But whereas Nietzsche blames Clui.st's teaching, she blames tbe 

historical conditions of reception. Nietz:sche rejects the inner spirituality 
of Christ and Buddha as life-denying; Irigaray embraces it for its divine 

interiority, although she still regards it as problematic for its life-denying 

desire for nothingness ~onging to rerum to primal oneness with the 

motber). Nietzsche embraced Dionysus: Iriga.ray considers Christ more 

respectful of women. Furthermore, she includes Nietzsche in her critique 
of moribund patriarchal philosophers. Where he blames priests, she 
blames patriarchy, especia1ly its failure to recognize the other sex, leading 

to the multiple appropriations of tbe feminine, metaphysically expressed, 
sacrificially achieved, and mimetically represented in the patriarchal 

eucharist, which incidentally betrays both Jesus and women in its expres
s10n. 

, Rather than tllnling away from Cbristiaoity, Iriga.ray attempts to 
return to its radical roots. For all its difficulties, Christianity (which can
not be reduced to one fonn) has harnessed creative energies (possibly 

derived from its gynaeocratic past). Her concern is not to recuperate 

Christiaoity for its direct potential for any socio-economic change: in
deed, she explicitly problematizes this 'option for the poor', given the 

dangers of manipulative rhetoric concerning salvation. Still less is she de
fending the 'truth' of Christianity. Her concern is for its symbolic 

potential for women becoming full agental subjects and thus her aim is 
to develop Clui.stianity's sexed incarnation to include figures such as 

Mary and Anne, and to offer women options other than those typified in 
Freud's 'Three Caskets': the mother, the virgin, ortbe prostitute. 

In elucidating this, Martin's book will stand alongside that of 
Whitfonl as one of the definitive texts on Irigaray's work to date. 1he 
book also elucidates questions to be asked of Irigaray that seem at the 

moment still to be left hanging, Feminist scholars of religion generally 

accept that there is no necessary correspondence between the gender of 
tbe deity and the liberation or subordination of women: the variables are 

extremely complex. Can systems of representation be recuperated, in
vented, or consciously constructed? Are tbere not positions other than 
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thos.e allowed by Freud which are taken bywomen---slave owners, colo

nial servants, bourgeois capitalist-that might actively militate against 

women acting for themselves as well as in themselves? Was the break 
from kinship to kingship, from blood to social contract unilaterally nega

tive or, like capitalism, a necessary stage in human development? In 

India, for instance, the caste system administers abjection and repudia

tion, while Western democracies were only made possible by bre:zkirg up 
the familial, feudal, and other dynasties (even though tbe ties of blood 

were symbolically retained in some monarchies), with abjection often 

displaced into the racial arena. 

Irigaray's thinking of tbe divine is essentially work-in-progress. 

1he ultimate test will be its ability to bear the weight of questions such as 

tbese. 

Maryanbm 

lnsLiade for FeminismardRdifi=, Duliin 
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